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ABSTRACT
EFFECT OF PROCESS CONTROL AGENTS USED IN MECHANOCHEMICAL
SYNTHESIS ON PROPERTIES OF THE PREPARED COMPOSITE REACTIVE
MATERIALS

by
Mehnaz Mursalat
The study explores synthesis and reactivity of new reactive materials prepared by ball
milling. High-energy ball milling became a ubiquitous mechano-chemical tool to
manufacture diverse powders, from pharmaceuticals or foods to alloys to new solid rocket
propellants. It enabled a dramatic expansion of the range of chemical compositions
obtainable; however, it did not so far, allowed one to fine-tune morphology or interfaces
in the generated powders. It is shown in this work how different process control agents
(PCAs) can serve to tune the powder morphology and reactivity. Commonly used as
lubricants and cooling agents during milling, liquid PCAs can be used as an effective tool
in modifying both chemistry and morphology of mechanochemically prepared reactive
materials. For example, a polar, non-oxidizing fluid, e.g., acetonitrile, can reduce the size
of aluminum particles, but more interestingly, it can modify their surface to enable new
redox reaction pathways leading to accelerated ignition and combustion. Using such
modified aluminum in a composite prepared by milling makes it possible to design unusual
reactive materials. Materials with the same chemical compositions, and thus the same
overall energy densities can be made with controllable reaction dynamics and tunable heat
release. Thus, it becomes possible to separate the effects of chemical composition and
interface structure on the reaction mechanisms and rates.

An even more unusual capability of manipulating shapes and sizes of the
synthesized powders is discovered in this study when liquid PCA comprises two
immiscible fluids. A complex system including an emulsion combined with suspended
particles is generated inside the milling vial. When such a system is milled, solid particles
can be refined, mixed, and eventually accumulated inside the droplet phase. Thus, spherical
solid aggregates are formed with narrow size distributions. Milling conditions can be found
to tune size, density, and porosity of such spheres. Produced narrowly-sized spherical
powders are attractive because of their dramatically improved flowability. The existing
methods for synthesizing spherical powders (e.g., spray-drying, extrusion-spheronization,
droplet-melting) are more expensive, time-consuming, and energy-intensive. Unlike
milling, they cannot be employed to a diverse range of materials and the challenges
associated with wide particle size distributions often are unsurmountable. Our approach
has been validated experimentally for elemental (e.g., Al, B), alloyed (B∙Ti, Al∙Ti), ceramic
(Fe2O3), organic (melamine), and composite (Al∙CuO) spheres from materials with a broad
range of initial particle sizes and mechanical properties. The average size of the particles
could be selectable from 5 to 200 µm. Experiments also confirmed superior rheological
properties of the prepared reactive powders and their enhanced reactivity. For future, this
study can be expanded beyond reactive materials to discover a new generation of valueadded materials for catalysts, adsorbents, and feedstock powders for additive
manufacturing.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Reactive materials are high energy density solids capable of generating highly exothermic
reactions [1]. They are non-detonable solids that encompass a variety of metal-based
systems, such as powders of metals (Al, B, Zr, etc.), alloys (Al-Ni, Al-Ti, Al-Mg, etc.) and
thermites (Al/CuO, Al/Fe2O3, Al/MoO3, etc.)[2-7]. Figure 1.1 is a comparative plot
showing combustion enthalpies of metals and some common explosives. Clearly, metal
combustion releases substantial energy per unit mass or volume presenting an attractive
alternative to organic energetic materials in many applications. Specific applications,
where metals are used as components of energetic formulations include propellants,
explosives, pyrotechnics, welding and custom energetics for MEMS (Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems) [1, 8-10]. Due to its relatively high oxidation enthalpy (-1675.7
kJ/mol at 25 ℃), low melting point (660 ℃) and abundance in nature, aluminum tops the
list of potential metal fuels for different reactive materials [11, 12].
Commonly, the global reaction rate in metal-based reactive materials is controlled
by mass diffusion of reactive components towards each other [13]. Hence, the resulting
rates of energy release are lower than those attained in combustion of common energetic
compounds with reaction rate limited by kinetics of decomposition of metastable
molecules. The acceleration of combustion in reactive materials is often associated with
use of finer powder particles, leading to an increased reaction interface area. However, it
has been observed that in certain applications, such as solid propellants, conventional
1

micron-sized aluminum powders tend to coalesce and form agglomerates. This leads to
high ignition temperatures and prolonged ignition delays limiting their benefits [14]. Apart
from aluminum, Mg, Zr, Ti, Ta and B based fuels were also developed [11, 15-17]. Still, a
number of issues, mostly affecting the rate and completeness of reaction achieved in
practical configurations, limit their applications. For instance, despite a very high
volumetric energy density (138 kJ/cm3) boron particles exhibit delayed ignition due to the
presence of an oxide (B2O3) layer [18-20]. Magnesium powders tend to age fast in humid
environment [21], making them difficult to store and handle.

Figure 1.1 Enthalpies of combustion of different reactive materials.
Source: Sundaram, D., V. Yang, and R.A. Yetter, Metal-based nanoenergetic materials: Synthesis,
properties, and applications. Progress in Energy and Combustion Science, 2017.

Studies suggest that shrinking the particle size from conventional micron range to
the nanometer scale enhances their reactivity by several orders of magnitude [13]. This
boost in reactivity is due to the decreased diffusion distances and high interfacial surface
area between the reactive components [13]. However, agglomeration and sintering of
2

nanoparticles restrict the advantages associated with using nanopowders. With an effort to
overcome the limitations, several systematic methods have been developed for the
synthesis of reactive nanocomposites. Interestingly, these novel materials show many
features which include very high burn rates, higher flame speeds, and accelerated ignition
compared to their micron-sized counterparts [3].
1.2 Synthesis Methods of Reactive Materials
The easiest and the most common approach to form an intimate mixture between the
reactive components is simple physical mixing of particles or nanoparticles. More
sophisticated methods of synthesis include layered deposition, electrodeposition, sol-gel
processing, self-assembly synthesis and arrested reactive milling [11, 22-25]. With each of
these methods introducing specific structural characteristics and reaction dynamics, the
ultimate focus has been to increase the interfacial contact between the components capable
of highly exothermic reactions. It is interesting to note that materials with the same
compositions prepared by different methods show different ignition and combustion
characteristics. For instance, the ignition temperature recorded for electro sprayed Al/CuO
powders was around 930 K. Mixed powders with the same composition and particle sizes
ignited at 1000 K [26]. The ignition of the electro sprayed sample also occurred 0.15 ms
earlier than that of mixed powder [26]. This change in behavior can be attributed to the
formation of interfaces with different structural properties for each method. Different
methods of synthesizing reactive nanocomposites are described further in the following
sections.
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1.2.1 Mixing of Nanopowders
Nanocomposites are commonly prepared by ultrasonic mixing of nanosized reactive
components in an organic solvent (typically hexane, isopropyl alcohol), where the solvent
is eventually evaporated [27, 28]. The produced materials, often referred to as metastable
intermolecular composites (MICs), appear to be porous and their properties can be tuned
by altering different parameters like fuel/oxidizer composition, exposure time in solvent
and size of the starting particles [3]. A variety of aluminum-based mixed thermite powder
were prepared using different oxidizers (CuO, Fe2O3, WO3, BiO3)[29]. Even though the
preparation of composite material is relatively straightforward and simple, mixed powders
are prone to agglomeration[30]. Sometimes, the mixing is non-uniform, which leads to a
low rate of reaction [31]. Figure 1.2 shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image
of an Al/CuO thermite prepared by ultrasonic mixing [30]. The bright parts of the image
correspond to oxide particles while the dark gray shaded particles are aluminum.

Figure 1.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of Al/CuO thermite prepared by
ultrasonic mixing.
Source: Monk, I., et al., Combustion characteristics of stoichiometric al-cuo nanocomposite thermites
prepared by different methods. Combustion Science and Technology, 2017.
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A modified method ensuring a more homogeneous mixing was developed, where
uniformly sized droplets of mixed suspended nanoparticles are formed upon dispersing the
mixture into an aerosol using an electrospray [26, 30]. An organic binder is added to the
ultra-sonicated mixture of nanopowders. As the solvent evaporates, composite particles are
formed and held together by the binder. The product formed turns out to be porous micronsized agglomerates referred to as mesoparticles, which contain mixed nanoparticles and a
small amount of binder. The binder gasifies upon ignition at a lower temperature and causes
particle separation. This reduces loss of surface areas and prevents sintering. However, one
of the major disadvantages is decrease in energy density due to the binder.
1.2.2 Electrodeposition
In this method, the metal to be deposited is contained in an ionic liquid. The nanostructured
composite is formed upon electrodeposition of the ionic liquid on oxide nanowires [25].
Dong et al., [25] fabricated WO2.9/Al co-axial nanowires using the ionic liquid consisting
of aluminum chloride and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride. First, a tungsten wire
with well-aligned tungsten oxide nanowires attached to its surface was prepared by flame
synthesis. This wire served as the cathode, which remained immersed in the ionic liquid.
A DC potential was applied for 15 min for the aluminum coating to form on the tungsten
oxide nanowires. Figure 1.3 shows different stages of the co-axial WO2.9/Al formation
process. Upon ignition, the energetic nanocomposite exhibited strong exothermicity. It is
of particular interest that the interface between metal and oxidizer is prepared using a lowtemperature process; thus, the intermixing between reactive components at such interfaces
is minimized. However, the method is presently difficult to scale up for bulk material
synthesis.
5

Figure 1.3 a) FESEM image of the WO2.9 nanowire grown by flame synthesis. b)
WO2.9/Al nanowires after electrodeposition.
Source: Dong, Z., et al., Combined Flame and Electrodeposition Synthesis of Energetic Coaxial TungstenOxide/Aluminum Nanowire Arrays. Nano Letters, 2013. [25].

1.2.3 Self-assembly
In self-assembled composites, functionalization of oxide surface enables nanosized metal
particles to arrange themselves at the surface of the oxide [24, 32]. Metal nanoparticles
adhering to the functionalized oxide particles form ordered structure, which optimizes
mixing and thus maximizes utility of the surface available in nano-structured composites.
Self-assembled Al–CuO system was synthesized where CuO nanorods were functionalized
by a monofunctional polymer, poly(4)-vinyl pyridine (P4VP) [24]. It has been reported that
6

self-assembled thermites exhibit higher flame speed compared to nanocomposite materials
with the same compositions prepared by ultrasonic mixing [32]. Figure 1.4 shows a TEM
image of self-assembled Al/Fe2O3–nanothermite where the Al nanoparticles are attached
at the exterior surface of Fe2O3 nanotube [32]. This approach, however, has some
shortcomings which include expensive custom-made oxides and the presence of
functionalizing agents that generally reduce the energy density [3].

Figure 1.4 TEM image of self-assembled Fe2O3–Al nanothermite.
Source: Cheng, J.L., et al., Synthesis and characterization of self-assembled nanoenergetic Al–Fe2O3
thermite system. Journal of Physics and Chemistry of Solids, 2010. [32].

1.2.4 Sol-gel Synthesis
Thermites prepared by sol-gel method consist of a nanoscale porous network of sol-gelbased metal oxide with dispersed metal fuel particles [33]. The synthesis strategy for solgel thermite involves a simple mixing of hydrated salts of metals in polar, protic solvents
(methanol, ethanol) in the presence of propylene oxide, which serves as a gelation agent
[34]. Immediately before the onset of gelation, the metal particles are added and further
mixed to yield a uniform distribution. The removal of the pore fluid from the system is
7

achieved either by slow evaporation or by supercritical extraction with CO2 [3]. The
precursors can then be processed into aerogels, xerogels, or nano powders. Figure 1.5
illustrates Al-Fe2O3 thermite system prepared by sol-gel method. These composites
achieve intimate contact between the constituents compared to mixed powders. This leads
to favorable ignition and combustion properties. However, limitations regarding the
applicability of different oxides and porosity make it unsuitable for some applications [3].

Figure 1.5 TEM image of Al-Fe2O3 thermite system prepared by sol-gel method.
Source: Tillotson, T.M., et al., Nanostructured energetic materials using sol–gel methodologies. Journal of
Non-Crystalline Solids, 2001 [33].

1.2.5 Layer Deposition
Nanolayers of fuel and oxidizer deposited by physical deposition methods ensure a good
control over purity [35]. These composites are fully dense and provide a well-defined
geometry [23]. During material deposition, chemical intermixing naturally occurs at the
interface between the two reactive layers, resulting in a relatively thick interfacial layer.
8

Al/CuO nanofoils were reported to have a narrow region at the interface identified as
amorphous and nanocrystalline Al2O3 [23]. Figure 1.6 shows a) Cu, b) Al c) O and d)
plasmon loss image of the as-deposited CuOx /Al multilayer foils. The nature of the
interface formed by nanofoils impacts their exothermic response [35]. Researchers aimed
at engineering alumina-based interfaces in Al/CuO through atomic layer deposition (ALD),
e-beam evaporation and sputtered deposition. The interface regions were found to be
inhomogeneous with irregular thickness of about 5 nm maximum due to an intermixing of
elements at the rough CuO surface region. The interfacial layer is composed of a mixture
of Al, Cu, and O with a high density of defects, which enhances reactivity. These wellcontrolled nanosized layers of materials are capable of generating highly exothermic
reactions [36]. Additionally, a layered system with a core-shell structure synthesized using
ALD has been reported [37].

Figure 1.6 Elemental distribution images of the as-deposited CuOx /Al multilayer foils.
a) Cu b) Al map c) O map d) plasmon loss image of this region.
Source: Blobaum, K.J., et al., Deposition and characterization of a self-propagating CuOx/Al thermite
reaction in a multilayer foil geometry. Journal of Applied Physics, 2003. [23].
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1.2.6 Mechanical Milling
Powders are processed in high energy ball mills (planetary, shaker or attritor mill) [38].
Ball material, sizes and quantity are chosen based on the type of powder to be milled.
Usually milling is stopped or reaction is arrested before ignition. Hence, this process is also
termed Arrested Reactive Milling (ARM) [13]. The powder processing is tuned by
adjusting specific milling parameters such as milling time, the powder batch size, the mass
ratio of powder sample to that of the milling media, the process temperature, and so on [17,
22, 38]. During milling, a reaction between the components may be locally triggered due
to mechanical perturbation; this could lead to self-sustaining reaction damaging the milling
equipment [39]. This issue can be overcome by adjusting the milling conditions and using
proper process control agents (PCAs); some liquid PCAs are capable of quenching a locally
initiated reaction. Milling parameters were explicitly studied previously by Umbrajkar et
al., where different temperature regimes were explored during mechanical milling of AlMg alloys [40]. The effect of milling media and ball to powder mass ratio on Al/MoO 3
were also considered in order to affect the structural refinement [41].
To further understand milling mechanisms, Santhanam et al., performed simulation
to quantify the energy imparted by the milling media at different conditions [42]. As the
refinement mechanisms for diverse materials subjected to mechanical milling were
clarified, it was suggested that ARM decreases the length scales of the reactants by
intimately mixing the composites through fracture and cold welding of constituent
powders, eventually setting the mixing scale at nano level [43, 44]. However, quantifying
the mixing scale has been a challenge for lack of in situ instrumentation during high energy
milling. Monk et al., [45] attempted to quantify scale of mixing by analyzing cross10

sectioned composite particles using SEM and measuring the distance between two adjacent
CuO inclusions in Al matrix prepared in a milled Al/CuO composite. Recently, Al, Mg, Ti,
and B based composites were synthesized by mechanical milling; their ignition and
combustion characteristics were studied [17, 22, 38]. Figure 1.7 displays different types of
particle morphologies and sizes achieved as a result of varying milling parameters for
different metal-based systems.

a)

b)

c)

Al
Ti

Al

Figure 1.7 Different materials prepared by mechanical milling. a) nano aluminum b) AlMoO3 thermite powder c) Al-Ti alloy.
Sources:
Schoenitz, M., S.M. Umbrajkar, and E.L. Dreizin, Kinetic Analysis of Thermite Reactions in Al-MoO3
Nanocomposites. Journal of Propulsion and Power, 2007.
Yu, J., et al., Aluminum Nanoparticle Production by Acetonitrile-Assisted Milling: Effects of Liquid- vs
Vapor-Phase Milling and of Milling Method on Particle Size and Surface Chemistry. The Journal of
Physical Chemistry C, 2016.
L. Shoshin, Y., et al., Ignition of aluminum-rich Al–Ti mechanical alloys in air, 2006.

[38, 46, 47].
1.3 Types of Interfaces between Reactive Components
Interfaces are believed to play a crucial role in determining the reaction kinetics and
ignition characteristics of nanocomposite systems. It is generally agreed that reactivity of
these nanocomposites increases significantly upon intimate interfacial contact between the
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components [35]. The extent of interfacial contact between the components with same
composition varies with their method of synthesis.
In Figure 1.8, we categorized reactive materials into two classes. This applies to
most of the metal-based reactive materials. Here, for the sake of simplicity, different
interfaces of thermites are being discussed. In class I type, the fuel and oxidizer are reported
to remain in contact over a relatively small portion of the total surface area. As a result,
high porosity and low material density is observed in such composites. High porosity leads
to low energy density. However, enhanced gas release and reduced heat transfer facilitate
thermal runaway, consequently accelerating ignition [48]. Some of the relevant composites
include mixed powders, sol-gel and self-assembled systems [11, 24, 29, 30]. On the other
hand, class II category lists the composites, which ensure the maximum possible interfacial
contact between fuel and oxidizer, minimizing porosity. Such interfaces effectively
enhance uniform mixing of solid reactants and greatly reduce the diffusion distance.
Consequently, the reactivity of material is improved. Layered systems, core-shell and
ARM prepared powder fall under this category [22, 23, 37]. These composites are very
dense and possess well-defined geometry.
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Figure 1.8 Possible Interface geometry of different types of thermite systems.

1.4 Advantages of Mechanical Milling
Upon analyzing different types of interfaces of reactive materials in the above section it
can be asserted that mechanically milled composites have maximized interfacial contact
among the components, while being readily made on a practical scale. One of the major
advantages of ARM is the formulation of fully dense materials unlike composites formed
by mixing or sol-gel [3]. The formed products are chemically unbound condensed materials
where individual particles are reported to have a density close to their theoretical maximum
density (TMD) [39]. The starting materials need not be nano-sized, as is necessary in case
of powder mixing. This top down approach employing readily available inexpensive
13

micron-sized powders does not require extensive instrumentation, which is mandatory for
composites prepared by layered deposition or electrodeposition. This makes ARM a readily
scalable and cost-effective method. Hence, it is deemed a very versatile method for
synthesis of reactive materials.
1.5 Role of Process Control Agent (PCA) in Mechanical Milling
Sometimes, the advantages of mechanical milling cannot be fully exploited because of
particle agglomeration due to cold welding, which, in turn, decreases the overall reactivity
of the synthesized material. One effective approach to avoid cold welding is to introduce
surface active substances as process control agents, or PCAs. A number of non-oxidizing
liquid hydrocarbon PCAs, such as hexane, pyridine, benzonitrile, and acetonitrile have
been explored as lubricants [12, 49, 50]. Shaw et al., [51] performed study on the effect of
stearic acid (SA) as PCA on mechanical alloying of Al93Fe3Ti2Cr2. As illustrated in Figure
1.9(a), the size of the aluminum particles increases with milling time in presence of 1 wt%
SA for up to 5 hours as a result of cold welding [51]. The particle size decreases at longer
milling times as fracturing of agglomerates becomes dominant. Interestingly, upon
introducing 2 wt% SA, there was no jump in particle size because at this point, the amount
of PCA was adequate to effectively prevent cold welding. Similar findings were reported
by Machio et al.,[52] during mechanical alloying of Ti-Mg in presence of SA. Their study
further concludes that upon increasing the PCA amount beyond an optimum point, the
particle surface energy becomes very high that they re-agglomerate. From Figure 1.9(b) it
is evident that cold welding again dominates at 6 wt% SA [52].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.9 Effect of the amount of stearic acid on particle size during mechanical
alloying of a) Al93Fe3Ti2Cr2 and b) Ti-Mg.
Sources:
Shaw, L., et al., Effects of process-control agents on mechanical alloying of nanostructured aluminum
alloys. Metallurgical and Materials Transactions A, 2003.
Machio, C., H.K. Chikwanda, and S. Chikosha, Effect of process control agent (PCA) on the characteristics
of mechanically alloyed Ti-Mg powders. Journal of the Southern African Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy, 2011.[51, 52]

Al-Ti alloys were also milled with SA as PCA. It was observed that the ignition
and combustion behavior of the samples improved to some extent [47]. One recent study
involving acetonitrile (ACN)-assisted milling of aluminum indicates that PCAs can
significantly alter interface chemistry along with particle size and morphology [46]. It is
suggested that the ACN used during milling may modify aluminum surface leading to
formation of carbide and nitride layers fully or partially replacing common surface oxide
15

film. Such altered surface properties may prove conducive to ignition. In addition, a small
amount of PCA can be chemically or physically adsorbed by the prepared composite; its
release at different temperatures is expected to affect combustion of the heated composite
particles.
The effect of PCA on mechanochemical synthesis and manipulation of interfacial
properties of reactive nanocomposites has been addressed in this study; which led to an
extensive investigation of how particle size, mixing scale, and overall particle morphology
can be altered and how those parameters affect powder reactivity, stability, and ease of
handling. The work also delivers mechanistic understanding of reaction mechanisms of the
prepared composite materials triggering ignition and combustion. In an effort to improve
the powder morphology, a novel method of synthesizing spherical energetic powders by
mechanical milling was introduced, where a pair of immiscible liquids served as a PCA.
Specifically, an emulsion of hexane and ACN served as PCA in most such experiments.
The chapters in this dissertation thoroughly discuss the experimental findings of different
energetic systems prepared by PCA-assisted mechanical milling.
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CHAPTER 2
CUSTOM PARTICLE MORPHOLOGY IN ENERGETIC NANOCOMPOSITE
BY ARRESTED REACTIVE MILLING IN IMMISCIBLE LIQUIDS

2.1 Abstract
The effect of polar and nonpolar liquid process control agents (PCA) on properties of metal
rich Al/CuO thermites prepared by Arrested Reactive Milling was studied. Acetonitrile and
hexane, and their mixtures were used as PCA. Milling in nonpolar hexane results in fully
dense, micron-sized composite particles of 100 nm-scale CuO inclusions in an Al matrix.
Using polar acetonitrile results in a mixture of nano-sized, largely unagglomerated Al and
CuO particles. Porous composites, agglomerated to different degrees, formed in hexaneacetonitrile mixtures. In particular, micron-sized porous spherical composite particles
formed in a mixture with 25% acetonitrile. Such spherical composites may result from
interaction of suspended powder particles with stressed droplets of a Pickering emulsion
forming when immiscible liquids serve as PCA. Despite dramatic changes in the powder
morphology, all composites were reactive. Systematic differences, discussed in the text,
were observed in their ignition temperatures and oxidation kinetics.

2.2 Introduction
Thermites composed of a metal fuel and metal oxide oxidizer undergo a highly exothermic
redox reaction upon heating [3]. Such reactions find applications in propellants, explosives,
pyrotechnic, infrastructure demolition and MEMS technology [1, 8-10]. Lately, thermite
synthesis methods focused on preparing nanocomposite systems using mixed
17

nanopowders, layered vacuum deposition, sol-gel processing, self-assembly, and arrested
reactive milling (ARM) [11, 22-24]. With each of these methods introducing specific
structural characteristics and reaction dynamics, the ultimate focus has been to increase the
thermite reactivity. Mechanical milling, in particular, is deemed a versatile way of
synthesizing nanothermites due to its operational simplicity and cost effectiveness.
Among several types of reactive composites synthesized by ARM, Al–CuO
nanocomposite thermites have garnered a great deal of interest owing to their highly
exothermic reactions and transient gas generation. Effect of several ARM parameters,
including milling time, milling media, and ball to powder mass ratio were explored [5355]. The correlations of these parameters with composite particle size, inclusion size and
characteristics of their ignition and combustion were reported in literature [12, 22, 53, 54,
56, 57]. However, properties of the prepared composites are also affected by process
control agent (PCA) using during milling. PCA can serve as a lubricant and as a cooling
agent; it can also functionalize surface of the prepared powders. Presently, systematic
studies addressing the effect of PCA on properties of nanocomposite thermites are lacking.
Many non-oxidizing hydrocarbons such as hexane, pyridine, benzonitrile, and
acetonitrile have been used as PCAs [12, 49, 50] while preparing metal-based composites
by high-energy milling. One recent study involving acetonitrile (ACN) assisted milling of
aluminum suggests that PCAs can significantly alter interface chemistry along with particle
size and morphology [46]. It is likely that PCAs affect the interfacial reaction kinetics of
the thermites causing changes in their ignition and combustion characteristics.
In this work, a non-polar (hexane) and polar (ACN) fluids served as PCAs for
preparing a metal rich Al-CuO thermite powder by ARM. Samples were ball-milled in pure
18

hexane and ACN as well as in a set of their mixtures. In addition to the effect on reactions
leading to ignition, pronounced changes in the morphology of the prepared materials were
observed, as discussed.
2.3 Experiment
2.3.1 Sample Preparation
Aluminum-rich 8Al∙3CuO nanocomposite powders (with 8/3 molar ratio between Al and
CuO, forming a thermite with the equivalence ratio of 4) were prepared in a Retsch PM400
planetary mill. The composition was chosen complying with safety considerations since
stoichiometric ratio yield pyrophoric materials unsafe to handle. The starting powders
were –325 mesh (less than 44 μm), 99.5% pure aluminum (by Atlantic Equipment
Engineers), and 25 μm, 99+% pure copper (II) oxide (by Sigma–Aldrich). Process control
agents (PCA) were the pure solvents hexane (Alfa Aesar, 99.5% pure) and acetonitrile
(Alfa Aesar, 99.5 pure), and mixtures of the two. Table 2.1 shows compositions of solvent
mixtures, and the assigned sample IDs.
Custom-made hardened steel milling vials were used with a capacity of 175 ml and
with 17 mm thick walls, capable of withstanding high pressure in case of an accidental
initiation of the thermite reaction during milling. Each vial was charged with 30 g of
powder and 24 ml PCA. The amount of the PCA was selected to ensure that the entire
powder charge remained submerged in the fluid. Hardened steel balls with 9.525 mm (3/8”)
diameter served as the milling media. A ball to powder mass ratio of 3:1 was maintained
for all the samples. The vials were loaded and sealed in an Ar-filled glovebox. All samples
were milled for 60 min at 350 RPM.
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Table 1.1 Compositions of Mixed Solvents used for Preparation of 8Al∙3CuO
Nanocomposite Powders
Acetonitrile
volume fraction
(balance is
Hexane)

Sample

100 %

A100

75 %

A075

50 %

A050

25 %

A025

12.5 %

A012

6.25 %

A006

0%

A000

ID

2.3.2 Characterization of Prepared Powders
Particle size and surface morphology of the samples were characterized using a LEO 1530
field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM). Carbon tape was used as a substrate
during SEM imaging for as-milled powder. Prior to SEM analysis, the liquids in the
samples were evaporated. Also, as-milled powders were embedded in epoxy, crosssectioned, and imaged. The back-scattered electrons were used for imaging cross-sections
to observe the compositional contrast between Al and CuO.
X-ray diffraction was performed using a PANalytical Empyrean multipurpose
research diffractometer. The samples were dried and exposed to air for 24 hours before the
20

XRD runs. The diffractometer was operated at 45 kV and 40 mA, using unfiltered Cu Kα
radiation (λ= 1.5438 Å). HighscorePlus software (version 3.0e) along with PDF-4+ 2018
database was used to identify the peaks. Peak refinement based on the Rietveld method
[58] was performed to quantify the concentration of aluminum present in the samples after
they were dried and exposed to air and could, therefore, partially oxidize. The built-in code
for Rietveld analysis was based on reference [59].
The thermite reactions were characterized by differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) and thermogravimetry (TG) using a Netzsch STA409PC thermal analyzer. The
powders were loaded in an alumina crucible without removing them from liquid PCA in
order to prevent their oxidation in air. The crucible with samples immersed in liquid was
loaded into the analyzer. Prior to measurement, the furnace was evacuated and then flushed
with argon three times. The liquid was allowed to evaporate in a flow of argon before the
heating program started. The final mass was recorded when the internal balance showed a
stable reading for about 10 min. This final mass ranged from 10 to 15 mg for every sample.
The experiments were performed under the flow of argon (99.998% pure, supplied by
Airgas) at a flow rate of 50 ml/min. DSC traces were recorded at four different heating
rates (2, 5, 10 and 20 K/min). During each run, the samples were heated twice to the
maximum temperature set in the program (800 °C). Prior to the second heating, the sample
was allowed to cool down from 800 °C to 50 °C. The traces were baseline-corrected by
subtracting the signal recorded during the second heating and then normalized by the
sample mass. In selected experiments, the gas exhaust from the DSC/TG furnace was
connected to the inlet of a quadrupole Mass Spectrometer (MS) by Extrel.
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Specific surface areas were determined using an Autosorb iQ (model no:
ASIQM000000-6) BET by Quantachrome Instruments. Samples were degassed at 30 °C
for 48 hours in a 0.9 mtorr vacuum.
2.3.3 Ignition and Combustion Experiments
Ignition was characterized in experiments involving a thin coating of the thermite powder
on an electrically heated, 0.5-mm diameter nickel-chromium (Ni-Cr) wire. The powders
were suspended in either ACN or hexane to prepare the wire coating. A thin layer of the
suspension was deposited on the wire using a small brush. The solvent was dried off the
coated wire prior to each run. Rechargeable large-cell 12-V batteries by McMaster Carr
were used as the source of DC voltage. One, two, and three batteries were connected in
series, resulting in heating rates of 4160±310 K/s, 17200±1600 K/s, and 34700±1500 K/s,
respectively.
The ignition time was recorded simultaneously by a MotionPro 500 high-speed
video camera and a photodiode based on optical emission. The temperature of the heated
powder was not measured directly but inferred from the measured filament temperature.
An infrared pyrometer comprising a germanium switchable gain detector (PDA30B2 by
Thorlabs) coupled with a fiber optics cable and a lens was focused on an uncoated portion
of the wire to obtain the wire temperature as a function of time. Rigol DS1054Z digital
oscilloscope was used in order to record the photodiode and pyrometer readings. The
pyrometer was calibrated in the temperature range of 300 to 950℃ using a BB-4A black
body emission source by Omega Engineering.
A spark induced constant volume explosion (CVE) experiment was performed to
measure pressure release during thermite reaction. A custom-made, miniature steel
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combustion chamber (180 ml) with an in-built pin-electrode was used for the experiment.
The electrode’s tip was located approximately 1 mm above the surface of the powder
sample placed in the chamber. The powder was placed in a 0.635-mm-deep, 3.05-mmdiameter cylindrical cavity in a grounded brass plate mounted inside the spark chamber.
Mass of the powder loaded into the sample holder varied in the range of 1-12 mg. A
capacitor was charged to 8 kV and was then discharged through the high-voltage pin
electrode and the grounded powder holder. The pin electrode was connected to the positive
plate of the capacitor while the negative plate of the capacitor was grounded. ESD ignition
experiments were performed with different amounts of powder. The chamber was sealed
properly prior to any discharge. Real-time measurements of voltage signatures produced
by the sample during sparks were translated to pressure release. A factory-calibrated ICP
113B28 pressure sensor by PCB Piezotronics with a 0-50 psi pressure range was used in
the experiment. Further details of the set-up has been described elsewhere [60].
2.4 Results
2.4.1 SEM Image Analysis
SEM images of the as-milled 8Al∙3CuO powders synthesized with different PCAs are
presented in Figure 2.1. For brevity, only three materials are shown. Images taken at higher
magnification show that the material milled in pure hexane (A000) formed coarser
composite particles (Figure 2.1(a)). The material milled in pure acetonitrile (A100, figure.
2.1(c)) formed a very fine powder, which appeared to contain mostly individual Al and
CuO rather than composite particles. An unusual particle morphology was observed for the
material milled with 25 vol-% acetonitrile (A025, Figure 2.1(b)). It contained multiple,
relatively coarse spherical or spheroidal particles mixed with fine particles of random
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shapes. To a lesser extent, formation of spheroidal composite particles was also observed
for sample A012

Figure 2.1 Backscattered electron SEM images of 8Al∙3CuO thermites milled in different
PCAs: (a) pure hexane; (b) solvent mixture with 25 vol-% acetonitrile; (c) pure acetonitrile.

The striking differences in the powder morphologies are also well visible in the
images of cross-sectioned powders in Figure 2.2. The material milled in pure hexane
(A000) contains coarser, fully dense composite particles. Aluminum appears as a darker
matrix and CuO is seen as brighter inclusions, and CuO is mixed homogeneously with Al.
Consistent with the image in Figure 2.1(b), the material milled with 25 vol-% acetonitrile
(A025) formed spherical or spheroidal composite particles with noticeable porosity and
multiple cracks. The composite spheres appear to be aggregates of fully dense composite
particles (as in A000), fine oxide particles (as in A100), and relatively large fragments of
aluminum. The material milled in pure acetonitrile (A100), again consistent with
observation from Figure 2.1, formed a very fine powder containing aluminum particles and
flakes as well as CuO particles mixed with aluminum but not forming many dense
agglomerates.
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Figure 2.2 Cross-sections of 8Al∙3CuO composites. a, b: milled in pure hexane; c, d:
milled with 25% acetonitrile, and e, f: milled in pure acetonitrile.

2.4.2 XRD Analysis
Figure 2.3A shows XRD patterns for samples A100, A025, and A000. Omitted XRD
patterns are qualitatively similar to those shown. The major peaks correspond to aluminum
and tenorite (a polymorph of CuO). No trace of reacted species such as Cu 2O or Cu, was
found in the patterns. Although amorphous Al2O3 may form during milling or upon drying
the samples in air prior to the XRD measurement, it is not detectable by XRD.
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Figure 2.3 (A) XRD patterns of selected 8Al∙3CuO composites milled with different
PCA compositions. (B) Aluminum mass fractions estimated by quantitative phase
analysis of milled composites exposed to air

While there was no qualitative difference among XRD patterns for different
samples, the relative amplitude of aluminum peaks varied. A set of samples was
systematically dried and exposed to air for 24 hours and analyzed. Whole-pattern analysis
showed variation in the mass percentage of metallic, unreacted aluminum as shown in
Figure 2.3B. The material milled in pure hexane (A000) contains 46.3 wt-% aluminum.
The detectable aluminum content decreases to 36.7 wt-% for the sample milled in pure
acetonitrile. The detectable aluminum content for samples milled in ACN-hexane mixtures
ranges between 41 and 43%. The reduction in the content of metallic aluminum is likely
due to oxidation in air. As noted above, the product of this reaction, amorphous or poorly
crystalline Al2O3 will not be detected in the XRD patterns. Nominally, for 8Al∙3CuO
composite, the mass fraction of aluminum is 47.5 wt-%. Thus, A000, milled in hexane, has
minimal aluminum oxidized. However, as much as 35% of the aluminum has been oxidized
from A100, milled in ACN. For samples A006 – A075, milled in the mixed solvents, about
15% of the metallic aluminum oxidized upon exposure to air.
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2.4.3 Thermal Analysis
In addition to the XRD results in Figure. 2.3B suggesting that aluminum oxidizes upon
exposure to air, an indication of sample aging was observed following initial DSC
experiments, using dried powder samples.
In preliminary experiments, samples milled in pure hexane showed exothermic heat
flow due to the thermite reaction in a first heating cycle, and endothermic peaks attributable
to melting transitions in the Al-Cu binary system (primarily Al, and Al2Cu, and the
respective eutectic). This is expected because elemental copper is a product of the redox
reaction, and should alloy with the excess aluminum in the Al-rich composite. Conversely,
the material milled in 100% ACN, after exposure to air, showed no such intermetallic peak
in a second heating cycle. This strongly suggests that during handling in air, a significant
fraction of aluminum was oxidized so that no excess aluminum remained available to alloy
with the reduced copper. This initial observation served to modify the experimental
protocol. Samples were stored and loaded into the thermal analyzer under liquid, so they
would not be directly exposed to air prior to measurements. With this procedure, the
intermetallic melting peaks were observed for all materials during repeat heating cycles.
DSC traces of the samples heated in argon at 5 K/min are presented in figure 2.4A.
A broad exothermic feature begins for all samples below 400 K. All materials exhibit a
relatively sharp exothermic peak between 800 and 900 K. Additionally, one or two weaker
exothermic peaks can be distinguished at lower temperatures. The weak first exothermic
event was only observed for samples A006 - A075, prepared using mixed solvents as PCA.
Eutectic melting of CuAl2 (endothermic at 813 K, 540 °C) was only clearly observed for
the material milled in pure hexane.
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Proteus® thermo-analytical software by Netzsch was used to identify the exothermic peak
temperatures. The tool detects the peak temperature analyzing the first derivative of the
DSC trace with respect to temperature. The onset temperatures for the initial, lowtemperature exotherms were identified by fitting tangents to the baseline and the peak slope
of the DSC traces. The temperature corresponding to the intersection point of the two
tangents was considered the onset temperature. Temperatures of the reaction onset and of
exothermic peaks became higher at greater heating rates. These results are further discussed
below.
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Figure 2.4 A DSC traces for 8Al∙3CuO samples heated in Ar at 5 K/min. B Reaction
onset and peak temperatures of the strongest exotherm vs solvent composition.
.

Identified onset temperatures for the broad exothermic feature and the temperatures
for the strongest exothermic peak are plotted in figure 2.4B as a function of the ACN
volume fraction. Both characteristic temperatures are higher for the samples milled in pure
ACN and hexane compared to the materials prepared using mixed fluids as PCA.
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Figure 2.5 A Kissinger processing of the strongest exothermic peak temperatures
observed in DSC traces. B Activation energies for the reaction represented by the
strongest exothermic peaks observed in DSC experiments (cf. figure 2.4A).

Measurements performed at different heating rates showed that the strongest
exotherm shifted consistently to higher temperatures at greater heating rates. Shifts in
weaker exothermic events have also occurred but were difficult to quantify. Figure 2.5A
shows Kissinger plots [61] of ln (β/T2), where β is the heating rate vs. the inverse
temperatures (1000/T) for the strongest exothermic peaks for different samples.
The slopes of the straight lines fitted to each group of data points representing
individual samples give an estimate for the respective apparent activation energies. These
activation energies are plotted in figure. 2.5B. The activation energies are near 200 kJ/mol
for the material milled in hexane, and with low amounts of acetonitrile. It peaks for A025,
and decreases again to near 150 kJ/mol for the sample milled in pure acetonitrile.
A small mass loss was measured by TG, which accompanied weak, lowtemperature exothermic reactions observed in different prepared materials. This mass loss,
along with respective time derivative (DTG) and associated MS measurements are shown
in figure. 2.6 for sample A025. Because of non-linear change in temperature at the
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beginning of the heating program, figure 2.6A shows temperature, and figure 2.6B shows
TG and DTG as a function of time. The initial mass loss occurs at about the same
temperatures at which the DSC signal in figure 2.4A becomes weakly exothermic. The
strongest peak in the DTG, corresponding to the highest mass loss rate occurs around 550
K or 300 °C, where the second exotherm (see figure 2.4A) is observed by DSC. A couple
of weaker features are noted in the DTG at lower temperatures, in the vicinity of the first
weak exotherm marked by squares in figure 2.4A.
In the MS signals, collected during DSC/TG experiments, peaks corresponding to
CO2 (m/z=44), CH3CN (m/z=41), and CO (or N2) (m/z=28) were observed. The formation
of CO2 and CO can be attributed to the reaction of oxygen released by decomposing CuO
with residual hexane or ACN. The CH3CN peak could be assigned to the release of residual
ACN. The evolution of these peaks as a function of time is shown in figure 2.6C. The CO
and CO2 peaks appear to correlate with each other, although the CO peak is generally
weaker and barely resolved at lower temperatures. The possibility that m/z=28 indicates
N2 from ACN decomposition instead of CO remains, but simultaneous evolution of CO
and CO2 in an otherwise inert atmosphere is more plausible. The evolution of different gas
species upon heating correlates with features observed in the DTG. The first significant
feature (or first step of the observed mass loss) is associated with a relatively weak first
peak of CO2 (and likely CO) release. The second step of the observed mass loss correlates
with the release of residual ACN. Finally, the third, and the strongest mass loss step is
associated with the simultaneously occurring peaks for CO2 and CO.
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Figure 2.6 TG and MS results for composite milled with 25% ACN, heated to 800 °C at
5 K/min
.
The average total mass loss obtained from TG traces for samples heated to 1073 K
(800 °C) at different heating rates are plotted against ACN volume fraction in figure 2.7.
Although results are somewhat scattered, a general trend of increased mass loss with an
increase of ACN volume from 0 to 25% is noted. The mass loss then decreases with further
increase in ACN volume. Considering our materials as 8Al·3CuO composites with low
levels of carbon contamination, a theoretical reduction of all CuO to Cu2O could lead to
reaction of released oxygen with carbon, and eventual evolution of CO2. This would result
in an observed mass loss of about 7.1 % as an upper limit of expectable mass losses during
TGA. Figure 2.7 is therefore consistent with at least partial reduction of the CuO contained
in the composite by the reducing atmosphere (Ar) in the TG. The general trend of higher
mass losses at intermediate solvent compositions suggests that for those, the CuO is more
exposed to the TG atmosphere. In pure hexane the composites are nearly fully dense and
CuO is more encapsulated in the Al matrix (cf. figure 2.2a,b), while in pure ACN the
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smaller particles are possibly more densely settled in the TG crucible, reducing pore space
and exposure to Ar as well.
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Figure 2.7 Mass loss encountered by samples heated in Ar to 1073 K at different rates as
a function of the volume fraction of ACN used in PCA.
2.4.4 Surface Areas
Specific surface areas are shown in figure 2.8. Composites milled with different solvent
mixtures are shown as open symbols, while filled symbols show the samples milled with
100 % hexane and 100 % acetonitrile, respectively. The specific surface area is relatively
low for the material milled in pure hexane. It increases by <50 % if small amounts of
acetonitrile are used in the PCA, but then nearly quadruples for a solvent composition of
25 % acetonitrile. For higher amounts of acetonitrile, the surface area decreases again.
The material milled in pure acetonitrile has a surface area comparable to the sample milled
in the 20% ACN mixed solvent.
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Figure 2.8 Specific surface area of composites milled with mixed solvents. Filled symbols
show the materials milled in pure solvents.

2.4.5 Ignition
All prepared samples readily ignited as coatings on an electrically heated filament. A
characteristic sequence of high-speed video frames illustrating ignition is shown in figure
2.9. Each frame is labeled with the time elapsed from the instant the wire heating started.
The wire, crossing the images horizontally, is not luminous and thus remains invisible
while the powder ignites and produces bright emission. Following ignition, there are bright
streaks of particles ejected from the sample. Once started locally, the reaction propagates
along the filament rapidly and the size of the luminous zone ejecting burning particles
increases.

20
ms

22 ms

24 ms

Figure 2.9 A characteristic sequence of video frames showing ignition of S4 (milled in
25% ACN). Heating rate is 34700 ± 1500 K/s.
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The ignition temperatures of 8Al∙3CuO nanocomposites milled with different
solvent mixtures, and heated at different rates are shown in figure 2.10. Figure 2.10 A
shows the ignition temperatures vs. the applied heating rate. The error bars represent the
standard deviations for at least five repeat measurements. A linear regression of all
experiments accounting for heating rate and individual solvent compositions gives an
estimate of dT d log  = 1.4  6.4 , with an uncertainty that effectively rules out any
dependence of the ignition temperature, T, on the heating rate, β. The results for different
heating rates were therefore averaged, and plotted vs. solvent composition in figure 2.10
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Figure 2.10 Ignition temperatures of 8Al∙3CuO thermites at different heating rates
obtained from heated filament experiment plotted against volume fraction of ACN.

Solvent composition has a distinct effect on the observed ignition temperatures.
The samples milled with mixed solvents exhibit lower ignition temperatures than both
samples milled with pure acetonitrile and hexane, respectively. The average ignition
temperature for A000 was 1145 K (872 °C); it decreased with increasing volume of ACN
and appeared to be lowest at 1000 K (723 °C) for A025, a reduction of about 150 K. With
greater ACN volumes, the average ignition temperature increased again to reach a value
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for the composite milled in pure acetonitrile that is nearly identical to that of the material
milled in pure hexane.
2.4.6 Constant Volume Explosion (CVE)
An example of a pressure trace recorded in a typical experiment is shown in figure 2.11.
Following ignition at t=0, the pressure is observed to increase for about 20 ms, which
suggests the duration of the combustion event. Considering the approximate mass of the

P-P0, atm

sample placed in the holder, this translates into roughly 0.432 g/s as the mass burn rate.
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Figure 2.11 Pressure trace for 8.64 mg of the composite milled with 25% ACN in a
constant volume explosion (CVE) experiment.
Maximum pressures, Pmax, recorded for different 8Al∙3CuO samples from CVE
experiments are shown in figure 2.12 as a function of the mass loaded into the sample
holder for materials prepared at different ACN/hexane ratios in PCA. In addition, the
respective values of dP/dtmax are plotted. A linear increase of pressure with mass of the
powder is observed, which appears to be the same for all samples, independently of the
milling conditions. Similarly, no distinct effect of milling conditions on dP/dt max can be
observed, although these data are more scattered, and the trend is less clear than for P max.
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Figure 2.12 Peak CVE pressures and peak pressurization rates vs. sample mass.

2.5 Discussion
The results show that the PCA composition significantly affects the morphology and
properties of the nanocomposite thermite powders. Milling with hexane yielded materials
similar to those prepared earlier (figure 2.1a, figure 2.2 a, b) and comprising fully dense
nanocomposite particles [53, 62]. Such particles are stable in air (figure 2.3B) and highly
reactive upon heating (figures 2.4 and 2.10), as shown in many previous studies. Milling
with ACN yields a blend of fine Al and CuO particles (figures. 2.1 c, 2.2 e, f), which are
mostly de-agglomerated, which is consistent with previous work where ACN was used to
mill aluminum [50], [46]. It was proposed that CH3CN is chemisorbed to aluminum
forming surface molecular complexes, which impede the re-consolidation during milling
of fine particles produced by attrition [50]. Apparently, the same considerations apply
when both Al and CuO particles are milled, as was done here. Assuming that the fine
aluminum particles formed by milling in ACN (A100) are not oxidized, they are expected
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to be highly reactive upon exposure to air. Indeed, rapid oxidation is observed, leading to
a loss of about 35 % of the metallic aluminum (figure 2.3B). Based on that, and assuming
that the formed oxide thickness is 2.5 nm (in the range, reported in Refs. [63, 64]), we
estimate that the average diameter of the produced particles is close to 40 nm. Such fine
particles are not resolved in figure 2.1c and figure 2.2e and f, however.
Using mixed hexane and ACN leads to distinctly different particle morphologies,
especially for compositions close to that containing 25% of ACN (A025). Formation of
distinct, porous spherical particles (figure 2.1b, figure 2.2c and d) as a product of high
energy milling was unexpected, but can be explained considering processes leading to
formation of so-called colloidosomes [65]. Colloidosomes, of hollow spheres with shells
comprising weakly bonded fine particles form due to interfacial adsorption of colloidal
particles at the liquid interface of emulsions formed in agitated immiscible binary liquids
containing solid powders. The solids adsorbed at the liquid interface play the key role in
stabilizing the droplets of one liquid phase emulsified in another, referred to as Pickering
emulsions [66, 67]. A solid particle stabilized at the interface of two liquids can hardly be
removed from that interface. Thus, particles are accumulated at the interface until the entire
surface of the droplet is populated with fine particles. When such emulsions are dried,
colloidosomes form. It is proposed that a similar process leads to formation of spherical
particles in the present experiments. An emulsion is formed upon mixing hexane and ACN.
The droplet size and stability are affected by the hexane/ACN ratio as well as by the energy
introduced into the emulsion by the milling tools (balls) and powder. These energies are
expected to be much greater than in systems that do not involve milling tools. It is also
possible that stable emulsion form only for a certain range of milling conditions, e.g.,
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affected by the hexane/ACN ratio. For the material milled with 25 vol-% acetonitrile, for
which formation of spherical particles was most pronounced, it is likely that droplets of
ACN formed in hexane. Milled particles were likely to become immobilized at the surface
of such droplets, as in Pickering emulsion. Unlike other reported studies describing
formation of colloidosomes, however, milling tools used in the present experiments
introduced a much higher energy of agitation in the three-phase system (emulsion of
immiscible liquids with suspended particles), causing ballistic interaction of particles and
droplets. Thus, particles stabilized at the interface could become pushed inside the droplet
while being replaced by other particles impinging upon the droplets at high speeds.
Particles trapped inside the droplets can no longer interact directly with the milling tools;
thus, their refinement is effectively stopped. This may explain relatively coarse and less
refined particles observed inside composite spheres in figure 2.2 c and d. This is also
consistent with less rapid aging observed for such particles compared to those prepared in
pure ACN (figure 2.3B). Assuming again the oxide thickness of 2.5 nm and accounting for
the loss of ca. 10% of metallic aluminum (figure 2.3B), an average aluminum particle
diameter of 145 nm is estimated for these powders.
Based on the present observations, it can be hypothesized that the ratio of the
immiscible solvents, the relative amount of emulsified fluid (e.g., ACN), and the solid
loading need to be in certain ranges in order for the spherical particles to be effectively
produced. Preliminary estimates suggest that the volume of ACN was approximately equal
to the volume of the loaded solid powders for A025, for which the formation of spheres
was most noticeable. Further work is certainly of interest examining closer mechanisms of
formation of spherical composite particles, expanding the range of their respective
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compositions, and ways of fine-tuning their structures. Such particles are expected to have
a better flowability than conventional composites; they may also be advantageous when
the solid reactive powder needs to be mixed with a polymeric binder and/or when the
reactive materials need to be ordered or packed in certain ways.
In addition to the significant differences in morphologies of the prepared powders,
there are differences in their reactivity as determined by both, thermo-analytical and
ignition experiments. In DSC experiments, the intermetallic eutectic melting was only
observed for the material milled in pure hexane (figure 2.4a). This is consistent with the
fully-dense structure of nanocomposite particles in A000. In other samples, chemisorbed
ACN generated a different interface structure between Al and CuO, preventing or delaying
reaction of Al with reduced Cu.
Results presented in figures 2.4, 2.5, 2.7, and 2.10 show complex effect of PCA
composition on the reactivity of obtained composites. The reactivity is affected by the scale
of mixing between reactive components, uniformity of this mixing, porosity of the material,
and the specific nature of the interface separating Al from CuO. All of the above parameters
change for the samples prepared with different compositions of PCA. Quantifying all such
changes is important, but it is outside the scope of this study. Thus, only preliminary
discussion can be proposed here, while it is clear that fine-tuning properties of
nanocomposite thermites is possible varying PCA. In particular, a lower ignition
temperature for A025 (figure 2.10) combined with the higher apparent activation energy
for the redox reaction for the same material (figure 2.5B) may be of interest.
Direct comparisons between the DSC and ignition experiments reported here
cannot be readily made. Indeed, in ignition tests, the powders were exposed to air and thus
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oxidized, at least partially. This oxidation was prevented in DSC experiments using
samples loaded under a protective liquid, and dried in argon inside the DSC furnace before
heating. Extrapolating the trends from Kissinger plots shown in figure 2.5A to the range of
heating rates achieved in heated wire experiments points to higher temperatures than the
observed ignition temperatures for all samples. Additionally, the measured ignition
temperatures were not affected by the heating rates (figure 2.10A). Thus, the ignition was
likely associated with a phase transformation occurring in the interfacial layer separating
Al and CuO, and not by a thermally activated redox reaction. These transformations must
have been affected by the structure and composition of this interfacial layer, which in turn
was affected by the PCA composition used. Additionally, partial oxidation of Al upon
exposure to air at ambient temperature, when the prepared porous samples were dried
before the tests, could have further altered properties of Al/CuO interfaces.
Effect of interface structure on the reactivity can be inferred from the results of MS
analysis correlated with TG shown in figure 2.6 for A025. The release of oxidation
products, CO and CO2 does not correlate with release of residual ACN. One interpretation
may be that hexane is adsorbed to the powder surface physically and is thus readily
oxidized when oxygen becomes available as a result of CuO decomposition. Conversely,
ACN is chemisorbed and is not readily reacting with oxygen. However, release of ACN
upon heating may disturb the powder surface and generate defects; such defects would be
important when the sample is heated in an oxidizing environment and thus a source of
oxygen other than decomposing CuO is available. Note also that the decomposition of CuO
is significantly accelerated by presence of aluminum, a strong reducing agent. At the same
time, the interface between Al and CuO, affected by chemisorbed ACN, in particular, may
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be substantially different for samples prepared with different PCA compositions. Thus,
decomposition of CuO can proceed differently in samples containing aluminum
functionalized by different adsorbed PCAs.
The results suggest that both, ignition and reactions during thermal analysis are
affected not only by properties of the interface, but also by the particles’ porosity. BET
surface area measurements offered a method to characterize the composites’ overall
accessibility to an external gas, without the rigor required to quantify pore size
distributions. In this measurement, A025 stands out as the composite milled in mixed
solvents with the highest surface area, and therefore presumably with the greatest porosity
(figure 2.8). Pore space between the reactants Al and CuO is consistent with a higher
activation barrier for the reaction, as observed by DSC (figure 2.5B). Open porosity is also
consistent with a stronger evolution of gaseous species, whether due to CuO decomposition
in an Ar atmosphere, or due to evaporation of solvent remnants (figures 2.6 and 2.7).
Seeing the greatest reduction in ignition temperature for the composite material with the
greatest porosity (figure 2.10B) is, therefore, not surprising. The surface area measurement
showed the material milled in pure acetonitrile, A100, had a similar surface area as A025.
However, the geometry is different: no coherent composite particles form under these
conditions, as well as A100 is most likely aged during handling in air (figure 2.3B), and
consequently did not ignite as readily as the material milled with 25 vol-% of acetonitrile.
Future work should focus on a better characterization of the Al-CuO interfaces and
on protection of freshly formed surface of composite materials from oxidation upon their
exposure to air. This can be achieved by coating the prepared composites. It is possible that
the lack of detectable differences between composites in the combustion experiments
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(figure 2.12) could be associated with oxidation of aluminum, reducing reactivity of all
prepared composites occurring for all but the traditionally prepared powder, A000. Because
similar reactivity was observed in these combustion experiments for all materials despite
substantially reduced fraction of crystalline aluminum for samples milled in ACN and
mixed fluids, there is potential for a substantial improvement of reactive properties of the
composites, when their freshly made surface is properly protected from ambient air.
2.6 Conclusions
Preparing nanocomposite 8Al∙3CuO thermite powders by ARM using different liquid
PCAs dramatically affects the surface morphology and structure of the prepared
composites. Fully-dense composite particles comprising micron-sized particles with Al and
CuO mixed on the scale of 100 nm are formed when the starting materials are milled in
hexane. A mixture of nano-sized, largely un-agglomerated particles of Al and CuO is
produced when milling is performed in ACN. The surface of the formed fine Al particles
is not protected with alumina and when ACN is dried, the material oxidizes is air rapidly
consuming close to 20% of available aluminum. Porous composites agglomerated to a
different degree are prepared when hexane and ACN are mixed in PCA.
Using different PCAs affects the reactivity of the prepared composites; however,
these effects are complex and involve multiple changes in the prepared composites. It is
proposed that hexane and ACN are respectively physically and chemisorbed to milled
powders. They influence the structure of the formed Al/CuO interfaces and thus affect
kinetics of the respective redox reactions.
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CHAPTER 3
EFFECT OF PREMILLING ALUMINUM AND COPPER (II) OXIDE IN
ACETONITRILE ON PROPERTIES OF ALUMINUM-COPPER OXIDE
THERMITES PREPARED BY ARRESTED REACTIVE MILLING

3.1 Abstract
Thermite powders with molar composition 8Al·3CuO were prepared in two stages by
Arrested Reactive Milling (ARM). In the first stage, the starting materials Al and CuO
were milled separately in acetonitrile. Composite powders were then prepared in the second
milling stage with hexane as process control agent and in the four possible combinations
of one, both, or neither starting material being premilled in acetonitrile. Composites were
characterized for morphology, size distribution, surface area, and reactive properties at low
heating rates (thermal analysis) and high heating rates (ignition). Whether or not CuO was
premilled, dense composites formed without premilling of Al. If Al was premilled in
acetonitrile, however, loose agglomerates of refined Al and CuO particles formed in the
second milling stage. Premilling changed the low-temperature reactions leading to ignition
in the 8Al·3CuO thermites. These changes are attributed to increased porosity of the
formed composites if aluminum is premilled with acetonitrile. It is shown that greater
refinement and lower ignition temperatures are achievable using two-stage milling.
3.2 Introduction
Mechanical milling is a scalable, cost effective, and operationally simple method of
preparing reactive nanocomposites [68]. In particular, thermites with Al as fuel and CuO
as oxidizer have been prepared by Arrested Reactive Milling [69] and extensively
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characterized [30, 56, 62, 70-74]. Typical operating parameters of mechanical milling
including ball to powder mass ratio, milling time, and choice of process control agent
(PCA) affect distribution of components in the prepared composite materials. This is
important for their reactivity, energy density, and particle morphology. Preparing
nanocomposite thermites with solid PCA, such as stearic acid, may lead to initiation of the
powder during milling, which may damage equipment and thus is undesirable. Using a
liquid PCA, such as hexane was adopted in most recent studies [30, 72]. Even if the
thermite reaction is locally mechanically triggered during milling, it is quenched by the
vaporization of the endothermic liquid and prevented from propagating throughout the
milling container. In such cases, it is therefore observed that greater refinement of the
prepared nanocomposite thermites is accompanied by formation of small amounts of
reaction products, which diminishes the energy density of the prepared materials. This
issue motivated the current effort to improve refinement in nanocomposite thermite
powders prepared by ARM without sacrificing energy density. The approach used here is
to mill separately the starting components used in ARM. The premilling step uses
acetonitrile (ACN) as PCA, which has been shown recently to be effective in refining
milled metal powders [75, 76].
3.3 Experimental
3.3.1 Sample preparation
Metal rich 8Al·3CuO nanocomposite powders (8/3 molar ratio; equivalence ratio of 4)
were prepared. The specific fuel-rich composition was chosen for safety of handling, and
in order to remain consistent with our previous work [71]. The composites were prepared
using a Retsch PM400 planetary mill. Custom-made, hardened steel milling vials (175 ml)
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with 17-mm thick walls capable of withstanding high pressure in case of any thermite
reaction triggered during milling were used. Hardened steel balls with 9.5 mm (3/8")
diameter served as milling media. The ball to powder mass ratio (BPR) was 3. The starting
materials included aluminum (Atlantic Equipment Engineers, –325 mesh, 99.5 %), and
CuO (Sigma–Aldrich, 10 μm and 5 μm, 98+ %). Hexane (95 %) and acetonitrile (99.5 %,
both Alfa Aesar) served as PCAs. Milling vials were always loaded in an Ar-filled glove
box. For the first milling stage, 30-g batches of Al and CuO were loaded and sealed with
12 ml ACN in separate milling vials inside the glovebox. The samples were then milled for
60 min at 350 RPM. Prior to 2nd stage milling, the premilled powders containing vials were
transferred to the glovebox and dried in Ar for 24 hours to evaporate any remaining ACN.
In the second milling stage, 14.25 g of Al and 15.75 g of CuO – each either premilled or
not premilled – were loaded and sealed with 24 ml hexane under Ar and milled for an hour.
The material prepared with unmilled components used CuO with nominal size of 5 μm,
while all other materials were prepared with 10 μm CuO due to availability. The resulting
samples are listed in Table 3.1. After preparation all samples were stored under hexane.
Table 3.1 Combinations of Milled/Unmilled Starting Materials and Assigned Material ID
CuO
Material ID

Al

as- received

premilled

as-received

A-C-

A-Cp

premilled

ApC-

ApCp

3.3.2 Characterization
Particle size distributions were determined by light scattering using a Malvern 3000
Mastersizer with ethylene glycol as a dispersant. The obscurity throughout the entire
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experiment was maintained between 5 to 8%. Suspensions were continuously stirred at
2500 RPM with ultrasonic agitation to avoid particle settling and to break up loosely-held
agglomerates.
Specific surface analysis by nitrogen adsorption was performed using an Autosorb
iQ (model ASIQM000000-6) BET by Quantachrome Instruments. Prior to analysis, 250 –
350 mg of sample were degassed at 30 °C under vacuum for 48 hrs to remove remaining
PCA and any other adsorbed gases.
A JEOL JSM 7900F field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) operated
at 10 kV was used to characterize particle morphology and CuO inclusion sizes. Particles
were embedded in epoxy resin and cross-sectioned. Backscattered electron images were
processed using FIJI software [77] to obtain CuO inclusion size distributions within the
composite particles. Ten images were processed for each material. After scaling, a single
threshold value of 170 out of 255 was applied. The threshold was consistent for all images
as they were obtained under the same brightness and contrast in the SEM. Each thresholded
image was converted into a binary image with CuO inclusions as black particles in a white
matrix. A recursive median filter was applied (using the Biovoxxel toolbox [78]) to
minimize noise while retaining particle features, effectively eliminating single-pixel
particles as artifacts. CuO size distributions were obtained using the built-in analyzeparticles feature of FIJI. Particles on the edges of the images were not excluded as
preliminary tests showed that this had no effect on the obtained size distributions.
To investigate the presence of reacted species, X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis
was performed. The samples were dried and exposed to air for 24 hours. A PANalytical
Empyrean multipurpose research diffractometer was operated at 45 kV and 40 mA, with
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unfiltered Cu Kα radiation (λ= 1.5438 Å). Whole-pattern refinement was performed using
the X’Pert Highscore software package [79].
Reactions occurring in the composite powders were characterized by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetry (TG) using a Netzsch STA409PC
thermal analyzer. Powders were loaded as suspension in hexane in alumina crucibles in
order to prevent oxidation in air. After loading, the liquid was allowed to evaporate in a
flow of argon, followed by three cycles of evacuation and flushing with argon. Samples
were not allowed to come in contact with air throughout the entire process. The dry sample
mass was recorded after the internal balance showed a stable reading for 10 min. Masses
ranged from 15 to 20 mg. All measurements were conducted under 99.998 % argon,
(Airgas) at a flow rate of 50 ml/min. DSC traces were recorded at 2.5, 5, and 10 K/min.
Samples were heated twice to the maximum temperature set in the program, 1073 K (800
°C) for each run. To correct for baseline effects, the signal recorded in the second heating
cycle was subtracted from the signal recorded in the first heating cycle, and then
normalized by sample mass. Peak temperatures were determined using Proteus® thermoanalytical software by Netzsch.
Ignition temperatures were obtained in heated filament experiments. In a custom
experiment, a thin coating of suspensions of the powders in hexane was applied to an
electrically heated, 0.5-mm diameter nickel-chromium wire [75]. The hexane was dried
prior to each run. Rechargeable large-cell 12-V batteries (Kinetikpower.com) served as the
source of DC voltage. Heating rates of 3,500 ± 340 K/s, 13,100 ± 1,300 K/s, and 28,100 ±
3,100 K/s were achieved by using one, two, or three batteries in series, respectively.
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The time of ignition was recorded by a photodiode and a MotionPro 500 high-speed
video camera simultaneously. The filament temperature was obtained by focusing an
infrared pyrometer based on a germanium switchable gain detector (PDA30B2, Thorlabs)
on an uncoated portion of the wire. A BB-4A black body emission source by Omega
Engineering was used to calibrate the pyrometer at temperatures ranging from 300 to 950
°C. The pyrometer and photodiode signals were recorded using a Rigol DS1054Z digital
oscilloscope. The filament temperature at the time of ignition was interpreted as the powder
ignition temperature.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Component Premilling (Stage 1)
Cross-sections of as-received and pre-milled powders of Al and CuO are shown in figure
3.1. After one hour of milling, the roughly equiaxial Al particles (figure 3.1, top left) form
flakes reduced to submicron thickness for some particles (figure 3.1, bottom left). The
flakes have length on the order of several microns; some flakes with greater lengths (1030 µm) have also been observed. As-received copper oxide (figure 3.1, top right) also
includes roughly equiaxial particles, which, unlike ductile Al, contain multiple cracks.
After premilling, CuO particles are reduced in size (figure 3.1, bottom right); however,
they remain equiaxial.
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-325 mesh Al

10 µm CuO

Al milled in ACN

CuO milled in ACN

10 µm

Figure 3.1 Back-scattered electron images of cross-sections of Al and CuO before and
after milling in acetonitrile.

Particle size distributions are shown in figure 3.2. After milling in acetonitrile for
an hour, both aluminum and copper oxide powders decrease in size. For CuO the mode
shifts from 10.5 to 3 µm. For aluminum, the mode does not shift, but additional fine
particles appear in the size distribution. However, the particle size measurement for the
flake-like particles observed for Al is biased to larger sizes and thus may not adequately

Volume fraction

represent the particle volumes.
Aluminum
As-received
Premilled in acetonitrile
CuO

0.1

1

10

100

Particle size, µm

Figure 3.2 Particle size distributions of the individual starting materials Al and CuO
before and after milling in acetonitrile for an hour.
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3.4.2 Composite Formation (Stage 2)
Back-scattered electron images of the composites after stage 2 milling are shown in
figure 3.3. The lower-magnification images in the left column show particle/agglomerate
morphology. Higher-magnification images in right column illustrate the scale of mixing
between Al and CuO and the types of Al/CuO interfaces formed in the composites. In all
images, epoxy appears black, Al appears dark gray and CuO appears light gray. Brighter
CuO particles or inclusions are readily distinguished from Al.
not premilled, A-C-

Al premilled, ApC-

CuO premilled, A-Cp

both premilled, ApCp

500 µm

50 µm

Figure 3.3 Back-scattered electron images of the composites after stage 2 milling.
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Sample A-C- (see Table 3.1) is the reference material prepared by one-stage
milling. As reported in previous work, it comprises nearly fully-dense, approximately
equiaxial composite particles. CuO inclusions are fully embedded into the Al matrix [71].
Sample ApC- prepared with premilled aluminum forms large and relatively loose
agglomerates. The high magnification image shows that most CuO particles are not
embedded in Al; instead, fine Al and CuO particles are mixed without forming a fullydense composite. Sample A-Cp with premilled CuO forms finer particles than the reference
material A-C- although the particle interiors show a fully-dense composite structure,
similar to that observed for A-C-. Most CuO is embedded into composite particles. Finally,
sample ApCp using both Al and CuO that were premilled forms large, loose agglomerates
similar to those observed for ApC-. Also similar to ApC-, many CuO particles appear to
be separated from Al, although formation of relatively large, flattened composite particles
is also observed.
Figure 3.4 shows particle size distributions for all composite materials prepared.
Sample ApC- using premilled Al shows a significant size reduction relative to the reference
sample A-C- with a distinct increase in fine particles. The size reduction for A-Cp with
premilled CuO is less pronounced, although particles on the coarse end are reduced as well.
ApCp with both components premilled has a size distribution similar to ApC-, but with
fewer fines.
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Volume fraction

A-C<d> = 48.55 µm
ApC<d> = 8.55 µm
A-Cp
<d> = 24.87 µm
ApCp
<d> = 11.54 µm
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1
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100

1000

Size, µm

Figure 3.4 Particle size distributions of the prepared 8Al∙3CuO thermite powders.

Figure. 3.5 shows the volume-based size distribution of CuO inclusions in the
prepared composites. Since the reference material A-C- was prepared using CuO with a
smaller starting particle size (nominally 5 µm), the resulting inclusion sizes are smallest
compared to the other composites. Among the composites prepared with the larger starting
material (nominally 10 µm), the material prepared without premilling CuO (ApC) shows
the largest inclusion size. Premilling CuO (A-Cp) reduces the inclusion size slightly.
Premilling Al in addition to CuO (ApCp) results in further reduction of the CuO inclusions
and a more prominent fine fraction.
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A-C-

Volume fraction

<d> = 0.352 µm

ApC<d> = 2.17 µm

A-Cp
<d> = 0.617 µm

ApCp
<d> = 0.534 µm

0.01

0.1

1

10

Size, µm

Figure 3.5 Size distribution of CuO inclusions.

The specific surface areas obtained from N2 absorption are shown in figure 3.6. The
samples containing premilled Al show larger specific surface areas compared to samples
without premilled Al. The sample prepared with both, premilled Al and CuO has the largest
specific surface area with 10.3 m2/g. The lowest surface area was observed for A-Cp, while
the reference material A-C- had a surface area of around 5.3 m2/g. These measurements
are generally consistent with the particle size distribution measurements shown in figure
3.4.
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ApC-

A-Cp

ApCp

Figure 3.6 Specific surface areas for the prepared 8Al∙3CuO thermite powders.

XRD patterns of the as-milled materials are shown in figure 3.7. All patterns are
qualitatively similar with peaks corresponding to aluminum (marked) and tenorite, CuO
(all remaining unmarked peaks). Processing these patterns by whole-pattern refinement
resulted in estimates for crystallite sizes as well as apparent composition. Results are
shown in Table 3.2.

Intensity, a.u.

Al

A-CApCA-Cp
ApCp
30

40

50

60

70

80

Diffraction angle 2

Figure 3.7 XRD patterns for 8Al∙3CuO thermite powders. All unmarked peaks
correspond to CuO, tenorite.
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Table 3.2 Results of XRD Whole-pattern Refinement of As-milled Materials
Material Cryst. size, Microstrain, wAl, Reaction wprod, NAl/(NAl+NCu)
nm
%
wt- products wt-%
[8/(8+3) =
Al CuO
Al
CuO %
0.727]
A-C-

31.7 27.6 0.046 0.84 45.7

ApC-

79.4

A-Cp

>1
0.14 0.37 37.0
µm
37.2 44.3 0.082 0.54 46.0

ApCp

52.3 27.6

0.12

0.64 39.6

Cu,
Al2Cu
Cu

3.40

0.714

0.602

0.633

Cu

0.958

0.715

Cu

1.51

0.658

Comparing materials with premilled Al (ApC- and ApCp) to those with as-received
Al (A-C- and A-Cp), apparent crystallite sizes are greater, but lattice strains are also
greater. For CuO, the analogous comparison of A-C- and ApC- to A-Cp and ApCp
suggests that premilling CuO also results in slightly larger crystallite sizes as well as
marginally higher microstrain. Note that A-C- was prepared from a starting material with
smaller nominal CuO particle size, as stated in section 2.1. The composition estimates
suggest a decrease in metallic Al for samples with premilled Al; premilling CuO has
negligible effect on overall composition. Reaction products, formed during preparation,
are present for all materials. The highest concentration is observed in the material where
neither Al nor CuO were premilled (A-C-), and the second highest in the material where
both were premilled (ApCp). The overall compositional balance is expressed as the atomic
ratio NAl/(NAl+NCu), accounting for the elements in all observed phases. It is expected to
be 8/11 = 0.727 for the targeted composition of 8Al·3CuO.

Observed values are

consistently lower, but particularly the materials prepared with premilled Al (ApC- and
ApCp) are deficient in metallic aluminum and must contain Al in some form that is not
detected by XRD.
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3.4.3 Thermal Analysis
Results of thermal analysis are shown in figure 3.8.

A relatively weak and broad

exothermic process starting at ca. 400 K in the reference material A-C-, and previously
described for similar materials [62], is either diminished (A-Cp) or not observed at all for
the composites prepared with premilled Al (ApC- and ApCp). Similarly, an endothermic
peak representing the Al-Al2Cu eutectic is only visible for A-C-.
3.0

5 K/min, Ar

Heat flow, W/g

Peak 2

Al-Al2Cu
eutectic

2.5
2.0
A-C1.5
1.0
0.5

Peak 1
ApCA-Cp
ApCp

0.0
400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

Temperature, K

Figure 3.8 DSC traces for the prepared 8Al∙3CuO thermite powders heated in Ar at 5
K/min.

The strongest exothermic peak, labeled peak 2 in figure 3.8, occurs at about 850 K
for materials prepared with as-received aluminum (A-C- and A-Cp).

For materials

prepared with premilled aluminum (ApC- and ApCp), it is reduced to about 815 K. These
materials also show an exothermic peak near 600 K, labeled peak 1 in figure 3.8. This
pronounced exothermic peak is absent in the materials prepared with as-received
aluminum. A small endothermic feature is observed before peak 1 for ApC-; it appears
less clearly for ApCp. This feature is observed consistently at different heating rates.
Mass loss was recorded simultaneously to the heat flow measurements. The highest
mass loss rate was observed to coincide with peak 1 (figure 3.8) for all materials, even for
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A-Cp, where peak 1 is nearly absent. The total mass loss observed after heating to 1073 K
is shown in table 3.3. The values shown represent averages and standard deviations of
three measurements each material, performed at different heating rates. The mass loss is
lower (1-2 %) for materials prepared with as-received aluminum, and higher (near 6 %) for
materials prepared with premilled aluminum, corresponding to a 3-4 fold increase.
Premilling CuO causes a comparatively smaller increase in the observed mass loss.
Table 3.3 Mass Loss Encountered by Samples Heated in Ar to 1073 K
Sample

Mass loss, %

A-C-

1.3 ± 0.3

ApC-

5.3 ± 0.3

A-Cp

2.0 ± 0.2

ApCp

6.2 ± 0.2

To elucidate details about the processes observed by DSC, samples of the material
prepared with premilled Al and as-received CuO (ApC-) were heated to intermediate
temperatures, recovered, and analyzed by XRD.

The recorded XRD patterns were

processed by whole-pattern refinement. Figure 3.9 shows estimated phase compositions
(bars) as well as the observed compositional balance NAl/(NAl+NCu) (open circles).
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Cu2O
CuO

0.8

Al2O3
AlCu3
AlCu
Al2Cu

0.6

40

0.4

20
0

1.0

Al4Cu9

0.2

Al

as-milled

NAl/(NAl+NCu)

100

400

300 330 400

550

800

0.0

Recovery temperature, °C

Figure 3.9 Phase composition of material prepared with premilled Al (ApC-) and heated
to intermediate temperatures. The material at 1073 K (800 °C) was recovered after two
heating cycles.

The results suggest that the reaction associated with the DSC peak 1 near 600 K is
the reduction of CuO to form Cu2O. This reaction is not accompanied with a detectable
change in the measured fraction of Al. Peak 2 near 850 K is characterized by the next
reduction step of Cu2O to form Cu. Once again, the fraction of metallic aluminum detected
by XRD remains nearly unaffected. The formed metallic Cu proceeds then to alloy with
the metallic Al to form intermetallic compounds. Under idealized conditions, complete
reaction of the available CuO with the available Al in an 8Al·3CuO composite would result
in a metallic phase with an Al/Cu ratio of 2. The expected stable intermetallic phase with
this composition is

-Al2Cu [80]. While some Al2Cu is indeed observed in material

recovered from 823 K (550 °C) and 1073 K (800 °C), several other phases are observed as
well, and the majority of phases containing reduced copper are more copper rich. This is
generally consistent with the lower-than-expected values of NAl/(NAl+NCu) in the asprepared material (table 3.2), and after heating (open symbols in figure 3.9). However, the
number and compositional range of the phases observed also suggests a degree of
compositional inhomogeneity.
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Figure 3.10 Phase composition of all composite materials after two complete heating
cycles to 1073 K (800 °C).

This indicator was used to further compare the different prepared composites.
Figure 3.10 shows the phase composition and elemental balance NAl/(NAl+NCu) for all
materials recovered after two complete heating cycles to 1073 K (800 °C, see section
3.3.2).
After two complete heating cycles to 1073 K, the material prepared with asreceived components, A-C-, consists primarily Al2Cu with minor amounts of AlCu and
AlCu3. Al2Cu is also the most abundant metallic phase in the other material prepared with
unmilled Al, A-Cp. The other, more Cu-rich phases become more prominent in ApCp
where both components were premilled, and the least amount of Al2Cu is observed in the
material prepared with premilled Al and unmilled CuO, ApC-. Taking this measure as an
indicator of homogeneity, the results suggest that in the as-milled state, A-C- was the most
homogeneous with the most contact area between the components, and ApC- was the least
homogeneous with the least contact between the components.
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3.4.4 Ignition
The ignition temperatures of different 8Al∙3CuO nanocomposites coated on a heated
filament are shown in figure 3.11. Materials prepared with unmilled Al showed a weak
(A-C-) or no (A-Cp) dependence of ignition temperature on heating rate, although the
ignition temperatures were slightly lower for the material with premilled CuO. Premilling
Al on the other hand resulted in a noticeable effect of heating rate on ignition temperature.
Additionally, the ignition temperatures are lower, and the effect of premilling CuO is more
pronounced if Al is also premilled.

Temperature, K

1200
1100

A-C1000
900

ApC-

800

ApCp

A-Cp

700
600
10000

20000

30000

Heating rate, K/s

Figure 3.11 Ignition temperatures of 8Al∙3CuO thermites prepared with premilled
components in a heated filament experiment.

In addition, for both materials prepared with premilled Al (ApC- and ApCp)
secondary ignition was observed at low heating rates. After the samples had ignited and
appeared to burn out, the filament temperature continued to increase until at temperatures
between 950 and 1000 K, a small light emission appeared from the burnt-out powder. This
suggests that the first, low-temperature ignition did not consume all of the material even
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though it was accompanied by a bright flame and ejection of burning particles. The
temperature of the secondary ignition was effectively the same as the ignition temperature
measured for the composites prepared with unmilled Al (A-C- and A-Cp).
3.4.5 Kinetics of Exothermic Reactions
The data obtained from thermal analysis are processed using an isoconversion method by
Kissinger [61]. Figure. 3.12 correlates DSC and DTG peak temperatures with ignition
temperatures observed at different heating rates. The vertical axis is ln(β /T2), where β is
the heating rate in K/min, and the horizontal axis is the reciprocal temperature 1/T. Broken
lines show linear fits to the DSC data; slopes of these fits represent the apparent activation
energy. Extrapolating to high heating rates enables one to assess how likely each
exothermic reaction observed by DSC is to lead to ignition. The ignition temperature of
materials prepared with as-received aluminum (A-C- and A-Cp) did barely vary with
heating rate (figure. 3.11). The respective points in the Kissinger plot (figure. 3.12) are
grouped near 1000 K. For all samples, the straight-line extrapolation of the main
exothermic event, peak 2, point to a temperature range higher than the experimental
ignition temperatures, and is therefore unlikely to be relevant for ignition. Extrapolating
peak 1 for materials with premilled Al, ApC- and ApCp, on the other hand, roughly points
to the temperature range where ignition was observed.
Activation energies for different reactions observed by thermal analysis are
summarized in Table 3.4. For the materials using premilled Al, ApC- and ApCp, the
activation energies derived from DSC peak 1 are consistent with the values derived from
simultaneous DTG. However, the activation energies appear to differ noticeably between
these two materials. For peak 2, all activation energies vary in the relatively narrow range
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of 179 – 204 kJ/mol. Premilling CuO appears to cause the activation energy to decrease
slightly (A-Cp vs A-C- and ApCp vs. ApC-), while premilling Al causes a slight increase
(ApC- vs A-C- and ApCp vs A-Cp).
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Figure 3.12 Kissinger plots correlating ignition temperatures with DSC peaks at different
heating rates.
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Table 3.4 Activation Energies Determined from DSC and DTG Measurements

Material

Apparent activation energy, kJ/mol
Peak 1

Peak 1

Peak 2

(DSC)

(DTG)

(DSC)

A-C-

N/A

N/A

194 ± 11

ApC-

144 ± 39

157 ± 7

204 ± 1

A-Cp

N/A

N/A

179 ± 15

ApCp

234 ±78

203 ± 6

197 ± 40

3.5 Discussion
The results show that premilling Al and CuO in ACN affects both physical and chemical
properties of the prepared composite powders. Al particle size reduction was expected
based on earlier reports [50]. The proposed mechanism of this refinement involves ACN
chemisorption to aluminum generating molecular complexes at the surface. The binding
presumably takes place at crack tips where free dangling bonds of Al clusters get capped
by ACN. This impedes agglomeration of fine particles produced by attrition. Because of
their ductility, the resulting fine Al particles are flake-like as seen in figure 3.1.
Presumably, a similar process yields refinement of CuO, for which premilling produces
finer size equiaxial particles (also figure 3.1). Present results show that the same surface
modifications that assist refinement of premilled Al and CuO also affect morphology of
Al·CuO composites prepared by ARM as well as mechanisms of ensuing redox reactions.
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The material A-C-, which used starting components with no premilling, consists of
fully-dense composites, as prepared by ARM previously [30, 62, 70, 72, 73]. Conversely,
Al and CuO remain largely separated in ApC- and ApCp where premilled Al was used
(figure 3.3), although large and loose agglomerates form. For A-Cp, using premilled CuO
but as-received Al, the formed agglomerates are denser again, similar to A-C-. This
suggests that exposing CuO to acetonitrile does not impede cold-welding and composite
formation expected for as-received Al while the fine premilled CuO particles are
effectively embedded in the forming composite particles.
Sizes of composite particles are coarser for materials prepared with as-received Al,
and finer for materials prepared with premilled Al. Whether CuO is premilled has a minor
effect on the sizes of the resulting composites. However, sizes of CuO inclusions are
affected by premilling of CuO. Comparing ApC-, prepared with as-received CuO with
ApCp, prepared with premilled CuO, the resulting inclusions are smaller by almost an order
of magnitude. The effect of premilling Al on the CuO inclusion sizes is minor.
Specific surface areas estimated from the particle size distributions shown in figure
3.4 vary from about 0.1 m2/g (A-C-) to about 0.6 m2/g (ApC-). The measured, much greater
specific surface areas shown in figure 3.6 therefore reflect both, particle sizes and
considerable particle porosities. Composites prepared with premilled Al, ApC- and ApCp,
have a greater specific surface area by about a factor of two compared to the corresponding
materials prepared with as-received Al.
The analysis of the powder XRD patterns of the as-milled materials is somewhat
tentative in that crystallite sizes and microstrain as determined from fitted peak profile
parameters are correlated. The crystallite size reduction in CuO after premilling (Table
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3.2, comparing ApC- to ApCp) is unambiguous and parallels the observed reduction in
inclusion sizes (figure 3.5), but has little effect on the material’s surface area or reactivity.
Aluminum in materials where it was premilled show larger apparent crystallite sizes but
also higher microstrain, probably reflecting the greater cumulative milling time. Reactivity
is not expected to be significantly affected; strain relaxation and coarsening in
milled/mechanically alloyed materials have weak thermal effects and occur at lower
temperatures than the peaks observed in the DSC measurements here [81].
The reactive behavior of the materials as judged from thermal analysis and
corresponding phase analysis suggests that premilling Al has a stronger effect than
premilling CuO. Materials prepared with premilled Al consistently show a diminished
thermal effect at the low-temperature onset, a distinct thermal effect near 600 K (peak 1),
and a shift of the strongest peak (peak 2) to lower temperatures. The mass loss occurring
simultaneously with peak 1 is greater if Al is premilled. XRD phase analysis of samples of
the material prepared with premilled Al (ApC-) that were recovered from intermediate
temperatures (figure 3.9) shows that DSC peak 1, when it is observed, is associated with
the formation of Cu2O. This is consistent with previous observations of reduction of CuO
in 8Al·3CuO composites prepared in hexane-acetonitrile mixtures [82]. There, evolved gas
analysis showed that the strong DSC peak near 600 K correlated with release of CO2, which
was explained by the reduction of CuO to form Cu2O by the argon atmosphere in the DSC
and the ensuing reaction of the produced oxygen with residual carbon in the material that
was introduced by the PCA during milling. A mass balance shows that in an ideal 8Al·CuO
composite reduction of CuO to Cu2O with no other reaction leads to a mass loss of 5.3 %,
and a proportional loss of carbon in the form of CO2 leads to a mass loss of 7.1 %. The
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mass losses observed here (see table 3.3) therefore suggest that reduction of CuO by the
atmosphere in the thermal analyzer occurs to a greater degree in the composites prepared
with premilled Al. This is also consistent with the observed greater BET surface areas
(figure 3.6) in that in the denser composites prepared with as-received Al, A-C- and A-Cp,
less CuO surface is exposed to the environment, and therefore less oxygen is lost to the gas
phase.
XRD phase analysis estimates show a reduced Al-Cu balance in the as-milled
materials prepared with premilled Al (table 3.2), suggesting the presence of X-ray
amorphous Al phases. This could be in the form of a surface layer generated by the
interaction of acetonitrile with aluminum during premilling [50, 76]. Previous work on
8Al·3CuO composites prepared in hexane-ACN mixtures showed that composites with a
large surface area age more rapidly when exposed to air, suggesting that amorphous
aluminum oxide formed when the materials were exposed to air prior to XRD data
collection as an alternative cause of the decrease in observed Al. A future microscopic
targeted surface analysis would be instrumental resolving this issue.
Phase analysis of the materials recovered after thermal analysis (figure 3.10) allows
two principal observations. First, the apparent Al deficiency observed in the as-milled
materials (table 3.2) persists after complete reaction: materials prepared with premilled Al
have reduced NAl/(NAl+NCu) values. Second, these materials also show reduced Cu present
in the form of more Cu-rich Al-Cu intermetallics, particularly in comparison with the
material prepared with as-received Al and CuO. As compositional equilibration across the
material, governed by diffusion, takes time, and as the materials were exposed to the
temperatures of the DSC heating program for relatively short times, the amount of Al-Cu
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intermetallic phases other than Al2Cu can be interpreted as semiquantitative indicator for
the degree of contact between the components. The fully dense material prepared from
unmilled Al and CuO, A-C- has CuO fully embedded in Al with minimal porosity and
exposure of CuO to the environment. The reduction of CuO occurs at the same rate as the
(inferred) oxidation of Al. Any Cu reduced to the metallic state is in immediate contact
with the remaining Al, and reacts to form Al2Cu as the predominant intermetallic product
phase. This leads directly to the observation of the endothermic peak at about 808 K,
consistent with the Al-Al2Cu eutectic [80].
Conversely, materials prepared with premilled Al, ApC- and ApCp, both with high
surface areas and apparent Al deficiencies, show larger amounts of the more Cu rich Al3Cu
and AlCu phases. Here, some of the oxygen generated by the reduction of CuO, and at
higher temperatures of Cu2O, enters the gas phase, and reacts with the available Al via its
growing surface oxide layers. The reduction of CuO forming Cu2O is endothermic by about
141 kJ per mole of oxygen [83] while the oxidation of Al is strongly exothermic. DSC peak
1 is exothermic, indicating Al is oxidizing. However, it is preceded by a very weak
endothermic feature, most visible for the material where only Al is premilled, ApC- (figure
3.8), suggesting that CuO reduction via the gas phase precedes Al oxidation. The metallic
Cu forming as the final product of the copper oxide reduction has less contact area with the
remaining Al, and the compositional equilibration of the intermetallic products is slower.
The endothermic peak of the Al-Al2Cu eutectic is not observed because the metallic phase
is more Cu rich than Al2Cu. Aluminum still oxidizes, and the bulk of the reaction observed
by thermal analysis still occurs at a lower temperature than in the fully dense material (AC-) because of the increased Al surface area available for reaction. Nevertheless, the greater
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mass loss and the phase composition of the products suggest that more of the reaction
occurs in pore spaces via the gas phase.
The observed activation energies for (table 3.4) can only be systematically
compared for peak 2, occurring in all materials. Here, premilling Al appears to increase the
activation energy, while pemilling CuO appears to decrease it. The increase can be
explained by the increased reaction barrier if the oxygen transport from the copper oxides
to the metallic Al proceeds via the gas phase in addition to the developing surface oxide
layers. The cause of the apparent decrease if CuO is premilled is not clear.
The ignition temperatures of the denser composites prepared with unmilled Al
(A-C- and A-Cp) are relatively higher, and not affected by the heating rate, suggesting that
for those materials, ignition may be caused by a phase change without thermal activation.
The observed ignition temperatures for A-C- and A-Cp near 1000 K exceed the Al melting
point of 933 K, however, making it unlikely that the phase transition leading to ignition is
Al melting.
The double ignition observed for ApC- and ApCp at lower heating rates suggests
that a portion of the powder could be ignited by the same exothermic reaction causing DSC
peak 1, i.e., reduction of CuO to produce a more oxygen-rich gas phase in the material’s
porosity, which then reacts with the increased Al surface area. The remainder of the powder
could ignite as a result of the higher temperature phase transition. This assignment of
reactions causing ignition in the prepared composites is preliminary; a more detailed and
quantitative analysis of the results would be needed to validate this assignment, which is
beyond the scope of this experimental study.
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3.6 Conclusions
Premilling powders of Al and CuO in acetonitrile effectively reduces particle sizes and
likely adds a nitrogen bearing surface layer to the produced powders, which affects their
mechanical and chemical properties. Premilling Al yields fine flake particles, while
equiaxial refined particles are formed by premilling CuO. Milling such premilled powders
together using hexane as a process control agent yields composites with a reduced scale of
mixing and properties distinct from those prepared by ARM using as-received starting
materials. Composite thermite powders prepared by ARM using premilled Al do not form
fully dense composite particles. Instead they form porous agglomerates, in which
components are refined on the nanoscale. Release of oxygen from decomposing CuO and
ensuing redox reaction via the gas phase becomes significant in these materials. In the
fully-dense thermites prepared without premilling Al, the redox reaction occurs in the
condensed phase and begins at lower temperatures. Premilling CuO does not prevent
formation of fully dense composite powders, but increases dispersion of CuO inclusions in
the resulting composites. In materials prepared from both, premilled Al and premilled CuO,
some Al oxidizes via the gas phase in the particles’ pore space, but the material is also
more homogeneous than if CuO is not premilled, improving reactivity. Aluminum
oxidation via the gas phase leads to ignition if Al is premilled. If aluminum is not premilled,
a higher temperature phase transition likely leads to ignition in fully-dense powders. At
higher heating rates, that transition may trigger ignition for all materials.
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CHAPTER 4
LOW TEMPERATURE EXOTHERMIC REACTIONS IN Al-CuO
NANOTHERMITES PRODUCING COPPER NANODOTS AND
ACCELERATING COMBUSTION

4.1 Abstract
Several Al-CuO nanocomposite reactive materials, prepared recently by arrested reactive
milling were found to exhibit a distinct low-temperature exothermic peak around 600 K
seen by differential scanning calorimetry. This work is an experimental study aimed to
establish whether this low-temperature reaction affects combustion and why it is observed
in some but not all materials with identical compositions. The peak is only observed when
aluminum is initially separately milled in acetonitrile. Electron microscopy showed
resulting composite powders to be porous unlike fully-dense powders obtained without
pre-milling aluminum. As-prepared and partially reacted powders recovered after heating
just past the peak to 650 K were examined using high-angle annular dark-field scanning
transmission electron microscopy and electron energy loss spectroscopy. Additionally, xray diffraction measurements were performed for all materials. Finally, the reactive
powders were ignited using plasma and shock generated by an electrostatic discharge.
Results show that the low-temperature exothermic peak is associated with a redox reaction
pathway involving release of oxygen by CuO that is not in direct contact with Al and freemolecular transport of that oxygen to nearby surface of Al. This reaction pathway inhibits
formation of Al-Cu intermetallic phases. Instead, nanometer-scale metallic Cu particles are
formed due to CuO reduction. It is also found that this reaction pathway accelerates ignition
of reactive powders, which in turn leads to a higher burn rate of aerosolized powder.
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4.2 Introduction
Al/CuO nanothermites have been the subject of many recent studies because of their high
energy density and transient gas combustion products attractive for many applications in
pyrotechnics and other energetic formulations [1, 8-10]. Different preparation methods,
including mixing nanopowders [84], electrospray assembly [26, 30, 85], vacuum layer
deposition [86-90], electro-chemical synthesis [91], sol-gel processing [92], self-assembly
[93-95], and arrested reactive milling (ARM) [72, 73] were used to prepare such thermites,
in which Al and CuO are mixed at the nano-scale. Despite similar scale of mixing, different
methods (or even different variants of the same method) yield materials in which interfaces
between reactive components have different structures and characteristics. Such
differences are expected to affect ignition and combustion of the nanothermites; thus,
modifying reactive interfaces could be an effective way of controlling reactions in
nanothermites even if their chemical compositions remain the same [96-98].
Vacuum layer deposition offers the most ordered (often planar) interface structures
and direct methods of tuning chemical properties of the produced interfaces, i.e., by altering
the sequence in which the layers are grown or by embedding sublayers or inclusions [99,
100]. For example, nano-inclusions of gold resulted in corrugated layers and altered the
redox reaction [100]. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) showed an unusual, distinct
low-temperature exothermic peak around 600 K. It was attributed to accelerated
decomposition of CuO in the presence of surface defects at the CuO/Al interface. A similar
low-temperature exothermic peak was reported for vacuum-deposited Al/CuO nanofoils
when a thin intermediate Cu layer was added [101]. In the latter case, the Cu layer was
thought to prevent evaporation of Cu during combustion, but was proposed to not offer a
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substantial obstacle for gaseous oxygen formed during CuO decomposition. In related
work, it was observed that the process control agents (PCA) used for ARM, such as stearic
acid, hexane, or acetonitrile affect the reactive behavior of nanocomposite powders
prepared by ARM [22, 46, 102], likely by altering the interface properties. In a recent study
[103], nanothermites with 8/3 molar Al/CuO ratio, (equivalence ratio 4) were prepared by
ARM with hexane serving as PCA while using Al and/or CuO powders preliminarily
milled in acetonitrile. Like for the modified nanofoils [100, 101], DSC traces for some of
these composite powders showed distinct exothermic reactions near 600 K. This reaction
was only observed for nanothermites using Al powder that was pre-milled in acetonitrile.
In materials prepared with as-received (not pre-milled) aluminum, the low-temperature
reactions are represented by a broad, relatively flat signal with no peak around 600 K;
additionally, an endotherm indicative of Al-Al2Cu eutectic is observed before the main
redox reaction occurring at ≈850 K. These previous results for xAl-yCuO (x and y
representing respective mole parts) nanofoils and nanocomposite powders are summarized
in figure 4.1. It was also reported that the nanocomposite powders exhibiting the lowtemperature DSC peak ignited at a reduced temperature when coated on an electrically
heated wire [103].
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Figure 4.1 Previously reported DSC curves for Al/CuO nanofoils with Au nanoinclusions (top curve, equivalence ratio 9, heating rate 20 K/min) and Al/CuO
nanocomposite powders prepared by ARM, bottom three curves (equivalence ratio
4, heating rate 5 K/min).
Sources:
Julien, B., et al., Integration of Gold Nanoparticles to Modulate the Ignitability of Nanothermite Films.
ACS Applied Nano Materials, 2020
Mursalat, M., M. Schoenitz, and E.L. Dreizin, Effect of premilling Al and CuO in acetonitrile on properties
of Al·CuO thermites prepared by arrested reactive milling. Combustion and Flame, 2020

The goal of the present study is to determine whether the low-temperature
exothermic reactions detected in the nanothermites with altered interfaces prepared by
ARM affect their bulk burn rates. It is further of interest to understand the nature of the
low-temperature exothermic reactions observed when aluminum pre-milled in acetonitrile
is used to prepare the nanocomposite powders. To that end, it is necessary to characterize
the reaction products generated by these unique low-temperature exothermic process.
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4.3 Experimental
4.3.1 Reactive Composite Powder
Materials used in this work, 8Al·3CuO powders (respective 8/3 mole ratio), are the same
as prepared in Ref. [103]. Briefly, -325 mesh 99.5% pure aluminum (Atlantic Equipment
Engineers), and 10 μm, 99+% pure copper (II) oxide (Sigma–Aldrich) served as the starting
components. PCA were either 95% pure hexane (Alfa Aesar) or 99.5% pure acetonitrile by
Alfa Aesar. A Retsch PM400 planetary mill operated at 350 RPM was used with custommade 175-ml milling vials capable of withstanding high pressure that could develop in case
of accidental mechanical initiation of the milled thermite. Powder load per vial was 30 g;
3/8 in (9.53 mm) hardened steel balls were used; ball to powder mass ratio was 3. A
diagram illustrating the milling sequence used to prepare powders is shown in figure 4.2.
Aside from the powder prepared in 1 stage milling using as-received Al and CuO with 24
ml of hexane as PCA, referred to as A-C- (see dashed arrows in figure 4.2), two materials
including pre-milled Al with as-received CuO (ApC-) and both pre-milled Al and CuO
(ApCp) were prepared in two stages, including the initial milling step in acetonitrile. For
each stage, the milling time was 60 min. After the first milling stage, the powders were
dried in Ar for 24 h to remove any remaining acetonitrile. For the second stage milling,
each vial was loaded with 14.25 g of Al and 15.75 g of CuO. All powders prepared for this
study were stored in hexane.
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30 g, Planetary mill, 1 hr;
Acetonitrile 12 ml; BPR 3

Drying in Ar-filled
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Figure 4.2 Two-stage milling procedure used to prepare nanocomposite thermite
powders with pre-milled Al and/or CuO.

4.3.2 Material Characterization
Reactions occurring in the ARM-prepared nanocomposite thermite powders were
characterized by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a Netzsch STA409PC
thermal analyzer. 15 to 20 mg of powders immersed in hexane were loaded in an alumina
crucible in order to prevent oxidation in air. Upon loading the crucible in the analyzer, the
liquid was allowed to evaporate in argon (Airgas, 99.98 %). Next, the furnace was
evacuated and then flushed with argon three times before heating at 5 K/min under a 50
mL/min Ar flow.
Phase composition was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) on a PANalytical
Empyrean multipurpose research diffractometer operated at 45 kV and 40 mA, with
unfiltered Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5438 Å). Phases were identified using the PDF-4+
database [104] and the tools built into the Highscore Plus software (version 3.0e) [59] for
the whole-pattern refinement.
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Morphology and chemical composition of the nanocomposite powders were
analyzed by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Scanning Transmission Electron
Microscopy (STEM) and Electron Energy-Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) using a JEOL coldFEG JEM-ARM200F operated at 200 kV equipped with a probe Cs corrector reaching a
spatial resolution of 0.078 nm. EELS data were acquired on a Gatan Imaging Filter
Quantum (energy resolution of 0.3 eV) using a dispersion of 0.5 eV/channel, a collection
semi-angle of 19.4 mrad and a convergence semi-angle of 14.8 mrad. The spatial resolution
is estimated at 0.5 nm. STEM samples were prepared by ultramicrotomy, i.e., the powders
were embedded in epoxy resin (MA2+, Presi) before being cut in 50 nm slices, placed in
Ni hexagonal grids and then coated with a 20 nm carbon layer for analysis.
Electron Probe Micro-Analysis was also used to quantify the chemical composition
of powders using a Cameca SXFive FE microprobe operated at low voltage (7 kV) to have
a sub-µm X-ray generation volume. Quantitative analysis was accomplished by comparing
the intensities of characteristic X-rays for elemental Al, Cu and O with respective
intensities for standard natural minerals. For combustion tests, the ARM-prepared powders
were ignited in air by the shock and plasma produced by an electrostatic discharge (ESD)
initiated near the sample. The ESD was produced using a model 931 Firing Test System
by Electro-Tech Systems, Inc. A 10-nF capacitor charged to 20 kV and discharged between
two pin-electrodes set 1-mm apart served to generate the ESD. Precision point steel pins
(0.9 mm diameter) by Super Steel Microground, Dritz, were used as electrodes. A detailed
description of the set up can be found elsewhere [105]. A Photron FASTCAM Nova highspeed camera (type: 800K-M-8GB) operated at 50,000 fps with an exposure time of 20 µs
was used to capture the images of the ignited powder. Each recorded video includes five
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frames before the trigger signal and 4995 frames after the trigger, providing a time span of
100 ms. The camera was operated with a 0.7 – 4.5 x Zoom Monocular lens by Hayear Corp.
Ltd. An FL532-10 laser line filter by Thorlabs, ensuring only the passage of 532 ± 10 nm
wavelength, was used to avoid saturation and to protect the image sensor in the camera.
The camera was triggered by a pulse from an induction coil by Pearson Electronics (model
110A) measuring the ESD current.
The composite powder was placed in a recession in a 1.6-mm thick aluminum alloy
(6061-T1) plate (by McMaster-Carr) about 1 mm below the pin electrodes. The recession
with approximately 2.6 mm length, 0.4 mm width, and 0.4 mm depth was made on the
plate by hammering a flat-tip screwdriver onto its surface. Approximately 3 – 4 mg of the
powder were loaded into the recession with a spatula. Using the tip of the spatula, any large
lose agglomerates were broken. The powder surface was then flattened and excess powder
removed with a glove-covered fingertip.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Combustion
Combustion of the differently prepared nanocomposite thermites (A-C-, ApC-, ApCp)
exposed to the shock and plasma produced by ESD includes events that are qualitatively
similar to those reported recently for zirconium powder, ignited using the same method
[106]. For all powders, weak emission from igniting particles initiates effectively
immediately. A much stronger combustion event is observed following a substantial delay
on the order of 1 ms. Example sequences of the recorded high-speed videos are shown in
figure 4.3. The images were taken every 20 µs; only selected images are shown for each
experiment. For each powder, at least five combustion runs were recorded and examined.
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Differences in the emission produced by the initial (instant) flame immediately
following the ESD are difficult to discern among different powders. However, differences
in the dynamics and appearance of the delayed flames are clear. For A-C- powder, the
flame appeared after a longer delay and existed longer than for either ApC- or ApCp
powders. For the latter two powders, a faster flame propagation is also noted based on the
recorded videos. Many individual particle streaks are observed for the flame produced by
A-C- powder, whereas almost no such streaks is noted for either ApC- or ApCp powders.
Flames produced by ApC- and ApCp powders comprise rather uniform central core and
diffuse cloud with a sharp boundary, suggesting substantial gas release. A luminous cloud
suggesting gas release can also be distinguished at later times for the A-C- powder flame;
however, its boundary is fuzzy.
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Figure 4.3 High-speed video frames showing the ESD-induced combustion of powders A
C , ApC and ApCp on an aluminum substrate 1 mm below the electrode gap.

To quantify the differences between combustion characteristics of different
powders, the total emission intensity for each video frame is integrated over the entire field
of view. Such integral intensity values are shown in figure 4.4 as a function of time and
clearly show the development of the delayed flames. The initial decay, largely similar for
all powders is mostly caused by the diminishing emission produced by the plasma kernel
associated with ESD. The characteristic time for such a decay is 200 µs. A larger peak
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appearing with ms delay is produced by the delayed powder flame. This peak appears later
and lasts longer for A-C- powder compared to the peaks produced by burning ApC- and
ApCp powders. Thus, the powders exhibiting a distinct low-temperature exotherm in their
DSC traces (figure 4.1) also ignite sooner and burn faster.
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Figure 4.4 Integrated time-resolved emission traces obtained by processing the highspeed video frames for different powders A-C-, ApC-, ApCp.

The video frames were further processed to identify the flame height using image
binarization [107]. For each tested powder, the flame height profiles were averaged among
5 tests. The results are shown in figure 4.5. The flames propagate fastest for ApCp,
followed by ApC- and then by A-C-.
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Figure 4.5 Time-resolved flame height profiles of A C , ApC and ApCp powders
combustion by ESD. Each profile was average among at least five repetitions

The ignition and combustion results clearly indicate that pre-milling Al has an
effect on the reactive behavior of the Al/CuO nanocomposite powders. Powders prepared
with pre-milled Al initiate sooner and burn faster than those made with regular Al,
indicating a correlation between the low-temperature exothermic reaction and higher burn
rates.
4.4.2 Morphology and Phase Characterization of Composite Powders
To determine how using pre-milled Al to prepare the nanothermite affects the lowtemperature exothermic reaction, the morphology, microstructural and chemical features
of the different Al/CuO nanocomposite powders were investigated. A-C-, ApC- and ApCp
powders were heated in the thermal analyzer to 650 K (end of the low-temperature
exotherm, cf. figure 4.1) under argon at a rate of 5 K/min (same conditions as DSC
experiments) and recovered. As-prepared and partially reacted powders were further
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analyzed using XRD and STEM. When necessary, complementary elemental compositions
of powder phases were quantified using an electron microprobe.
4.4.2.1 Bulk Composition of the As-prepared and Partially Reacted Powders.
The XRD patterns for all as-prepared powders are shown in Figure 3.7 (Chapter 3). They
look qualitatively similar to one another with major peaks corresponding to aluminum and
tenorite (a polymorph of CuO). Although amorphous Al2O3 may be difficult to detect by
XRD, no trace of reduced crystalline species, such as Cu2O or Cu, were found, suggesting
that any reaction occurring during milling is negligible. XRD patterns for partially reacted
powders recovered from 650 K are shown in figure 4.6. Table 4.1 shows the compositions
obtained from the whole pattern refinement. Cu2O and Al2Cu are the most abundant
reaction products formed prior to 650 K. The amount of Al2Cu in A-C- prepared without
pre-milling Al is much higher than in other samples. The powder ApC- contains the
greatest amount of unreduced CuO, which is readily understood considering that this
material contains a relatively large number of CuO particles that are not in immediate
contact with Al [103] (discussed later).
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Figure 4.6 XRD patterns of ARM-prepared 8Al∙3CuO thermite powders quenched from
650 K. The strongest peaks of Al2Cu and Cu are indicated with arrows.

Table 4.1 Phase Composition in wt-% of Materials Recovered from 650 K
ID

CuO

Cu2O

Al

Cu

Al2Cu

Al4Cu9

AlCu

(Tenorite) (Cuprite)
A-C-

45.3

20.9

25.5

1.27

7.02

-

-

ApC-

39.0

37.6

21.6

1.34

0.20

-

0.21

ApCp

40.9

19.4

36.4

1.41

1.67

0.27

-

4.4.2.2 Near Surface and Interface Composition of the As-prepared and Partially
Reacted Powders.

In complement to bulk XRD analysis, atomically resolved STEM-HAADF and STEMEELS were performed in ARM-prepared powder with pre-milled Al and as-received Al,
i.e. ApC- and A-C-, in as-prepared condition and after recovering from 650 K. EELS here
is used to monitor the evolution of the oxidation state of Cu and Al oxides in order to
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unravel the reaction pathway associated with the low-temperature exothermic reaction seen
in ApC- powders. Hence, electron loss near edge structure (ELNES) of Cu L2,3edges@932-953 eV, O K-edges at 532eV and Al K edges at1560 eV were acquired on
different zones near and across Al/CuO interfaces. EELS core loss edges were background
subtracted using a power law fit before being plotted.
The ELNES of the Cu oxides in both A-C- and ApC- as-prepared powders is
characterized by sharp and symmetric peaks at 932 eV L3 (2p3/2 → 3d) and 953 eV L2 (2p1/2
→ 3d) lines which correspond to cupric oxide (figure 4.7). No CuO reduction is observed
near surfaces for both as-prepared powders. Elemental composition quantified by electron
microprobe confirmed EELS analyses: CuO phases are composed of 49  1 % of O and 50
 1 % of Cu.
However, differences between Al-bearing phases are detected for samples prepared
using as received and pre-milled Al. In A-C- powders, pure Al is detected (grey lines in
ELNES spectra of figure 4.7a and 4.7b) and Al oxide is only present in contact with CuO,
unlike ApC- powders in which Al is oxidized over a much thicker zone (≈30 nm measured
in ELNES spectra of figure 4.7c). Quantification of the oxygen content in Al by the electron
microprobe gave 9  1% of O and 91  1% of Al.
Finally, both as-prepared materials, A-C- and ApC- form interfacial layers made of
atomic mixture of Al, Cu and O (yellow lines in spectra of figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7 As prepared samples: Cross-sectional STEM-HAADF images and ELNES
spectra of Cu L2,3-edge, Al L2,3-edge and O K-edge acquired across (a) Al/CuO interface,
and, (b) CuO/Al interface in A-C- (c) CuO/Al interface in ApC-. EELS spectra was
acquired every 1 nm but plotted every 3 nm for (a), (b) and 9 nm for (c).

After heating to 650 K and respective partial reaction, there is a clear evolution in
both microstructures and EELS signatures. The STEM-HAADF image of ApC- (figure
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4.8) gives direct evidence of formation of copper dots (5 – 10 nm in dimension) in the AlOx
phase. The Cu-L2,3 edge spectra acquired across a dot (figure A.1 in Appendix A) confirms
the sole presence of Cu. Neither oxygen nor Al are detected in the dots.
In contrast, in these analyses targeting surfaces of the particles for partially reacted
A-C- powders, no pure copper but cuprous oxide is detected (figure 4.9a) close to AlOx
zones. Looking in detail at the interfacial zone, pre-edge O K peaks at 530 eV were
observed (figure 4.9b) which reveal the presence of gaseous oxygen that could have
liberated from the decomposing CuO upon heating and accumulated at the interface [108].
Finally, we also see in quenched A-C- the growth of an intermetallic phase (yellow lines
in ELNES spectra of figure 4.9b) which is consistent with both XRD (figure 4.6) and DSC
analyses (figure 4.1, presence of the endotherm at ≈820 K).

Figure 4.8 Samples heated to and recovered from 650 K: Cross-sectional STEMHAADF images of A-C- and ApC- materials. The insets in (a) and (b) shows a magnified
view.
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Figure 4.9 Samples heated to and recovered from 650 K: Cross-sectional STEMHAADF images and ELNES spectra of Cu L2,3-edge, Al L2,3-edge and O K-edge
acquired across (a) AlOx/Cu2O in quenched A-C-, (b) Cu2O/AlOx interface showing a
pre-edge O K peak at 530 eV in quenched A-C-, and, (c) across a ApC zone being
reacted. EELS spectra was acquired every 0.5 nm but plotted every 5 nm, 4.5 nm, and 9
nm for analysis (a),(b) and (c), respectively.
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4.5 Discussion
Differences in the morphology of the Al/CuO interface induced by pre-milling Al in
acetonitrile were observed to affect the low-temperature reaction mechanism in the
nanocomposite thermites and subsequent reactivity. To interpret the present results, it
should be first recognized that a continuous range of interfaces with different structures is
present in all nanocomposite prepared by ARM. Scanning electron microscopy results
reported elsewhere [103] consistently with the present STEM work suggest a near fulldensity mixing between Al and CuO for A-C- powders, whereas fully-dense composite
structures are combined with porous particles in ApC- and ApCp powders. This is
confirmed by cross-sectional STEM images of the as-prepared powders (figure A.2,
Appendix A) showing differences in reactant intimacy and CuO distribution when Al is
pre-milled: CuO and Al are mixed intimately in A-C- powders whereas porosity is
observed in ApC- powders with Al and CuO separated from each other. The presence of
these nano-voids between Al and CuO phases modifies the low-temperature reactions
pathway as evidenced by DSC and supported by STEM-EELS results (Sec. 3.2).
Paradoxically, separation of Al and CuO by nano-voids forming in ApC- and ApCp
powders accelerates the low-temperature reaction and leads to the complete reduction of
CuO to metallic Cu (yielding the observed Cu nanodots), at least close to the particle
surface. The mechanisms of such reactions are qualitatively discussed below.
In a fully-dense nanocomposite, reaction occurs at the CuO/Al2O3 interface and is
controlled by diffusion of ions of Al through the growing layer of Al2O3 as was proposed
earlier [71]. Indeed, transport of Al directly to CuO explains the formation of greater
amounts of Al2Cu detected in the products (figure 4.6 and table 4.1) and the eutectic
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melting peak observed only for the A-C- material in figure 4.1. Counter-diffusion of
oxygen from decomposing CuO must be slower. If the reaction occurred at the Al/Al 2O3
interface, Al and Cu would always be separated by a layer of Al2O3 preventing formation
of the alloys. The schematic diagram in figure 4.10a shows the discussed above reaction in
fully-dense composites. For simplicity, such composites are shown as planar layers.
Initially, CuO is reduced to Cu2O, as supported by STEM-EELS (figure 4.9a and 4.9b)
which detect cuprous oxides and gaseous oxygen trapped near Al/CuO interface in A-Cpowders after partial reaction and recovery from 650 K. Continuing reaction causes
formation of Al-Cu intermetallic inclusions along the Al2O3/Cu2O interface (observed in
STEM-EELS diagrams in figure 4.9b). This is the proposed reaction scenario for the fully
dense A-C- powders.
The same reaction can occur in ApC- and ApCp powders for the part of the material,
in which CuO is in intimate contact with Al. However, because part of CuO is separated
from Al (or Al2O3 covering Al surface), as shown in figure 4.10b, an alternative reaction
pathway becomes available. The schematic simplifies the structure, assuming it to be
similar to that of the fully-dense material, but including parts of CuO surfaces that are not
in contact with Al or Al2O3. Clearly, different geometries are possible having the common
feature of CuO surface slightly removed from Al. Upon heating, CuO begins to decompose
releasing oxygen. This oxygen must be transferred through the voids to nearby surfaces of
Al2O3. It then can react with Al ions diffusing outward, to the Al2O3/gas interface [109]. If
such reaction continues, the CuO domain that released oxygen can be reduced to metallic
Cu, completely avoiding formation of Al-Cu intermetallics. This can explain formation of
multiple Cu nanodots embedded into alumina observed to form by 650 K on the surface of
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both ApC- and ApCp powders (figure 4.8 and figure A.3 in Appendix A), which include
significant portion of CuO that is not in direct contact with Al. The rate of the reaction
described here depends on how fast oxygen released by CuO can be transported across the
void separating it from Al. In the present materials, such voids have dimensions of 10 –
100 nm, which is comparable or less than the mean free path of the gas molecules at the
temperatures of interest. Thus, gas phase diffusion is not a factor affecting the reaction rate.
Instead, oxygen released by decomposing CuO is transported in the free molecular regime
to Al ions at the surface of Al2O3, where it is immediately consumed. In this case there
exists effectively no gas phase, which helps accelerate decomposition of CuO.
As noted above, the morphology illustrated schematically in figure 4.10b is just an
example; any CuO particle or inclusion having an exposed surface in the vicinity of Al can
be precursor to one or more Cu nanodots. Based on the present experimental observations,
it is proposed that the redox reaction occurring via release of oxygen from CuO that
oxidizes Al at the nearby exposed Al2O3 surface explains formation of the low-temperature
peak observed in figure 4.1. No gaseous oxygen was detected in STEM-EELS of quenched
ApC- powders, suggesting that all such oxygen released in the voids reacted readily upon
adsorbing to Al or Al2O3 surface. This is consistent with the STEM-EELS analysis shown
in figure 4.7c which reveals slightly oxidized aluminum (8 % O and 92 % Al) in ApC- near
Al/CuO interface. Conversely, observed traces of gaseous oxygen for A-C- suggest that Al
is oxidized at the Al2O3/CuO (or Cu2O) interface, and not at the Al2O3 part exposed to gas
(where there is no nearby decomposing CuO surface).
The proposed reaction mechanism involving free-molecular transport of oxygen
released by CuO into nano-voids may be dominant, at least at low temperatures, for
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powders containing CuO and Al2O3 surfaces that are not in direct contact with each other
while the separation between such surfaces remains sufficiently small. The predominant
nature of such reaction is consistent with the STEM observations suggesting the presence
of Cu2O near the surface of the A-C- powders, but only detecting elemental Cu for the
ApC- powders (STEM-EELS spectra in figure 4.9). Oxygen leaving the condensed phase,
and entering the pore space in measurable quantities is further supported by previous
observations of oxygenated gas release near 600 K observed by thermogravimetry with
coupled mass spectrometry in similar 8Al∙3CuO nanocomposites prepared by a related
ARM technique [82].
Because separating CuO from Al removes the kinetic pathway enabling formation
of intermetallics, it leads to a reaction producing only Al2O3 and Cu, which is more
thermodynamically favored compared to that producing additionally Cu2O and Al-Cu
intermetallics. On the other hand, this reaction may begin at a higher temperature, because
it requires release of oxygen by CuO. Conversely, in fully-dense systems, Al diffusing to
CuO may begin reacting directly with condensed CuO before any oxygen is released. Thus,
when the temperature is sufficiently high for CuO to begin releasing oxygen, the reaction
that started earlier in the fully-dense systems may have led to growth of a thicker alumina
layer (see reaction for A-C-, schematically represented by figure 4.10a) compared to the
case with CuO separated from Al. A thicker alumina layer in the fully-dense thermites thus
serves to slow down the reaction at higher temperatures, when release of gas oxygen by
CuO begins. Conversely, the lack of very low-temperature condensed phase reaction in
materials containing nano-voids leads to a greater redox reaction rate when the temperature
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increases to trigger release of oxygen by CuO. This explains a relatively sharp peak
observed for such materials in DSC (figure 4.1).
The same mechanism can also be applied to describe the low-temperature
exothermic reaction observed in Al/CuO nanolayers with embedded gold nanoparticles
(see figure 4.1) [100]. Indeed, it was observed that multiple defects were formed around
such nanoparticles upon heating, causing voids around the Al/CuO interface. It is proposed
here that the presence of voids generated due to heating of a corrugated interface led to
separation of Al (and growing Al2O3) from CuO, thus prompting release of gaseous oxygen
reacting with Al. Interestingly, Cu nanodots were not detected in Ref. [100], where electron
microscopy was done with cross-sectioned multilayered structures, making it difficult to
resolve the nanodots that might have formed on the surface of growing voids.
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Figure 4.10 Schematic diagram illustrating the low-temperature redox reactions and
formation of products in materials with different initial morphology.

It is further interesting that the low-temperature reactions detected in DSC
measurements and causing formation of Cu nanodots discussed above appear to affect
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combustion of the nanocomposite powders, as implied from the reported experiments
(figures 4.3-4.5). Both qualitative differences in the flame appearance and quantitative
differences in the flame propagation and the bulk burn rate suggest that the lowtemperature reactions lead to an accelerated ignition and faster combustion. Because
combustion of these Al-rich thermites involves much higher temperatures (typically,
>2000 K) than those relevant to the discussed exothermic reactions, it is suggested that the
observed bulk effect on the burn rate is due to an earlier ignition of the composite particles.
An earlier ignition accelerates the heat release, which, in turn can further accelerate
combustion of the aerosolized powders tested here. In other words, the effect is unlikely to
be detectable when single particle burn times are measured in experiments, in which
combustion of each particle occurs independently. Conversely, for collective combustion
of multiple interacting particles, the acceleration of the bulk burn rate can be significant.

4.6 Conclusions
In this work, atomically resolved STEM-HAADF and STEM-EELS were performed on
reactive nanocomposite powders prepared by ARM using Al pre-milled in acetonitrile, and
unmodified Al. As-prepared and partially reacted materials were analyzed in order to
unravel their low-temperature reaction pathway. In the fully-dense material prepared with
unmodified Al, the reaction occurs at the Al2O3/CuO interface where gaseous oxygen is
trapped after CuO decomposition. This causes the formation of Al-Cu intermetallic
inclusions along the Al2O3/Cu2O interface. When Al is pre-milled in acetonitrile, the
prepared Al/CuO powders contain nano-sized pores. Separating Al and CuO phases
modifies the reaction pathway involving the formation of gaseous oxygen by reduced CuO
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that is not in direct contact with Al. The generated gaseous oxygen moves, in freemolecular regime, through the nano-voids to nearby surfaces of Al2O3/Al grains where it
and reacts with Al diffusing outward through the formed oxide layer. The reaction
continues i.e., the CuO domain around the voids is reduced to metallic Cu. Thus, somewhat
unexpectedly, introduced small separation between Al and CuO removes the kinetic
pathway enabling formation of Al-Cu intermetallic phases as byproduct of the redox
reaction. This leads to a more thermodynamically preferred scenario yielding only Al2O3
and Cu. This reaction triggered by release of oxygen by CuO begins at slightly higher
temperatures than that proceeding in the fully-dense phase with Al reaching CuO directly
by diffusion through Al2O3. Because the redox reaction in the material containing nanovoids is delayed to higher temperatures, once started, it proceeds faster because of a thinner
pre-existing layer of Al2O3. This explains the relatively sharp low-temperature exothermic
peak observed by DSC of Al/CuO powders prepared with Al pre-milled in acetonitrile.
Once such reaction pathway is enabled, the ignition delays of reactive material particles
are reduced and the bulk burn rate increased. This work emphasizes the major role of the
interface structure between reactive components in controlling reactions in nanothermites.
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CHAPTER 5
COMPOSITE Al∙Ti POWDERS PREPARED BY HIGH ENERGY MILLING
WITH DIFFERENT PROCESS CONTROL AGENTS

5.1 Abstract
Aluminum rich Al-Ti composite powders were prepared by mechanical milling using
different polar (acetonitrile, stearic acid) and non-polar (hexane) hydrocarbon process
control agents. Stearic acid was introduced at the initial stage of milling in order to prevent
caking. Hexane and acetonitrile were introduced in a 2nd milling stage. Particles
agglomerated for powders processed with hexane or a hexane-acetonitrile mixture, while
particles were finer and remained dispersed when milled with acetonitrile. X-ray
diffraction did not identify intermetallics in the prepared composite powders comprising
elemental Al and Ti. Differential thermal analysis showed low-temperature exothermic
events assigned to the formation of intermetallics; such events started at a lower
temperature for the composite prepared using acetonitrile in the second milling stage.
Ignition experiments showed lower ignition temperatures (below the Al melting point) for
powders milled with acetonitrile in the second stage, compared with powders prepared
using stearic acid during both first and second milling stages. All composite powders
ignited at a much lower temperature than pure aluminum. Constant volume explosion tests
showed a higher energy release rate with comparable energy content compared to the
reference fine spherical aluminum powder. Staged milling with increasingly polar process
control agents, introduced in this work, suggests a viable method to control particle size
distributions in mechanically milled, metal-based energetic composite powders.
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5.2 Introduction
Aluminum, owing to its high combustion enthalpy, has garnered a great deal of interest as
a high energy density fuel additive for propellants. In a common solid propellant, aluminum
particles are mixed with ammonium perchlorate (AP) and an elastomeric binder. Upon
heating of such materials, the binder melts and AP is gasified, while aluminum particles
tend to melt and form large sized agglomerates prior to ignition [110-112]. Such large
agglomerates may encounter very long ignition delays or may even remain completely
unburned [110, 113, 114]. Hence, reducing agglomeration of aluminum powders becomes
vital for enhancing propellant efficiency. Agglomeration can be reduced if metal particles
ignite at lower temperatures. In turn, ignition temperatures can be reduced if pure
aluminum is substituted by some of its alloys [3, 111, 115]. Al-Ti, Al-Mg, Al-Zr, Al-Li are
some of the binary alloys, which have been explored as possible replacements for pure Al
powders in energetic formulations [3, 116-120]. It was observed that particles of such AlTi alloys ignite at lower temperatures and burn faster than pure aluminum particles of the
same sizes [121]. It was proposed that the phase changes associated with relaxation of
metastable structures in such alloys accelerated their ignition [122]. Mechanically alloyed
Al-Ti powders were milled previously with stearic acid as a process control agent (PCA)
[123]. Both ignition and combustion behavior of the mechanically alloyed powders was
improved compared to pure aluminum. However, the mechanically milled powders were
relatively coarse and could not be effectively reduced in size for useful practical
applications [123] where finer aluminum powders are typically used.
This study aims to investigate the effects of liquid hydrocarbon PCAs on properties
of mechanically milled Al-Ti powders, specifically focusing on the feasibility of
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combining the attractive reactive particle structures with practically desired fine particle
sizes. Both one and two-stage milling protocols were explored using different PCAs. In
particular, the use of acetonitrile as a PCA was explored, for which it was observed that
milling may lead to formation of nanoparticles of Al [117]. 5-micron spherical aluminum
powder widely used as a fuel additive was chosen as the reference material for the
combustion experiments in this study.
5.3 Experimental
5.3.1 Sample preparation
Commercially available –325 mesh (less than 44 μm), 99.5% pure aluminum and titanium
powders (by Atlantic Equipment Engineers) were used for sample preparation. A
composition of 80 at% Al and 20% at% Ti (70 wt% Al, 30 wt% Ti ) was maintained in all
experiments. Initially, one stage milling was conducted in a Retsch PM400 planetary mill
(PM) using 95% pure hexane (Alfa Aesar) and 99.5% pure acetonitrile (Alfa Aesar, "ACN"
hereafter) as PCAs preparing samples 1 and 2, respectively. Both PCAs are hydrocarbon
fluids with significantly different polarity. Hexane is non-polar, while ACN is polar. 20 g
of powder was charged with 24 ml PCA. The PCA amount was selected so that the powders
would be fully immersed in it. Standard Retsch hardened steel 500-ml vials were used for
milling. The samples were milled at 350 RPM for 10 hours using 9.525-mm (3/8”) diameter
hardened steel balls at a ball-to-powder mass ratio (BPR) of 15. Prior to milling, the metal
powders were loaded into the vials inside a glove box filled with argon. table 5.1 shows
the milling parameters of Al∙Ti samples 1 and 2 using, respectively, hexane and ACN as
PCAs.
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Table 5.1 Milling Parameters for One-stage Milling of Al0.8Ti0.2 Alloys

ID

Mill

Sample

Time

Type

Mass

(hr)

BPR

(g)

PCA amount
Hex

ACN

(ml)

(ml)

1

PM

20

10

15

24

-

2

PM

20

10

15

-

24

Preliminary examination of the samples prepared in one-stage milling showed, as
discussed below, that the materials milled in ACN for 10 hrs (table 5.1) reacted with the
PCA during milling. Hence, a 2-stage milling protocol was tested in order to produce finer
composites which are not altered chemically. For this 2-stage protocol, stearic acid (SA)
served as PCA during the 1st stage milling in the same planetary mill with the same steel
balls. The samples were milled for 3 hours with stearic acid at BPR 10. The 2 nd stage
milling of this powder was first explored for small powder batches using a SPEX Certiprep
8000 series shaker mill (SM). Hexane, ACN, a combination thereof, and stearic acid served
as PCAs for samples 3-6, as shown in table 5.2. In all cases, the second stage milling in the
SM was 30 min. Upon recovery, the samples were stored without separating them from the
used PCAs. Once promising materials were identified for small batches prepared in the
shaker mill, larger amounts (samples 7 and 8) were prepared using a similar protocol but
using the planetary mill for both 1st and 2nd milling stages (see table 5.2 for details).
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Table 5.2 Milling Parameters for Milling of Al0.8Ti0.2 at the 2nd Stage
Sample
ID

PCA amount

Mill
type

Hex

ACN

SA

(ml)

(ml)

(wt%)

3

4

-

-

4

-

4

-

5

-

-

2

6

2.8

1.2

-

7

-

-

2

8

-

40

-

Powder Time BPR
mass
(hr)
(g)

SM

5

0.5

PM

50

1

10

The powders selected for the final combustion testing (samples 7, 8) were prepared
by two-stage milling in the planetary mill. For both powders, the first stage lasted 3 hours,
and the second stage lasted 1 hour. Ball to powder mass ratio was 10. For one of the samples
(sample 7), both first and second stages used stearic acid as PCA. For the second sample
(sample 8), ACN served as PCA during the second stage milling.
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5.3.2 Material Characterization
5.3.2.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).

A LEO 1530 field emission scanning

electron microscope (SEM) operated at 10 kV was used for characterizing particle size and
surface morphology of the samples. SEM stubs were prepared using carbon tape as the
substrate. Prior to transferring trace amount of sample on the substrate for SEM analysis,
the liquids in the samples were evaporated. Some milled samples were embedded in epoxy
and cross-sectioned to image the internal structures of the prepared composites. The
compositional contrast between Al and Ti was achieved using back-scattered electrons for
their SEM imaging.
5.3.2.2 X-ray Diffraction.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the milled samples was

performed using PANalytical Empyrean multipurpose research diffractometer. The milled
samples were allowed to dry in air before XRD measurements. Unfiltered Cu Kα radiation
(λ= 1.5438 Å) was used. The voltage and current used to generate x-rays were set at 45 kV
and 40 mA, respectively. Analytical software HighscorePlus (version 3.0e) combined with
the PDF-4+ (2018) database was used to identify the peaks.
5.3.2.3 Particle Size Distributions. Particle size distributions were obtained using a low
-angle laser light scattering technique employing a Malvern 3000 Mastersizer. Ethylene
glycol was used as the dispersant for the alloy samples. 5 to 8% obscurity was maintained
throughout the experiment. Samples were continuously stirred at 2500 RPM to avoid
particle settling. Further, 10% ultrasonication was introduced for breaking up loosely held
agglomerates.
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5.3.2.4. Thermal analysis.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a Netzsch

STA409PC thermal analyzer was conducted on sample 7 and 8 to characterize their
reactions upon heating. Sample 8 was loaded dry into the analyzer. However, sample 7 was
loaded as a suspension in acetonitrile to prevent aging as it contained fine powder in the
submicron range. The liquid was allowed to evaporate under argon in order to avoid contact
with air. The furnace was evacuated and then flushed with argon three times before every
measurement. The dry powder mass was recorded when a stable reading in the internal
balance was observed after liquid evaporation. The dry mass of the samples ranged from
20 to 25 mg. The experiments were performed under the flow of argon (99.998% pure,
supplied by Airgas) at a flow rate of 50 ml/min with an assigned heating rate of 15 K/min.
During each run, the samples were heated to 800 ℃ twice. Prior to the second heating, the
samples were allowed to cool down from 800 ℃ to 50 ℃. The traces were finally baselinecorrected by subtracting the signal recorded during the second heating and then normalized
by sample mass.
5.3.2.5 Heated Filament Ignition. Heated filament experiments were conducted to obtain
ignition temperatures. Samples milled in two stages in planetary mill were explored in these
experiments. A very thin coating of sample was observed to ignite on an electrically heated,
0.5 mm diameter nickel-chromium (Ni-Cr) wire. The samples were suspended in either
ACN or hexane prior to coating. The coating was applied as a thin layer of the powder
suspension using a fine brush. The solvent was dried off the wire before each run. 12-V
rechargeable large-cell batteries by McMaster Carr were used as the DC source. Table 5.3
shows the heating rates achieved with one, two and three batteries connected in series.
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Table 5.3 Heating Rates Achieved in Ignition Experiments with Different Number of
Batteries Connected in Series

No. of batteries

Average heating rate (K/s)

1

3370± 160

2

11700 ± 1500

3

27800 ± 2000

A MotionPro 500 high-speed video camera as well a photodiode focused on the
coated heated filament served to register the powder ignition in real time. However, the
photodiode readings were significantly affected by the emission from the heated filament,
making them difficult to use to identify the time of ignition. Thus, all ignition times in this
study were determined from analysis of the recorded high-speed videos. Simultaneously,
the temperature of the heated wire was measured using an infrared pyrometer comprising
a germanium switchable gain detector (PDA30B2 by Thorlabs) coupled with a fiber optics
cable and a focusing lens. The lens was focused on an uncoated portion of the wire so that
the measured temperature as a function of time was unaffected by the varied emissivities
of the powder coatings. The pyrometer was calibrated in the temperature range of 573 –
1223 K (300 – 950 ℃) using a BB-4A black body emission source by Omega Engineering.
A Rigol DS1054Z digital oscilloscope was used to read the signals from the photodiode
and pyrometer. The wire temperature recorded at the instant of the powder ignition was
registered as the powder ignition temperature in these experiments. This measurement
neglects the difference in temperatures of the heated filament and the igniting powder; this
difference was minimized maintaining very thin coating thickness in all experiments.
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5.3.2.6 Constant Volume Explosion (CVE). The constant volume explosion apparatus
consists of a 9.2-liter chamber with an aerosolizing nozzle positioned at the bottom. Two
schedule-40-type 304 stainless steel 40-cm i.d. welded caps were used to construct the
chamber. Four clamps hold the two halves of the chamber (sealed with an O-ring) together.
The upper, removable half has an igniter, which is located near the center of the closed
chamber. The igniter is constructed by coiling a 10-cm long, 0.2 mm diameter tungsten
wire. The lower half is stationary and is equipped with gas ports, a Honeywell pressure
transducer PX2AN1XX500PSA, and a nozzle located at its bottom. Samples are loaded in
a pipe elbow placed under the nozzle. Initially, the explosion chamber is evacuated to 0.25
atm. The powder is then injected in the chamber with an air blast coming from a 7.6-liter
reservoir tank filled to a high pressure. When the powder is injected, a desired starting
pressure for the combustion test is also achieved in the explosion vessel. The gas blast is
produced using a solenoid valve, and the duration of the pulse is selected to achieve the
desired starting pressure. In these experiments, the target initial pressure in the explosion
vessel was 1 atm. To achieve this, the duration of the gas blast was set at 200 ms and the
pressure in the reservoir was 5.85 atm. The igniter is initiated after a 300 ms delay
following the powder injection. That delay was consistent with previous work using the
same experimental setup [117]. The delay is necessary to reduce the effect of turbulence
produced by the injection gas flow on the combustion of aerosol produced in the chamber.
A Rigol DS1054Z digital oscilloscope was used to record the measured pressure traces as
well as electrical pulses controlling the pressure pulse and initiation of the igniter. For each
run, the initial pressure (Po), maximum pressure (Pmax) exerted by the aerosol combustion
event, and the maximum rate of pressure rise, (dP/dtmax) were determined by processing
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the recorded pressure traces. Further details about the explosion chamber set-up have been
described elsewhere [117].

5.4 Preparation of Reactive Composite Al∙Ti Powders with Fine Particle Sizes
Milling conditions were selected analyzing powders prepared using one-stage milling and
then two-stage milling using planetary and shaker mills. Results of these analyses are
discussed below.
5.4.1 Powders Prepared by One-stage Milling
Figure 5.1 presents SEM images of powders prepared by one-stage milling in hexane and
ACN. Images indicate that sample 1 (milled in hexane, figure 5.1 a, b) contained coarser
particles, similar to those prepared in earlier work [124]. Sample 2 (milled in ACN, figure
5.1 c, d) had much finer particles, consistently with the results expected for milling using
ACN based on previous work [125]. Particles in sample 2, however, appeared less as
composite particles, but rather as loosely mixed unattached fines of Al and Ti. Aluminum
particles generally appear darker and titanium particles brighter in these images acquired
using a backscattered electron detector.
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Figure 0.1 Backscattered electron SEM images of as-milled Al∙Ti composites samples 1
and 2 after single-stage milling in hexane and ACN. Low and high magnification images
show respectively: a, b: sample 1; c, d: sample 2.

Figure 5.2 illustrates XRD patterns for the Al-Ti powders synthesized by one stage
milling in the presence of hexane and ACN. The major peaks for sample 1 milled in hexane
corresponded to fcc-aluminum. Titanium peaks are not distinguished, although no traces
of reacted species were found in that sample. Sample 2 milled in ACN showed no
aluminum or titanium peaks. There was clear evidence of reactions during milling;
respective XRD results show the presence of aluminum nitride, AlN, and a titanium
carbonitride, TiC0.51N0.12 (cf. JCPDS ref. 98-003-9942). Such reactions are undesirable
suggesting that long time milling in acetonitrile is impractical. Therefore, the two-stage
milling protocol was further explored, as discussed below.
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Figure 5.2 XRD traces for samples 1 and 2 prepared by one-stage milling of Al and Ti
powders in hexane and acetonitrile, respectively.

5.4.2 Powders Prepared by Two-stage Milling
SEM images of samples 4-6 synthesized by two-stage milling in the shaker mill are
presented in figure 5.3. Only in sample 4 (figure 5.3 c, d) milled in ACN during the second
stage, most of the final particles have dimensions of ca. 1 – 2 µm or less. Many such
particles appear as flakes. For all other samples, a broad particle size distribution including
substantial fraction of coarse particles (exceeding 10 – 20 µm) are observed. For all
powders except those prepared with ACN as PCA in the second stage, the powder particle
shapes are difficult to distinguish from those prepared during single stage milling.
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Figure 5.3 Backscattered electron SEM images of samples synthesized by 2-stage
milling in shaker mill. Low and high magnification images show respectively: a, b:
Sample 3; c, d: Sample 4; e, f: Sample 5; g, h: Sample 6.
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Particle size distributions obtained using low angle laser scattering for samples 3-6
milled in the shaker mill during the 2nd stage are plotted in figure 5.4. For comparison, a
particle size distribution is also shown for the powder prepared during the first milling
stage, serving as a starting material for the second milling stage for all these samples. For
that starting powder, the particles remain coarse, with the distribution peak around 50 µm.
The plot clearly shows that upon introducing 2nd stage milling with different PCAs, the
particles become finer. Figure 5.4 also suggests that among all the PCA conditions
introduced during 2nd stage milling, ACN is significantly more effective in reducing the
particle sizes, in agreement with images shown in figure 5.3. Sample 5 prepared with the
2nd stage milling using ACN shows a broader size distribution with significantly increased
number of fine particles. Considering, that the particle shapes are flaky, it is likely that this
measurement is overestimating the number of large particles. Indeed, large flat particles
may scatter the laser light similar to spheres with comparable diameters, while the volume
and mass of the respective particles are significantly smaller than those of such spheres.
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Figure 5.4 Particle size distributions for a powder milled in the first stage in the planetary
mill and samples 3-6 prepared using that powder milling during 2-nd stage in the shaker
mill with different PCAs
.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the XRD results for Al∙Ti powders, samples 3 – 6, prepared
using the shaker mill in the second stage. For comparison, the XRD pattern is also shown
for the powder prepared during the first milling stage, serving as a starting material for the
second milling stage for all these samples. No traces of reaction products were observed
that could have formed during milling. Only peaks of Al and Ti are detected. The
differences between XRD patterns for the powders recovered after the first stage and those
milled further with different PCAs are minor. Peaks of both Al and Ti broaden and peaks
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of Ti become noticeably weaker after the second stage milling. Both changes are likely due
to continuing refinement of the material by milling.
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Figure 5.5 XRD traces of Al∙Ti samples 3-6 prepared by 2-stage milling with different
PCAs using shaker mill during the second stage.
Based on the results shown in Figures 5.3 – 5.5, preparation of composite powder
samples on a larger scale was attempted using the planetary mill for both stages. Details
are given in table 5.2. Samples 7 and 8 were prepared using the 2-stage protocol and
employing planetary mill for both stages. Both samples were milled for 3 hours during the
first stage using stearic acid as PCA. Both samples were milled for 1 hour during the second
stage. For sample 7, stearic acid remained the PCA. For sample 8, ACN was added for the
second milling stage. Both prepared materials were embedded in epoxy and crosssectioned. Figure 5.6 shows SEM images of the obtained cross sections. Coarser
composites were formed for sample 7 (figure 5.6, a, b). The bright areas in the particle
cross-sections correspond to inclusions of titanium, which can be distinguished from dark
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grey Al matrix. Sample 8 (figure 5.6 c, d), experiencing an hour of milling in ACN at the
2nd stage formed fine composite particles instead, although few large agglomerated
particles were also observed. Cross-sections of powder particles for sample 8 show little
compositional contrast. Apparently, the scale of mixing between the elements is finer than
the compositional resolution of images shown in figure 5.6c, 5.6d.

Figure 5.6 Backscattered electron SEM images of samples synthesized by 2-stage milling
in planetary mill. Low and high magnification images show respectively: a, b: Sample 7;
c, d: Sample 8.

Particle size distributions for samples 7 and 8 milled in the planetary mill during
both first and second stages are shown in figure 5.7. For clarity, the size distribution for
the powder prepared during first stage milling (the same as in figure 5.4) is also shown.
The powder particle size distributions for samples 7 and 8 are similar to those of samples
5 and 4, respectively. For either shaker or planetary mill used during the second stage
milling, continued milling in stearic acid during the 2nd stage reduced the number of coarse
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particles; however, the change in the particle size distribution was not significant. For the
sample using ACN during the second stage milling, the size distribution became broader
with a significant shift towards fine sizes for both samples 4 (figure 5.4) and 8 (figure 5.7).
Similar to sample 4, for sample 8 a substantial fraction of coarse particles is implied by the
particle size analysis shown in figure 4.7, which is, as discussed previously, likely a
superficial effect of the presence of relatively large but thin flakes in the prepared powder.
For reference, a powder particle size distribution for the nominally 5-µm spherical
aluminum powder used in combustion experiments discussed below is also shown. The
sample using ACN as PCA in the second milling stage appears to be finer than aluminum.
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Figure 5.7 Particle size distributions for samples milled in planetary mill during 3 hours
(one stage) and during 4 hours (two stages) using different PCAs and for the reference
spherical Al powder.

XRD patterns for samples 7 and 8 are shown in figure 5.8. The pattern for sample
7 includes peaks of both Al and Ti and is essentially the same as the patterns shown in
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figure 5.5 for samples 3 – 6. For sample 8, peaks of Al become weaker and broader and
peaks of Ti are nearly indistinguishable. This could be simply due to the reduction in the
sizes of composite particles, observed in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7. No intermetallic formation is
observed. Further ignition and combustion tests used only samples 7 and 8.
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Figure 5.8 XRD traces of Al∙Ti samples 7 and 8 prepared by 2-stage milling with different
PCAs using planetary mill during the second stage.

5.5 Exothermic Reactions
Figure 5.9 shows DSC traces of samples 7 and 8 heated at 15 K/min up to a maximum
temperature of 1073 K (800 °C). The signal for sample 8, milled in ACN in the 2nd stage,
is distinctly exothermic starting at 373 K (100 °C) with the first peak under 474 K (200°C).
The trace shows exothermic peaks near 600, 725, and 850 K (or, respectively, 325, 450
and 575 °C) marked with black dots in figure 5.9. However, the peaks are not well resolved
and the signal is generally noisy. Aluminum melting, or an Al-Al3Ti eutectic melting peak
at 933 K (660 °C) cannot be detected reliably. For sample 7 (milled in stearic acid for 4
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hrs) the signal becomes exothermic at a higher temperature, around 423 K (150 °C). A
strong, well-resolved peak is observed at 623 K (350 °C); it is followed by a weaker peak
at around 773 K (500 °C); both marked with black triangles. In sample 7, aluminum melting
(or a eutectic melting peak) was observed at 933 K (660 °C).
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Figure 5.9 DSC traces of Al-Ti composites heated at 15 K/min to a maximum temperature
of 1073 K (800 °C).

5.6 Results of Ignition and Combustion Experiments
From the heated filament experiment results shown in figure 5.10, it is observed that
sample 7 milled in stearic acid for 4 hrs (both first and second stage milling) ignited at
relatively high temperatures ranging from 1123 to 1223 K (850 to 950 °C). These ignition
temperatures exceed the aluminum melting point. Conversely, sample 8 milled in ACN
during the second stage ignited at very low temperatures. The ignition temperature ranged
approximately from 763 to 853 K (490 to 580 °C). An increase in the ignition temperature
was observed with increasing heating rate. The average ignition temperatures recorded for
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that sample for all three different heating rates were below the aluminum melting point.
The present results were compared with those published previously [117] for mechanically
alloyed Al-Ti powders prepared using a shaker mill with zirconia vials and milling balls
and milled for 15 hours with stearic acid as PCA [125]. Three exothermic events
accompanied ignition in those experiments. Respective temperatures are shown in figure
5.10 for the mechanically alloyed powder with the same composition as used in this work.
The ignition of the mechanically alloyed powder was assigned to the most significant event
2, occurring at intermediate temperatures, relatively close to the melting point of
aluminum. Event 1, reported in Ref. [117] and reported to be rather weak, coincides nearly
exactly with the ignition temperature measured here for sample 8.
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Figure 5.10 Heated filament ignition temperatures for different Al∙Ti composite powders
and for mechanically alloyed powder prepared in previous work
Source: Shoshin, Y., L, et al., Ignition of aluminum-rich Al–Ti mechanical alloys in air. Combustion and
Flame, 2006 [117].
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Combustion of samples 7 and 8 was explored in CVE experiments. Traces shown
on figure 5.11 are marked to illustrate the experimental sequence. The pressure in the vessel
is initially low. A gas blast, during which the powder is dispersed in the chamber leads to
a nearly linear pressure rise. The pressure P0 achieved after the gas blast is the starting
experimental pressure, typically close to 1 atm. The gas blast is followed by a delay needed
to reduce the turbulence level in the vessel. Ignition, caused by a heated tungsten wire
placed in the center of the vessel begins the aerosol combustion event leading to the main
pressure rise to Pmax observed in figure 5.11. Sample 7 prepared by milling using only
stearic acid as PCA did not ignite and thus is not discussed here. From the typical pressure
traces in figure 5.11 it is observed that sample 8 milled in ACN burns faster, and with a
slightly greater pressure rise than the reference Al powder. Both a reduced delay in ignition
(the pressure rise starting sooner after the ignition pulse) and a greater rate of pressure rise
are observed for the prepared milled composites as compared to the Al powder.
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Figure 5.11 Pressure traces of typical CVE experiments with sample 8 and reference 5µm aluminum powder.
Figure 5.12 shows a summary of the present CVE experiments. Open symbols in
figure 5.12 represent Al, and closed symbols represent sample 8. For both plots shown in
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figure 5.12, the horizontal axis represents the ratio of the maximum pressure to the initial
pressure, Pmax/P0. This ratio is expected to be higher for samples burning more efficiently
and thus generating more heat. The vertical axis in the top plot is (dP/dt)max, representing
the rate of combustion achieved in the present experiments. Higher burn rates are
advantageous, and thus the most attractive experimental points are expected to be
positioned in the upper right corner of that plot. The points representing runs with the
aluminum powder form a trend suggesting a greater rate of pressure rise corresponding to
a greater achieved pressure. It is likely that the discrepancy between individual runs is
caused by some inconsistency in dispersing the powder in the vessel prior to ignition. A
better-dispersed powder forming a denser and more homogeneous dust cloud is expected
to lead to both greater pressure and rate of pressure rise. The data points representing the
sample 8 composite lie above the trend representing reference aluminum. Thus, a greater
rate of pressure rise is observed for the same maximum pressure achieved. Note also that
the pressures achieved with sample 8 are comparable to the highest pressures observed for
aluminum.
For the bottom plot in figure 5.12, the vertical axis is the time of Pmax. This time is
affected by both the rate of pressure rise and by ignition delay observed after the igniter
wire was initiated. The shorter this time, the greater is the bulk reaction rate, affected by
both ignition delay and burn rate of the aerosolized powder. Thus, the most attractive
experimental points are expected to be in the lower right corner of this plot. While there is
substantial scatter in the experimental data points, there is a clear indication that, in
agreement with the example shown in figure 5.11, the prepared composite powders
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outperform reference Al. For the same experimental pressures, shorter times of (dP/dt) max
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are observed for sample 8 compared to the reference aluminum.
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Figure 5.12 a) Pressurization rate (dP/dt)max and b) time of Pmax vs Pmax/Po for CVE
experiments with sample 8 and reference 5-µm aluminum powder.

5.6 Discussion
The objective of this effort was to find a way of preparing reactive Al∙Ti powders with
micron-sized particles, comparable to the size of aluminum commonly used in energetic
formulations. It was observed that extended milling in a liquid polar PCA, such as ACN is
effective in reducing particle sizes, but also alters the powder chemically (figure 5.2). This
is not desirable for applications in energetic materials. Conversely, the two-stage milling
including preparing a powder with a desired composite structure in the first milling step
without using a polar PCA, and then refining that powder achieving finer particle sizes in
a relatively short second milling step with polar PCA is feasible for preparing reactive
Al∙Ti composites. Interestingly, the effect caused by ACN as a polar PCA during the
second milling step is qualitatively similar for the samples prepared using either shaker
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(sample 4) or planetary (sample 8) mills. The similarities are observed for particle sizes
and shapes (figure 5.3 c and d vs. figure 5.6 c and d), for particle size distributions (figure
5.4 vs. figure 5.7), and for material structures inferred by XRD (figure 5.5 vs. figure 5.8).
Milling in a non-polar PCA (hexane), mixture of hexane and ACN, as well as in stearic
acid during the second milling stage does not change size or structure of the material
appreciably.
Based on previous work describing milling of aluminum using ACN [76], it can be
proposed that interaction of ACN and aluminum involves a chemical reaction which alters
the aluminum surface. This interaction most likely leads to the formation of carbonaluminum and nitrogen-aluminum bonds (figure 5.2), which dramatically change the
interaction between powder particles, reducing their agglomeration. Thus, milling time or
the amount of ACN need to be limited to avoid bulk conversion of aluminum to its nitride,
carbide or other passivated phases. Further studies are desired to elucidate the mechanisms
of interaction between aluminum and other metals with acetonitrile (and other polar
solvents) serving as PCA during high-energy milling.
The present results show that when the powder particle size is effectively reduced
due to additional milling in ACN, there is also a significant change in the powder structure.
Unlike samples 3, 5, and 6, for which brighter inclusions of Ti can be distinguished in a
darker matrix of Al in SEM images taken using backscattered electrons (figures. 5.3b, 5.3f,
and 5.3h) and sample 7 (figure 5.6b), no such distinction could be made for samples 4 and
8 (figure 5.3d and Fig 5.6c, respectively). The XRD patterns also show diminished peaks
of Ti and broader peaks of Al for samples 4 (figure 5.5) and especially 8 (figure 5.8), milled
in ACN during the second stage.
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Apparently, the differences in the sample structure affect the exothermic reactions
occurring upon heating and ignition. Sample 7, prepared using stearic acid for both stages
1 and 2 milling, shows the first pronounced exothermic effect (figure 5.9), likely
corresponding to the formation of thermodynamically stable D022 Al3Ti, consistent with
the first exotherm observed at 623 K (350 °C) in the DSC measurements for mechanically
alloyed powders [123, 126]. Interestingly, the exothermic event at this temperature appears
to be stronger for the present measurements for sample 7 than reported earlier for the
mechanically alloyed powders [123, 126]. This can be attributed to shorter milling times
used here compared to references. [123, 126]. A longer milling time leads to mixing
between Al and Ti at nearly atomic scale, causing formation of metastable precursors for
the intermetallic Al3Ti. In contrast, shorter milling times cause formation of a composite
structure, where the mixing between Al and Ti occurs at the scale of ca. 0.1 – 1 µm (figure
5.6b), while formation of the metastable precursors to intermetallics is suppressed.
Therefore, when the temperature is increased and the intermetallic phase forms, a
composite structure releases a greater amount of heat compared to the more intimately
mixed and thus partially reacted mechanically alloyed powder.
For sample 8, using ACN in the second milling stage, exothermic reactions begin
at a significantly lower temperature (figure 5.9). Once the reaction starts, multiple, poorly
resolved exothermic events are observed. It is possible that the equilibrium phase of Al3Ti
is only formed via intermediate steps, possibly involving the L12 and D023 forms [123]. It
is also possible that the large surface area, in combination with acetonitrile adsorbed to it,
stabilizes other phases, particularly considering that Al (or Al-Al3Ti eutectic) melting is
not observed in this case.
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The low-temperature exothermic reactions observed by DSC (figure 5.9) and
leading to formation of Al3Ti are likely leading to ignition described in figure 5.10,
similarly to mechanically alloyed Al-Ti powders [117]. Despite a stronger first exothermic
peak (occurring at the same temperature for sample 7 and mechanically alloyed powder),
ignition temperatures for sample 7 shown in figure 5.10 are higher than for mechanically
alloyed powder explored previously [117]. This can be understood considering that the
heat of intermetallic reaction, detected in DSC is never sufficient to drive the powder
ignition directly. Instead, the weakly exothermic intermetallic reaction serves as a trigger
generating new structure, defects, and surface exposed to the external oxidizer. It is that
reaction with the external oxidizer occurring at the newly formed surface that leads to a
temperature runaway and ignition. For the composite material, the generated surface is
apparently smaller than that for the mechanically alloyed powder, leading to a longer
ignition delay and, respectively higher ignition temperature. For sample 8, however, for
which the milling time is also much shorter than for mechanically alloyed powders tested
in reference. [117], the ignition occurs at a lower temperature, effectively coinciding with
the first, very weak exothermic event observed to accompany ignition for the mechanically
alloyed powders (cf. figure 5.10). This suggests that the reaction, triggering ignition is
similar for both sample 8 and mechanically alloyed powder. However, for sample 8 milled
using ACN as PCA, even the initial reaction occurring at lower temperature generates
enough defects and new surface to lead to ignition.
Experimental ignition temperatures for sample 8 shown in figure 5.10, for which a
clear effect of heating rate on ignition was observed, are plotted in Arrhenius coordinates
in figure 5.13. A straight-line fit is also shown, which is extrapolated to the range of low
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heating rates. A horizontal line shows the heating rate used in the DSC experiments (figure
5.9). At that heating rate, the extrapolated line points to a temperature of 223 °C or 500 K,
at which the event, triggering ignition is anticipated in the DSC measurement. This
temperature is just slightly higher than the first, poorly resolved exothermic event observed
for sample 8 in figure 5.9. Considering experimental uncertainties and the extrapolated
range, this supports the correlation between the very low-temperature reactions forming
intermediate intermetallic species serving as precursors to formation of Al3Ti and ignition
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Figure 5.13 Arrhenius plot showing ignition temperatures recorded for sample 8 at
different heating rates and linear fit for these data extrapolated to the range of low heating
rates used in DSC experiments.

Finally, CVE experiments illustrated in figure. 5.11 and 5.12 show that a direct
comparison between combustion of aerosolized powders of Al and Al∙Ti composite is
possible. Furthermore, this comparison suggests an advantageous performance of the Al∙Ti
composites. This is consistent with earlier reports showing that the mechanically alloyed
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powders burned faster than the same size Al powder [123]. However, previous
comparisons could only be made for individual particle burn times for relatively large
particles. Coarse mechanically alloyed powders, which could be prepared previously,
could not be ignited in CVE. Similarly, sample 7 prepared using stearic acid as PCA could
not be ignited. Such coarse metal powders are not commonly used in practical energetic
formulations. Reducing the particle size for the prepared composites achieved using ACN
during the second milling stage generated sample 8, fine enough to be readily ignited in
CVE. Thus, such materials, which are as or even more energetic than pure aluminum, hold
promise for their practical utilization in energetic formulations.
5.8 Conclusions
A two-stage milling offers an effective way of preparing Al∙Ti composites with tunable
fine powder particle sizes. The first milling stage can use common PCAs, such as stearic
acid or hexane to produce the desired scale of mixing or structure. The second milling stage
uses ACN, a polar fluid, to reduce the particle sizes effectively. Further modification of the
powder structure also occurs during the second stage milling, which should thus be
restricted in time to avoid formation of metal nitrides or carbonitrides. Powders prepared
by two-stage milling in this work have particle size distributions comparable to those of
fine Al powders typically used in energetic formulations. Ignition and combustion tests
show that the ignition temperatures for the prepared composite powders can be reduced
below the Al melting point. The ignition is likely triggered by the initial intermetallic
reactions forming precursors for Al3T intermetallic phases. The powders are readily
aerosolized and ignited in CVE. They demonstrate shorter ignition delays and higher burn
rates than the reference fine spherical aluminum powder.
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CHAPTER 6
MICROSPHERES WITH DIVERSE MATERIAL COMPOSITIONS PREPARED
BY MECHANICAL MILLING

6.1 Abstract
Spherical particles with dimensions in the range of ca. 1 – 100 µm are prepared by
mechanical milling of precursor materials in the presence of a blend of immiscible liquids.
Microspheres with a broad range of compositions are prepared including hard and ductile
elements, metals, metalloids, oxides, organic compounds, and composites. The proposed
mechanism leading to formation of spheres includes formation of a Pickering-Ramsden
emulsion coexisting with a dense suspension of solids in the continuous phase. Milling
continuously transfers energy to the multiphase mixture, destabilizing particles located on
the liquid interface. This causes a net transport of solids from the continuous phase into
the emulsion droplets where solids accumulate and form microspheres that can be
recovered after milling. The process continues until the solid loading of the droplets
exceeds a limit, or until the continuous phase suspension is depleted. Microspheres
prepared by this method may be of interest as feedstock for additive manufacturing, for
drug formulations, catalysts, membranes, and in various other technologies.
6.2 Introduction
Mechanochemical processing and synthesis of new materials has attracted significant
attention because of the versatility and simplicity of this approach.[127-130] Products are
typically powders. Their compositions and structures are often metastable and not
attainable by other synthetic routes. Particle shapes can be described as roughly equiaxial
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rock-like compacts or flakes.[131] while compositions of materials prepared by milling are
effectively unlimited, control of particle morphology is difficult. Indeed, the powders form
by repeated fracturing and cold welding or agglomeration, starting typically from solid
powder precursors. Common but relatively ineffective ways to affect particle sizes are to
change the size of milling balls, e.g., [55, 132, 133] and to select process control agents
[134-136] that affect cold welding. However, particle shapes are mostly determined by
mechanical properties of the material milled, and evolve during milling until a steady state
size is reached. Yet, particle shapes are important for many applications [137-143].
Spherical particles are often desired for flowability, ease of transport, processing, packing,
and mixing.
Spherical particles in the micrometer size range are most commonly prepared by
cooling droplets of melts [144, 145]. However, challenges arise for refractory compounds
or composites comprising components with diverse melting temperatures. This method is
also inapplicable to materials sensitive to heating, as they may react before they melt. We
introduce a new technique of preparing spherical composite powders by mechanical
milling. It is shown that mechanical milling in the presence of a liquid process control agent
comprising two immiscible liquids can produce nearly perfect microspheres that consist of
densely compacted micro- or nano-particles of one or more material components. There
are multiple potential applications for such microspheres, including feedstock powders for
additive manufacturing (when flowability attained with spherical particles is of critical
importance), materials for drug formulation, materials for joining, multifunctional porous
components, catalysts, membranes, etc. Mechanical milling used to prepare the
microspheres is a readily scalable, industrially flexible and adaptable technology,
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suggesting that practical quantities of the microspheres can be readily produced once the
mechanism of their formation is fully elucidated.
6.3 Experimental
Two types of ball mills were used to prepare microspheres from different materials. A
SPEX Sampleprep 8000D Mixer/Mill with 50-mL flat-ended steel vials was used to
prepare aluminum-copper(II) oxide thermite microspheres. A Retsch PM 400 MA
planetary mill was used to prepare microspheres of aluminum, titanium, boron, iron (III)
oxide, fumed silica, melamine and sucrose, as well as composite microspheres of
aluminum-copper(II) oxide, aluminum-iron (III) oxide, and aluminum-boron. The
planetary mill was equipped with custom hardened steel milling jars, designed to withstand
accidental combustion of reactive composite materials, such as thermite compositions
(although no such accidents occurred during this effort). Samples were milled at 350 RPM
with 90 g (25 g for the shaker mill) of 9.525 mm (3/8”) diameter hardened steel balls,
typically for an hour. Milling time for selected materials (aluminum, boron, iron oxide)
varied up to 4 hours.
Starting materials included powders of aluminum and titanium (both by Atlantic
Equipment Engineers, -325 mesh, 99.5 %), copper oxide (Sigma Aldrich, 10 μm, 99+%),
fumed silica (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5%), iron oxide (Alfa Aesar, 99.5 %), boron (SB95 by SB
Boron, 95 %), melamine (Sigma Aldrich, 99 %), and food grade sucrose. For the process
control agents, hexane and acetonitrile (both by Alfa Aesar, 99.5%) were used. In most
experiments involving the planetary mill, each milling jar was charged with a total of 24
ml PCA. In experiments with aluminum, the total volume of PCA was 37 ml. Mixed
solvent compositions ranged from 6.25 vol-% to 75 vol-% acetonitrile. Milling containers
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were loaded in a protective argon atmosphere. A parameter found to be important for
formation of spherical particles was solid to acetonitrile volume ratio. This ratio varied
from 0.06 to >99 (for milling in pure hexane); microsphere formation was observed in the
range 0.75-2.
6.4 Results
Electron images of microspheres prepared by mechanical milling in the presence of a blend
of hexane and acetonitrile are shown in figure 6.1, and compared to their precursor
powders. Images for additional materials are shown in figure B.1 (appendix B). The
microspheres consist of densely packed fine precursor particles but have a strikingly
different morphology. The sizes of the spheres vary in the range of ca. 1 – 100 µm (see
Figure B.2 in Appendix B). Precursor materials tested in this work include metals,
metalloids, oxides, and organic compounds. Mechanical properties vary from very hard
(boron) to ductile (aluminum) or brittle (melamine). Composite microspheres have been
prepared by mechanical milling as well, e.g., combining a metal and oxide powders and
combining metal and metalloid. For some precursors, e.g., fumed silica, the resulting
spheres are fragile and tend to break upon recovery and drying. However, none of the
microspheres prepared to date, including those that retain their shapes after drying, as
shown in figure 6.1, have included any binder, which can be readily added when structural
integrity of the microspheres needs to be improved. The spherical particles shown in
figure 6.1 consist of smaller primary particles that could represent the starting material
directly such as in the case of the iron oxide used here, or that could form from initially
coarser starting powder, such as in the case of Al. A comparison of particle size
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distributions for initial materials and resulting spherical particles is shown in figure B.2
(see Appendix B).

Figure 6.1 Electron images of starting materials (top) and resulting microspheres (bottom)
of (a) Al, 1.25 h (b) B, 4 h (c) Fe2O3, 1 h (d) melamine, 1 h after premilling

Figure 6.2 shows cross-sections of microspheres of Al, Fe2O3, and composite
microspheres of Al·CuO, Al·Fe2O3, and Al·B. For the ductile aluminum, typically forming
flakes during mechanical milling, the microspheres contain packed flakes, which are,
however, not fused together. The flakes packed inside the spheres are positioned at
different angles to the sectioning plane, explaining a significant spread of their crosssection areas seen in figure 6.2. For iron oxide, consisting of nano-sized primary particles,
such particles are packed to nearly full density inside the microspheres. Among the
composites, the Al·CuO thermites assumed spherical shape with visible pores while
Al·Fe2O3 and Al·B appear denser in comparison. For all materials, porosity of the
microspheres is found to depend on the milling time. Longer milling times typically lead
to finer and denser microspheres. However, longer milling times can lead to finer and
denser microspheres; supporting evidence is shown in Figure B.2 (see Appendix B).
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Figure 6.2 Backscattered electron images of cross sections of microspheres of (a) Al, 1.25
h (b) Fe2O3, 1 h (c) Al·CuO, 1 h (d) Al·Fe2O3, 1 h (e) Al·B, 1 h.

The formation mechanism of microspheres is not presently understood.
Microspheres are observed with about equal volume fractions of solid powder precursor
and acetonitrile, and with a hexane volume fraction greater than 50 %. An overview of
solvent compositions and solid volume fractions where microsphere formation was
observed is shown in figure 6.3a. In the resulting emulsion, the mildly polar acetonitrile
typically wets the solids better than hexane. Particles suspended in acetonitrile tend to
deagglomerate, while solids suspended in hexane agglomerate readily. The specific pattern
of mechanical agitation does not appear to be important because spheres are observed in
both shaker and planetary mills. The milling times needed to generate microspheres vary
for different precursors. However, proper conditions for microsphere formation were found
for all precursor powders tested so far.

Figure 6.3 Summary compositional map of solvent compositions for all materials
discussed in the text. Filled symbols show where microsphere formation was observed,
open symbols show where microspheres did not form. Dashed lines indicate 50 vol-%
hexane, and an acetonitrile/solids volume ratio of one, respectively. (b) Schematic
illustration of microsphere formation mechanism.
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Formation of composite spherical particles when a powder is combined with two
immiscible liquids bears similarity to formation of Pickering-Ramsden (PR) emulsions
[146] and colloidosomes [147, 148]. In all such cases, emulsion droplets are stabilized by
solid particles located at the liquid interface. These particles, partially wetted by both
liquids, become immobilized and are difficult to remove from the interface. In PR
emulsions, there are no solids in the droplet interiors.

Partially filled droplets or

colloidosomes were formed using double emulsions [148, 149]. In contrast, microspheres
prepared here are filled to much greater extent and have distinctly different structures.
We propose that microspheres form as a result of high-energy, high-shear
interactions of a PR emulsion and a high-concentration suspension. A PR emulsion forms
quickly when two immiscible liquids are combined and agitated if both partially wet the
powder(s) being milled. Because the volume fraction of acetonitrile in the present effort is
always smaller than that of hexane, it is proposed that acetonitrile forms droplets in the
continuous phase of hexane. Considering typical mass load of powder found to be suitable
to prepare the microspheres, solid particles stabilized at the liquid interface account for
only a small fraction of the powder loaded in the mill. The rest of the powder remains
suspended in the continuous phase. The resulting system including both a PR emulsion and
a dense suspension in the continuous phase is unusual and has not been studied previously.
Milling subjects the liquid interface to significant shear stress. This has been
reported to generate defects and lead to removal of particles from the liquid interface, and
destabilization and destruction of PR emulsion droplets.[150] However, in this work the
interface is stressed in a continuous liquid densely filled with suspended particles; such
particles are expected to rapidly replace particles at the liquid interface, and to effectively
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“repair” any damage to the PR emulsion droplets. This process is schematically illustrated
in figure 6.3b. As the droplet surface is strained, a particle from the surface may move to
the droplet interior. If the particle does not return to the surface, the remaining particles
rearrange. As continued energy input removes more particles from the surface, the number
density of particles at the surface decreases until the droplet either breaks up, or other
particles from the bulk liquid become trapped at the liquid interface. It is proposed that in
the presence of an agitated, densely loaded suspension, particle movement from the bulk
suspension to the interface may be faster than either breakup of the droplet, or return of
particles from the droplet interior to the liquid interface. As a result, solid particles
accumulate in acetonitrile droplets and eventually form filled microspheres as shown in
figure 6.1 and 6.2.
There could be both thermodynamic and rheological (kinetic) reasons supporting
the proposed mechanism of formation of filled microspheres. If the liquid inside the droplet
wets the particle better than the continuous liquid, there is an energetic benefit of
transferring the particles from the continuous phase into the droplet. Additionally, when
the concentration of particles in the droplet is sufficiently high, capillary forces may hold
these particles together.
Kinetically, particles in the continuous phase and those in droplets have different
motion patterns and thus have a different likelihood of interacting with the surface. Within
the continuous phase, particles follow the fluid flow, while particles in the droplet move
with the droplet. With any slip between droplets and the suspension in the continuous
phase, the speed of particles relative to droplets can be substantial, as expected to occur
during mechanical milling. Internal flows are much weaker than the flows in the continuous
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phase, and increasingly impeded as more particles accumulate in the droplets. As a result,
the emulsion droplets may become mechanically stable as the particles in the droplet
accumulate. Additionally, if the suspended particles are substantially denser than the liquid
of the continuous phase, they could move by inertia, impacting droplets ballistically. A
related mechanism was recently proposed to explain penetration of suspended oil droplets
by solid debris subject to a turbulent flow[151].
During milling, the amount of powder suspended in the continuous fluid
progressively diminishes. Mechanical agitation may lead to destabilization and repair of
the liquid interface as long as the concentration of the suspended particles in the continuous
phase remains sufficiently high. In a batch process, once the suspension becomes used up,
the droplets may break more readily. For a given powder mass load, the filled spherical
particles can form in a specific time interval during processing. Once the destabilized
droplets break apart, it is unlikely for the released and rather agglomerated particles to be
suspended again. Instead, they may form clusters of suspended particles too large to
stabilize the liquid interface and to form emulsion droplets.
Observation of any of the described processes in situ is challenging due the complex
motion of the milling containers and lack of optical access. Experiments investigating
transport of particles across strained liquid interfaces may help in developing a model. In
the first step, PR emulsion droplets were formed from hexane, acetonitrile, and suspended
aluminum particles by ultrasonic agitation, as shown in figure B.4 (see appendix B). It may
be possible in future work to immobilize such droplets in a microfluidic device and observe
the interaction with a suspension directly.
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6.5 Conclusion
This work shows that the preparation of filled composite spherical particles is feasible
using ball milling in presence of PCA comprising immiscible liquids for a broad range of
powders. We hypothesize that the process is universal and is suitable for preparing both
organic and inorganic spherical particulates with tunable compositions, sizes and
porosities. The solid to liquid ratio, specifically focusing on the liquid forming emulsion
droplets is critical. While preliminary in nature, these findings suggest ways to tune and
control properties of the prepared spherical particulates. In addition to the parameters
explored here, one can certainly vary the intensity of agitation, e.g., changing the type and
size of milling media, RPM for the mill, and ball to powder mass ratio. Exploring PCAs
comprising of different immiscible liquids and further tuning the PCA properties adding
customized surfactants may add effective ways of further controlling the material synthesis
process proposed here.
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CHAPTER 7
SPHERICAL BORON POWDERS PREPARED BY MECHANICAL
MILLING IN IMMISCIBLE LIQUIDS

7.1 Abstract
Spherical boron powders with sizes ranging from 4 to 100 µm were prepared by ball milling
a commercial boron powder. A planetary mill was used with a process control agent
consisting of two immiscible fluids: hexane and acetonitrile. The spherical powders formed
when the volume of the loaded boron was close to that of acetonitrile in presence of excess
hexane. Particle sizes were measured using low-angle laser light scattering, they were
examined using scanning electron microscopy, and their specific surface area was
measured using nitrogen adsorption. The size distributions of the prepared spheres were
much narrower than is common for solids processed by high-energy milling. Spherical
particles were fragile; their mechanical stability was improved when a small amount of
Fluorel®, a fluorocarbon binder, was preliminarily dissolved in acetonitrile. Experiments
showed that the prepared spherical powders exhibited a higher bulk density and much
better flowability than starting boron powder. Process-property relations were explored by
systematically varying milling parameters and analyzing their effect on the size distribution
of the formed spheres. The size of spherical particles was found to decrease with the
decrease in the amount of acetonitrile used; it was also decreased with an increase in
milling time, number of milling balls, and speed of milling.
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7.2 Introduction
Boron powders are attractive fuel additives having the gravimetric and volumetric heats of
combustion exceeding those of any hydrocarbon fuels and most other metals. However,
boron powders are cohesive and hard to process. Mixing boron with common binders, such
as hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) is often difficult because of an increased
viscosity of the binder with added boron [152]. An increase in viscosity upon heating [153]
is particularly problematic as affecting proper curing of the energetic formulations. Boron
powders prepared by different methods comprise nano-sized primary particles forming
agglomerates with broad size distributions [154]. These broadly sized agglomerates exhibit
poor flowability and cause undesirable slag formation during combustion [155]. This
irregular self-agglomeration greatly hampers uniform and stable burning of propellants
[156]. Boron agglomerates are also clogging nozzles of the propulsion systems [157]. To
improve mixing boron with binders, such as HTPB, their rheological properties have been
modified by mixing of coating with LiF [158], adding pre-processing agents, such as acetic
ether [159], or by surface treatment with ammonia or sodium hydroxide [160]. In addition,
rheological properties and size distributions of boron powders were manipulated using
granulation [152], extrusion-spheronization [161], and wet milling [162], all with limited
success. Studies involving electrospray to prepare boron-bearing composites have also
been reported [156, 163], however, they involve additional stages of chemical processing,
undesired residues and typically are hard to scale up for practical applications [164]. In this
study, a simple, scalable and cost-effective way of improving rheological properties of
boron is introduced. Micron sized boron spheres were prepared by mechanically milling a
common, commercial boron powder. The spheres have a narrow size distribution and a
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dramatically improved flowability. The preparation method is developed based on recent
research showing that porous spherical powders can be obtained by mechanical milling
diverse solid precursors in presence of a blend of immiscible liquids: hexane and
acetonitrile introduced as a process control agent [165]. Our work demonstrates how
tunability of particle size and sphere stability can be achieved by varying the volume ratio
of the immiscible liquids, the mass of the milling media, milling speed and milling time.
We further extend the focus of this study to address property correlations of the prepared
spherical boron with the associated milling parameters. Correlating properties of the
resulting powders with the milling conditions used to prepare the powder is complex. Even
though some studies investigated this aspect for regular powder, very little has been done
quantitatively [42]. Given the importance of spherical powders for efficient material
processing, this study lays the basic groundwork for quantitively predicting powder
properties based on milling parameters.
7.3 Experimental
7.3.1 Materials Preparation
Boron spheres were prepared using a Retsch PM400 planetary mill. Boron powder SB-95
(95% purity) supplied by SB Boron Corp., was loaded into milling vials inside a glove box
filled with argon. Hexane (95% pure) and acetonitrile (99.5% pure) by Alfa Aesar were
used as process control agents for all materials. For most materials, Fluorel®, a
fluorocarbon by 3M was dissolved in acetonitrile (0.5 or 1 %) preliminarily to serve as a
binder improving the mechanical integrity of the produced spheres. Two types of hardened
steel vials were used. Type 1 was a custom-made 175-mL vial with diameter of 6.35 cm
(2.5 inch). Type 2 was a regular, 500-mL vial with diameter of 10.16 cm (4 inch). The
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milling media used were hardened steel balls with diameter of 9.525 mm (3/8 inch). The
overall liquid process control agent volume was constant (24 ml for vial type 1, 48 ml for
vial type 2). A number of milling parameters such as time, RPM, mass of milling media,
and liquid ratio (LR, volumes of hexane to acetonitrile: VHex / VACN) were varied as shown
in table 7.1. For each material, the volumes of acetonitrile and powder were the equal to
each other. Theoretical density of boron (2.37 g/cm3) was used to determine the volume of
powder loaded based on the volume of acetonitrile used. The loaded mass of boron ranged
between 7.11 to 14.22 g. To produce mechanically stable spheres, the powders recovered
from the milling vials were dried in air for 72 hours, while the binder was cured.
7.3.1 Material Characterization
After milling the materials were dried for 72 hr under vacuum. Particle morphology was
investigated using JEOL JSM 7900F field emission Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
operated at 10 kV. Particle size distributions were measured using a Malvern 3000
Mastersizer. With ethylene glycol as the dispersant, the obscuration ranged between 4 to 6
% throughout all measurements. The suspended samples were continuously stirred at 2500
RPM. In separate measurements, ultrasonic agitation at 20% was additionally introduced
to examine the mechanical stability of the spherical powder particle. Three consecutive
measurements were recorded first without, then with sonication.
An Autosorb iQ (model ASIQM000000-6) analyzer by Quantachrome Instruments
was used to measure specific surface areas of the prepared powders by nitrogen adsorption.
Samples were degassed at 200 °C under vacuum for 12 hr. The sample charge for surface
area measurement ranged from 150 to 250 mg.
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To characterize material properties particularly relevant for powder flowability and
packing, the following properties were determined for a subset of materials prepared: bulk
tapped density, electrostatic charge buildup due to agitation, and a cohesive index as further
expanded below. A preliminary measurement of bulk density for all prepared powders used
the mass of solid loaded in a 2-mL vial. A more accurate measurement of the bulk density
for the reference boron and for selected spheres (IDs 4 and 5, cf. table 7.1) of powders was
performed using a GranuPack high resolution tapped density analyzer by Granutools [166].
After 35 ml of the powder were automatically poured into a holder, 1-mm taps were applied
to the sample. Bulk density was measured after each tap by use of an inductive sensor with
sufficient resolution to measure the entire range of densities. The Hausner ratio, defined as
the ratio of the tapped bulk density ρ(∞) to the initial (loose) bulk density ρ(0) is used as a
flowability index [167]. A dynamical parameter n1/2 , corresponding to the number of taps
to reach half of the packing amplitude (ρ(∞)+ρ(0))/2, gives information on the kinematics
of packing [168]. Cohesive index, a measure of powder cohesiveness, was quantified using
GranuDrum by Granutools employing the rotating drum principle [169]. Additionally,
tribocharging properties of powder samples were measured using GranuCharge
electrostatic charge analyzer, also by Granutools [170]. Electrostatic charging causes
agglomeration of particles, which leads to poor flowability. In other words, this charge
density is an additional measure of particle cohesiveness.
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Table 7.1 Milling Parameters Used to Prepare Different Boron Powders. 5% Fluorel®
Solution in Acetonitrile was used unless Noted Otherwise
Mass Volume of ID Volume
LR
Milling Milling RPM Vial
of

acetonitrile

of

boron

(ml)

(g)

14.22

11.85

9.48

(VHex/VACN)

media

time

hexane

mass

(hr)

(ml)

(g)

Type

1*

--

--

90

1

350

1

2**

18

3

90

1

350

1

3

18

3

90

1

350

1

4

42

7

180

1

275

2

5***

42

7

180

1

275

2

6

42

7

180

1

220

2

7

18

3

90

1

400

1

8

18

3

90

1

400

1

9

18

3

90

1

350

1

10

18

3

77

1

400

1

11

18

3

105

1

400

1

12

18

3

77

1

350

1

13

18

3

105

1

350

1

14

18

3

90

0.75

350

1

15

18

3

90

1.5

350

1

16

19

3.8

90

1

350

1

17

19

3.8

90

1

250

1

18

20

5

90

1

400

1

6

5

4
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7.11

3

19

20

5

90

1

350

1

20

20

5

90

1

350

1

21

20

5

77

1

400

1

22

20

5

105

1

400

1

23

20

5

77

1

350

1

24

20

5

77

1

400

1

25

20

5

105

1

350

1

26

20

5

90

0.75

350

1

27

20

5

90

1.5

350

1

28

21

7

90

1

400

1

29

21

7

90

1

350

1

30

21

7

90

1

250

1

31

21

7

90

1

250

1

32

21

7

105

1

300

1

33

21

7

90

1

300

1

34

21

7

77

1

300

1

35

21

7

105

1.5

300

1

36

21

7

90

1.5

300

1

37

21

7

77

1.5

300

1

38

21

7

105

1.5

250

1

39

21

7

77

1.5

250

1

* milled in 6 ml acetonitrile with 0.5% Fluorel® solution and no hexane
** milled with no Fluorel® dissolved in acetonitrile
*** milled in acetonitrile with 1% Fluorel® solution
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7.4 Results
Powder particle shapes and the tunability of the powder particle sizes achieved by varying
milling parameters are illustrated in figure 7.1. It appears that the size of spherical powder
particles decreases with increase in both LR and RPM. It is also apparent that most particles
have spherical shapes and that the particle sizes are rather uniform. Boron powder
exhibiting such uniform and narrow size distribution has not been reported previously.
Commercial boron, (see appendix C, figure C.3) shows irregularly shaped, fractal boron
aggregates with a wide size distribution and consisting of nanosized primary particles[17].
(a) LR 3, 350 RPM, 1 h

(b) LR 5 350 RPM, 1 h

(c) LR 5, 400 RPM, 1 h

(d) LR 7, 400 RPM, 1 h

50 µm

Figure 7.1 SEM images of powders prepared in vial type 1 using different milling
parameters. Powder IDs refer to table 7.1. (a) 12; (b) 23; (c) 18; (d) 28

The relationship between milling parameters and produced powder particle size
distribution is further illustrated in figure 7.2 for a set of representative powders. For each
material, two size distributions are shown. The first one is measured without sonicating the
powder suspension in the Mastersizer. After that measurement was obtained, the
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suspension was sonicated to assess mechanical stability of spherical particles. For stable
powders, both measured size distributions were close to each other. If particles
disintegrated, the second size distribution became broader and included finer particles. For
reference, the size distribution for the starting SB-95 boron powder is shown on top of
figure 7.2. It is rather broad and bimodal. Particles with sizes from 0.25 to 95 µm are
observed. Labels for size distributions of the milled powders in figure 7.2 refer to the ID
from table 7.1. Powder 1, milled in acetonitrile (6 ml) without hexane does not contain
spherical particles. The size distribution is very broad. Upon sonication, large agglomerates
break apart yielding a powder with broad range of particle sizes, which is somewhat finer
than the starting material. Powder 12 (LR 3, 350 RPM) consists of large spherical particles
with a mode at 92 µm before sonication. The size distribution is symmetric and rather
narrow. After sonication, the particles largely disintegrate, forming a broad bimodal
distribution of much finer particles. Powder 23 (LR 5 350 RPM) contains somewhat finer
particles with the mode around 30 µm before sonication; the size distribution is broader
and less symmetric than for powder 12 before sonication. It also includes a significant
fraction of larger particles or agglomerates. Upon sonication, the agglomerates break while
the position of the original size distribution mode remains unchanged. The size distribution
becomes narrower, although significant portion of very fine particles is also detected. The
other two powders illustrated in figure 7.2, 18: LR 5, 400 RPM and 28: LR 7, 400 RPM,
show almost no change in the particle size distribution upon sonication. Powders 18 and
28 prepared at higher LR values exhibit narrow particle size distributions with modes at 13
and 7 µm, respectively. Generally, the particle size distributions shown in figure 7.2 are in
good agreement with the particle sizes observed in the SEM images shown in figure 7.1.
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SB-95 (starting boron)

5

without sonication
with sonication

3
1
7

1

5
3
1
10

12

7
Volume fraction (%)

4
1
13

23

10
7
4
1
18
10
5
0

28

12
8
4
0
0.1

1

10

100

1000

Particle size (µm)

Figure 7.2 Particle size distributions for different boron powders (IDs as in table 7.1)
measured by low-angle laser light scattering without and with sonication of the powder
suspension.

Nitrogen adsorption measurements show that the specific surface areas for milled
powders are higher than that of the starting boron, results are shown in figure 7.3 (a). All
spherical powders packed better than starting boron, yielding greater bulk density based on
the mass of powder placed in a 2-mL vial, as shown in figure 7.3(b). Characteristics of the
measured particle size distributions, surface areas, and bulk densities preliminarily
assessed for all powders are shown in table 7.2. Consistent with figure 7.3(b), all milled
spherical powders pack better than the starting boron yielding greater bulk densities. To
quantify differences in the measured particle size distributions observed before and after
sonication, a parameter quantifying relative shift in the mode is introduced. It is calculated
as relative change in the mode,

𝑑𝑚1 −𝑑𝑚2
𝑑𝑚1

, where dm1 and dm2 are modes before and after
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sonication, respectively. Illustrations of the change in size distributions of some of the
spherical particles due to sonication is shown in appendix D (figure C.4). The width of the
𝑑90 −𝑑10

measured size distribution was quantified using span calculated as

𝑑50

, where d10, d50,

and d90 are the particle diameters representing 10, 50, and 90 % in the measured
distributions, respectively.
12

2

Surface area (m /g)

(a)
10
8
6
4
2
0.8

Bulk density, g/cm

3

(b)
0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

SB-95

1

12

23

18

28

Figure 7.3 Specific surface areas (a) and bulk density (b) of selected boron powders
The measurements of packing curves, cohesive index, and tribocharging required
larger amounts of material. Therefore, spheres prepared in the larger, type-2 milling vials
were chosen as representative. The packing curves measured for selected powders (4 and
5), and for the reference SB-95, using Granupack are shown in figure 7.4. Consistently
with figure 7.3, the initial bulk density of SB-95 is lower than that of the milled powders.
Only small difference is detected between characteristics of the two milled powders
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prepared with 0.5 and 1% solutions of Fluorel® in acetonitrile. The tapped density
achieved after 500 taps is substantially higher for the spherical powders than for SB-95 .
For spheres, it reaches ca. 0.72 g/cm3, which is more than 30 % of theoretical maximum
density (TMD). For SB-95, only 0.49 g/cm3 is reached by the end of measurement, which
represents just over 20 % of TMD for boron. Even for spherical powders, the density is
less than one half of that expected for the densest packing for spheres, close to 0.74 TMD.
A significantly higher Hausner ratio is measured for SB-95 (1.50) than for powders 4 (1.26)
and 5 (1.27). This indicates a stronger cohesive behavior of SB-95, arising from
interactions between the particles. These cohesive interactions oppose the free
reorganization of the grains preventing the powder from minimizing its potential energy
by better packing. The n1/2 parameter gives information on the dynamics of packing. SB95 exhibits a n1/2 value of 43, two times higher than for spheres, denoting slower packing
dynamics. Therefore, the spherical shape of the milled powders leads to faster and better
packing.
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Bulk density (g/ml)

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

SB-95
4
5

0.3
0
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200

300

400

500

Number of taps

Figure 7.4 Granupack measurements of bulk density for SB-95 and prepared powders 4
and 5. Error bars are standard deviations around the mean computed over three
independent tests for clarity, only selected experimental points are marked by symbols.
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Table 7.2 Characteristics of the Particle Size Distributions, Surface Areas, and Bulk
Densities Evaluated based on the Mass of a Powder-filled 2-mL vial
ID

Mode*

𝑑𝑚1 −𝑑𝑚2

Span

Specific

Bulk

before

surface

density**

sonication

area

(g/cm3)

dm1 (µm)

(m2/g)

𝑑𝑚1

1

255

0.99

11.51

0.57

2

92

0.98

2.3

13.53

0.75

3

92

0.98

2.1

13.32

0.77

4

8

0.11

1.1

13.71

0.61

5

9

0

1.5

6

10

0

1.0

14.29

0.64

7

224

0.85

2.2

19.46

0.78

8

174

0.99

2.1

11.08

0.81

9

92

0.63

2.1

13.53

0.77

10

81

0.63

2.9

8.98

0.74

11

197

0.83

2.2

11.35

0.70

12

118

0.63

1.7

8.10

0.68

13

92

0.63

1.8

11.10

0.68

14

92

0.68

1.8

8.215

0.79

15

71

0.47

1.4

11.12

0.74

16

135

0.68

1.9

16.44

0.74

17

135

0.53

1.6

147

0.60

0.70

18

13

0

1.3

8.36

0.76

19

71

0.11

1.4

11.73

0.77

20

11

0

2.8

21

42

0.11

2.9

11.31

0.75

22

8

0.11

2.1

9.08

0.55

23

29

0

3.5

8.97

0.67

24

92

0.31

1.6

25

29

0.11

2.9

10.10

0.64

26

42

0.11

2.0

9.61

0.76

27

11

0

1.2

11.11

0.74

28

7

0

1.1

6.37

0.65

29

13

0

0.8

13.16

0.61

30

17

0.11

2.4

18.61

0.62

31

19

0

2.8

0.53

32

8

0

1.4

0.59

33

13

0

1.3

0.51

34

25

0

1.2

0.61

35

6

0.11

1.1

0.61

36

22

0

6.5

0.67

37

17

0.11

1.8

0.60

38

174

0.68

1.8

0.70

39

62

0.22

2.2

0.74

* Uncertainty of the mode: ± 0.06 log units
** Uncertainty of the bulk density: ± 0.02 g/cm 3
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0.57

0.76

Results of the cohesive index measurements performed using GranuDrum are
shown in figure 7.5 for the same powders as used for measurements shown in figure 7.4.
The cohesive index measure is based on the temporal fluctuations of the powder/air
interface and is directly related to the intensity of cohesive forces acting between the grains
[171]. At the lowest rotating speed of 2 rpm the SB-95 and milled powders exhibit a similar
cohesive index around 40. However, upon increasing the rotating speed the behavior of
SB-95 becomes qualitatively and quantitatively different from that of the prepared
spherical powders. Indeed, the spherical powders show a shear-thinning behavior, i.e., a
decrease of cohesiveness with increasing rotating speeds. At the opposite, the SB-95
remains very cohesive and could not usefully be measured with the drum speed increasing
above 20 rpm due to heavy clogging of the powder. These results demonstrate the major
improvement of flowability for the milled spherical powders compared to starting boron
SB-95. Upon the end of these experiments, performed by Granutools in Belgium, the
particles used in experiments were shipped back to the USA and evaluated using SEM and
Mastersizer. It was found that spherical shapes and particle sizes were largely preserved
despite the aggressive mechanical agitation during measurements and overseas shipping.
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Figure 7.5 Cohesive index using GranuDrum for SB-95 and powders 4 and 5.

Finally, the sensitivity of the powders to charge buildup has been investigated with
the GranuCharge [17]. The instrument is composed of a Faraday cup allowing to measure
low charge density in powders. Initially, 55 ml of powder is poured inside the cup to
measure its initial charge density q0. Then, the powder is taken from the cup and poured in
a vibrating feeder. The feeder pours the powder through a stainless steel (SS316L) V-shape
tube to the Faraday cup to measure its final charge density qf. The difference between q0
and qf gives the variation of charge density Δq arising from triboelectric effect due to the
flow through the tube. Obtained charge densities are presented in figure 7.6. All powders
exhibit a negative initial charge density (q0), slightly lower for SB-95. The initial charge
density may be affected by how the powder was handled prior to the measurement. After
flowing through the steel tube, spherical powders exhibit a negative charge buildup.
Conversely, the charge density of SB-95 is reduced with the final charge density close to
zero. This result indicates that the spherical powders are more sensitive to tribocharging
than the starting boron. Exchange of charges arise mainly at the surface of the particles
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during frictional contact, thus a higher specific surface area for spherical particles (which
are also less agglomerated) may have led to the observed higher charge build-up compared
to SB-95.
0.2
SB-95

4

5

Charge density (nC/g)

0.0
-0.2
-0.4
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-0.8
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q
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Figure 7.6 Initial q0 and final qf charge densities and the difference
powders 4 and 5 measured by GranuCharge.

q for SB-95 and

An additional indicator of mechanical stability of the prepared powders was
obtained examining the powders 4 and 5, which were shipped from the USA to Belgium
for analyses and shipped back. Particle size distributions for the powders experiencing
experimentation at Granutools and shipment overseas were measured and shown in
appendix C, figure C.1. It is apparent that the particle size distributions for spheres were
largely preserved.
Another interesting observation was obtained when the prepared spherical powder
was attempted to be sieved. Powder 29 was placed on a 20-µm sieve. It was observed that
the entire sample readily passed; the sieved particles are shown in Appendix C Figure C.2.
It is apparent that the particles are unaffected by the sieving.
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7.5 Effects of Milling Parameters on Properties of the Produced Spheres
In experiments described in table 7.1, the following milling parameters were systematically
varied: acetonitrile volume (or LR), ball mass, RPM, and milling time. The results of these
experiments were evaluated in terms of particle size distribution, specific surface area, and
particle packing density (table 7.2). From the aggregated data, some coarse trends can be
observed. As an example, figure 7.7 shows that the particle size depends noticeably on the
amount of acetonitrile used.
200

dm, µm

100
50
30
20
10
5

3

4
5
6
Volume of acetonitrile, mL

Figure 7.7 Coarse correlation of the mode of the particle size distribution and the amount
of acetonitrile used. Horizontal elements indicate 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th
percentiles. The average is indicated by dashed lines.

Mechanical stability served as an additional characteristic of the materials: some
particles disintegrated when the suspension in the size analyzer was sonicated. This is
reflected in the difference between two subsequent measurements, first without, then with
sonication applied (figure 7.2 and table 7.2). Particle size distributions that became wider
and shifted to smaller sizes and those that did not change significantly were considered
mechanically unstable and stable, respectively. The ratio of the mode of the volume-based
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particle size distribution after sonication, dm,2, relative to the mode before sonication, dm,1
is shown in figure 7.8 as a function of dm1. Differences close to 1 are the effect of a shift of
one size bin; lower values represent a more significant change. Two trends are evident: the
size distributions of smaller particles with dm1 below about 40 µm in size generally do not
change when sonicated, while larger particles disintegrate, at least partially.

Particle stability dm2/dm1

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

5

10

20 30

50

100

200 300

Mode of the volume distribution, dm1 , µm

Figure 7.8 Relative change in the mode of the particle size distribution as a result of
sonication during the size distribution measurement
To draw a pragmatic distinction between “mechanically stable” particles, and those
that do not survive sonication, one can consider particles with a mode of less than 40 μm
separately from particles with a larger mode. These smaller, apparently more robust
particles, are not uniformly observed over the four-dimensional parameter space covered
in the milling experiments (see table 7.3). One possible way to visualize where in the
milling parameter space smaller spheres were produced is to consider a histogram of the
frequency, with which particles under 40 μm were observed. This is shown in figure 7.9
the three bar plots show the fraction of particles with modes under 40 μm as black bars. All
remaining particles are shown as gray bars. Milling conditions that were not covered
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experimentally show no bar at all. The three plots (back to front) show the three different
milling times used. The horizontal axis shows the volume of acetonitrile used. The other
milling parameters, ball mass and milling speed, are not distinguished here. The numbers
shown within bars indicate the proportion of experiments where particles with modes under
40 μm were observed. The numbers in parentheses show the total number of experiments
performed. It is evident that the smaller particles tend to be observed at longer milling
times, and when smaller amounts of acetonitrile are used, notwithstanding the fact that the
parameter space is not uniformly covered by experiments. There is also some variability in
the observed data. An experiment (powder 19, table 7.1) with milling time of 60 min at
350 RPM with 90 g of balls and 4 mL of acetonitrile resulted in a mode of 11.9 μm, while

100%
(no data)
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(no data)

0%
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50%
100%

45 min
63 %
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100%
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g tim
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100 %
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Observed frequency of modes
less than 40 µm (dm1 < 40 µm)

a repetition at identical conditions (powder 20, table 7.1) resulted in a mode of 71.3 μm.

3 mL
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12.5
16.7
20.8
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Amount of acetonitrile in process control agent

Figure 7.9 Histogram of spherical particles with modes under 40 µm (dark gray bars) at
different milling conditions.
For the purpose of exploring how particle sizes depend on milling conditions, only
particles with modes under 40 µm were considered, as the size measurements of particles
prone to disintegration were deemed unreliable. Further, the mode of the size distribution
is not a particularly instructive quantity; at the least it does not reflect the entirety of the
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particle size distribution. A more comprehensive representation is found in the sphere
surface area SSA (in units of m2/mL.) In the present analysis, SSA is the spheres’ surface
area as calculated from the particle size distribution determined by light scattering
assuming a spherical particle shape. It reflects the entire powder with contributions from
all particle sizes as opposed to the mode representing only a singular particle size. A related
measure is the number-surface mean, d(2,0), the particle size with a specific surface area
equal to SSA. Both measures are shown in figure 7.10 vs. the mode of the volume
distribution, dm1. Despite the rough, and expected correlation, there are significant
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deviations that primarily reflect differences in the widths of the size distributions.

Mode of the volume distribution, dm1 , µm
Figure 7.10 Number-surface means and sphere surface areas for particles with modes
under 40 µm.
Correlations between milling conditions and the sphere surface areas were explored
using a linear model of the form:
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4

ln ( SSA ) = c0 +  ci  i

(7.1)

i =1

Where

i are the milling parameters that were systematically varied, and ci are the

associated coefficients. The resulting coefficients of the model are shown in table 7.3. The
model fit is poor, with an adjusted R2 value of 0.593. Predictions would have large errors
as compared with the observed variations. To examine the poor model fit visually, figure
7.11(a) shows the observed sphere surface areas vs. the sphere surface areas predicted by
the linear model (1). Considerable deviations from a direct correlation, shown as the
dashed line, are observed. figure 7.11(b) shows the studentized residuals of the fit, a
measure of how far any given observation differs from a prediction that is based on all
other observations [172]. The dashed line in figure 7.11 (b) shows the median of the
residuals, and the gray band shows ±3 scaled median absolute deviations around the
median [173]. One of the observations clearly falls outside these limits. This outlier result
for an experiment milled for 60 min at 350 RPM with 105 g of balls and 4 mL of acetonitrile
(powder 25, table 7.1), according to figure 7.9 falls in the boundary region where spherical
particles with a mode under 40 µm are observed, and is adjacent to the above mentioned
observation of different dm1 under identical conditions. Therefore, this outlier may
represent the inherent variability associated with milling experiments and, for the purpose
of describing the remaining observations, can be removed from consideration.
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Table 7.3 Coefficients of Linear Model (1)
Value

t-value

c0

-

-4.68 ± 1.03

4.52

c1, min

ω, RPM

7.09e-3 ± 2.14e-3

3.32

c2, g-1

ball mass, g

2.91e-2 ± 8.25e-3

3.52

c3, mL-1

acetonitrile volume, mL

-0.441 ± 0.204

2.16

c4, min-1

time, min

6.60e-3 ± 5.95e-3

1.11

2

surface area, m /mL

Milling parameter, ξi

Observed sphere

Coefficient

1
0.8
0.6
0.5
0.3
4

Studentized
residual

(a)

(b)
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-4
0.3
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2

Predicted sphere surface area, m /mL
Figure 7.11 Comparison of observed sphere surface areas and the results of the linear
model (1). See text for details.

The results of the linear model fit without the outlier are shown in table 7.4. The fit
has improved with an adjusted R2 value of 0.858.
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Table 7.4 Coefficients of linear model (1) with outlier removed
Coefficient

Milling parameter, ξi

Value

t-value

c0

-

-5.64 ± 0.64

8.75

5.99e-3 ± 1.28e-3

4.67

c1, min
c2, g-1

ω, RPM
ball mass, g

3.83e-2 ± 5.26e-3

7.28

c3, mL-1

acetonitrile volume, mL

-0.238 ± 0.128

2.16

c4, min-1

time, min

4.53e-3 ± 3.54e-3

1.23

It may be possible to physically interpret the observed correlations. One potential
relation lies in the amount of acetonitrile used and the total interface area of the emulsion
present during milling, Aint, which is reflected in the total surface area of particles, which
form inside emulsion droplets. This relation could show how the total energy dissipation
rate from the milling tools Ed is balanced by the energy cost of maintaining the total
interface area created between the immiscible liquids Aint,

Aint  Ed  f ( t , , mb )

(7.2)

From the sphere surface area of the powder after recovery, SSA and the total volume
of the droplet phase, Vdroplets, the interface area in the emulsion during milling can be
estimated as Aint = SSA Vdroplet . Assuming that all of the solids enter the emulsion droplets,
the total volume of the droplet phase is the sum of the volumes of acetonitrile, VACN, and
milled solids, Vsolids. Under the constraints used in the present experiments these two are
equal to each other, so that

Aint = SSA  2VACN
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(7.3)

Using Aint instead of the (particle size distribution derived) sphere surface area removes the
volume of acetonitrile from the linear model, and therefore eliminates one coefficient. This
new linear model is
(7.4)

3

ln ( Aint ) = c0 +  ci  i
i =1

Where the symbols are defined as in (1), but only operating speed ω, ball mass, mb, and
milling time, t, are used as milling parameters ξi The results of this model fit are shown in
Table 7.5 Coefficients of Linear Model (4)
Coefficient

Milling parameter, ξi

Value

t-value

c0

-

-4.64 ± 0.59

7.87

c1, min

ω, RPM

6.31e-3 ± 9.48e-4

6.65

c2, g-1

ball mass, g

3.81e-2 ± 5.03e-3

7.57

c3, min-1

time, min

4.54e-3 ± 3.40e-3

1.34

The model fit (4) is a minor improvement over (1) with an adjusted R2 of 0.888.
Interestingly, the coefficients for the milling parameters remaining in (4) and shown in
table 7.5, are nearly identical to the corresponding coefficients of model (1) shown in table
7.4. This suggests that the assumption that the volume of acetonitrile primarily governs the
total interface area during milling is reasonable.
All coefficients in table 7.5 associated with different milling parameters are
positive, indicating that increasing milling speed, ball mass, or milling time result in
smaller particles. The coefficients for milling speed and ball mass are statistically
significantly different from zero; all t-values exceed 4, for 11 degrees of freedom (4.024
indicates 99.9 % confidence [174]). The coefficient for milling time has wider confidence
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limits and a corresponding lower t-value, however. Most experiments were performed with
a milling time of 60 minutes (26), while relatively fewer were performed at 90 minutes (7),
and 45 minutes (2), with no dm1 of less than 40 µm observed at 45 min. More experiments
with a wider time base would be required for a more strongly supported relation between
emulsion interface and therefore particle size and milling time.
With the coefficients in table 7.5, it is possible to predict the particle size. The
observations and the model predictions at selected milling conditions are shown in figure
7.12. Since the model is based on the emulsion interface area, the resulting predicted
particle size is the number-surface mean d(2,0).

milling time 60 min
VACN = 3 mL

d(2,0), µm

40

milling speed 350 RPM
milling time 60 min

mb = 7

7g

mb = 9
mb =
mb =

10
7

mb =

77 g

mb = 1

0g

05 g

90 g

105
g

4 (a)

(b)

250 275 300 325 350 375 400 3
Milling speed, RPM

4

5
VACN, mL

6

Figure 7.12 Predictions of the linear model (4) with the coefficients shown in table 7.5,
compared to observations at the same conditions (a) constant milling time and volume of
acetonitrile (b) constant milling speed and milling time. The error bands indicate 95 %
confidence intervals.

From the number-surface mean d(2,0) the particle size distributions can be
estimated. The size distributions of stable particles (cf. figure 7.2), are close to log-normal,
and the width, σ of the size distribution of stable particles is relatively constant, therefore
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volume and number averages can be obtained using the Hatch-Choate transformations
[175].
7.6 Conclusion
Using mechanical milling and varying process parameters while employing process control
agent comprising immiscible liquids made it possible to prepare spherical powders
of boron with different sizes. The size distributions of the obtained spherical powders were
more symmetric and much narrower than that of the starting commercial boron powder.
All particles were stabilized mechanically using a small amount of Fluorel® serving as
binder. The particles smaller than 40 μm were sufficiently stable to survive being sonicated
in a suspension. It is observed that the flowability of the prepared spherical powders was
improved dramatically compared to the starting boron. In particular, a greater bulk density,
reduced cohesive index, and altered charging behavior were observed for the milled
spherical powders. It is observed that the particle sizes scale with the size of the emulsion
droplets, and respectively with the volume of the droplet phase of the immiscible liquids
serving as process control agent. Further, decrease in particle size was observed with
increase in milling time, ball mass, and speed of milling. With the planetary mill used here,
most consistent results with tunable particle sizes were obtained at milling times of 60 min
and above, with amounts of 4 mL acetonitrile or less, and over the entire range of milling
speeds and ball masses considered. These observed effects of process parameters on the
particle size can be approximately predicted using the obtained, data-based model.
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CHAPTER 8
EFFECT OF PARTICLE MORPHOLOGY ON REACTIVITY, IGNITION AND
COMBUSTION OF BORON POWDERS
8.1 Abstract
Spherical boron powders with 2-20 µm sized particles were prepared by ball milling
commercial boron in the presence of an emulsion of hexane and acetonitrile as continuous
and droplet phases, respectively. The acetonitrile contained a small amount of Fluorel®, a
fluorocarbon serving as binder. For comparison, boron powder was prepared by milling
commercial boron with the same acetonitrile/Fluorel® solution. Reactivity of the spherical
boron powders were compared to those of milled and as received commercial powders
containing irregularly-shaped particles. Thermo-gravimetric measurements in Ar/O2 gas
flow showed that milling boron with or without Fluorel® shifts the onset of boron oxidation
to lower temperatures. The rate of initial oxidation was greater for finer spherical boron
powders compared to coarser spheres and irregularly shaped milled reference powder. It is
observed that the milling does not appreciably change the activation energy of oxidation
of boron and the observed accelerated oxidation is associated with its increased specific
surface area. Two of the finer prepared spherical powders could be ignited when coated on
an electrically heated filament in the temperature range of about 600 – 1000 °C.
Commercial powders, irregularly-shaped milled powder, and coarser spherical powders
did not ignite. All boron powders aerosolized and ignited in an enclosed vessel in air
generated similar pressures. In another experiment, blended boron and potassium nitrate
powders were heated to ignition in room air using a laser beam. The ignition delays for the
blends made with spherical powders were substantially shorter vs. similar blends with
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commercial powder. Combustion of the blends with spherical powders was more vigorous
than with commercial boron. Particles were ejected more rapidly, and had shorter apparent
burn times.
8.2 Introduction
Boron is an attractive fuel for air breathing propulsion based on its high energy density and
low density [176-178]; it is also a common pyrotechnic fuel [179-182]. However, there are
well-recognized challenges associated with its delayed ignition and slow combustion.
Often, reduced burn rate of boron can be traced to its agglomeration and slag formation in
the respective formulations [155, 183]. These effects are associated with rheological
properties of boron powders, often comprising broadly sized agglomerates of submicron
primary particles [154]. Powder morphology affects rheological characteristics of the
boron-loaded propellant precursors, which are important for both their safety and
performance [184]. Both flowability and curing characteristics of propellants depend on
the powder particle size distributions and surface properties.
For composites of boron with hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB), which
is a common binder, the viscosity was reported to be rather high [153, 185], limiting the
mass loading of boron. Further, rheological properties were found to be strongly affected
by surface impurities and aging of the boron powders [186]. Limited success in improving
rheology of boron-based formulations was achieved using various coatings [187, 188];
although such coatings make the formulation more complex and, often, less safe. Altering
boron particle morphology while preserving their chemical characteristics might be another
attractive approach to prepare highly loaded, high energy density solid propellants. In our
recent study, spherical boron powder with enhanced flowability and narrow particle size
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distribution was synthesized by mechanical milling using a liquid process control agent
(PCA) comprising an emulsion with hexane as a continuous and acetonitrile as droplet
phases [189]. The spherical powders were produced when precursor particles were
deagglomerated and packed inside acetonitrile droplets during milling [82, 165, 189]. A
small amount of Fluorel®, a copolymer of hexafluoropropylene and vinylidene difluoride,
was dissolved in acetonitrile to improve mechanical integrity of the prepared spherical
particles [190, 191]. In this effort, exothermic reactions and ignition and combustion
characteristics of the prepared spherical boron powder are compared to those of the
starting, commercial boron and boron powder modified by milling in presence of Fluorel®
but without using the milling conditions leading to the formation of spheres.
8.3 Experimental
8.3.1 Material Preparation
Table 8.1 gives a summary of all powders studied here, including specific parameters used
to prepare different batches. Commercial boron powder SB-95, (SB Boron, 95 %) served
as the starting material. Two nominally identical batches were used. One (designated C1)
was stored in air for more than 10 years and is described as “aged”. The other (C2) was
purchased for this project in 2020 and is described as “fresh”. Acetonitrile (95 %) and
hexane (95 %, both Alfa Aesar) served as emulsion forming PCA. A small amount of 0.5
wt-% of Fluorel® (3M) was dissolved in acetonitrile as binder in the spherical powder
particles. This addition introduced nominally 0.17 wt-% of Fluorel® in all final milled
powders, except for the powder designated as S0. To observe the effect of the added
fluorocarbon while retaining the morphology of the commercial boron, a sample F1 was
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prepared by milling powder C1 in the acetonitrile-Fluorel® solution for 1 h without adding
hexane and thus without emulsion.
A Retsch PM400/MA planetary mill was used to prepare spherical boron. Two
types of hardened steel milling vials were used: a standard 500-mL vial (Retsch) and a
custom-made 180-mL vial. Milling media were 9.525-mm (3/8”) diameter hardened steel
balls (Frantz Mfg.). For the preparation of spherical particles (S0 – S3) conditions were
selected based on the previous work [189]. The milling time was always 1 h, and the ball
to powder mass ratio was 12.5. The volumes of acetonitrile and of boron were kept equal.
Powders were recovered as slurries from the vials after milling. Any clear liquid was
decanted, and the powder was allowed to dry in air for 72 h. This allowed any remaining
acetonitrile to evaporate, and the contained Fluorel® to solidify.
For selected combustion experiments, powder blends of boron with KNO3 (MilSpec Industries, MIL-P-156, Class 2, 30 µm max) were prepared using a 1:3 mass ratio of
B to KNO3. The powders were blended by stirring a suspension of 1g boron and 3 g KNO3
in 500 mL hexane for 2 h.
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Table 8.1 Materials used and prepared in this study and respective milling conditions

Vial
Mill
Description

PCA

powder

components,

mass

mL

Ball
Boron

volume
RPM

Ball to

mass
mass, g

, mL

Fluorel Sample
added

ID

,g
ratio

Hex

ACN

SB95 (aged)

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

N/A

C1

SB95 (fresh)

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

N/A

C2

350

180

14.22

90

6.3

--

6

Yes

F1

350

180

14.22

90

6.3

18

6

No

S0

350

180

7.11

90

12.6

21

3

Yes

S1

275

500

14.22

180

12.6

42

6

Yes

S2

275

500

14.22

180

12.6

42

6

Yes

S3

Irregularly
shaped,
milled C1

Spheres,
milled C1

Spheres,
milled C2

8.3.2 Material Characterization
A JEOL JSM 7900F field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM), operated at 5-10
kV was used to examine the powders. A Malvern 3000 Mastersizer was used to analyze
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particle size distributions with ethylene glycol serving as the dispersant. The obscuration
range varied between 4 and 6 %. The dispersed powder suspensions were stirred
continuously at 2500 RPM. After initial measurements, the suspensions were
ultrasonicated (20 % of maximum intensity) and the powder particle size distributions were
re-measured to observe whether the produced agglomerated particles were mechanically
stable and capable of withstanding such agitation.
For thermogravimetric (TG) analysis, a Netzsch STA409PC thermal analyzer was
used, operated with the dedicated TG sample carrier. The powder load varied from 5 to 10
mg. The furnace of the analyzer was evacuated to 0.05 atm and flushed with argon three
times prior to the measurement to ensure that the gas environment during the heating was
well controlled. In most of the measurements a mixture of argon and oxygen were used at
80 and 20 mL/min, respectively. In selected runs, argon was replaced with nitrogen, which
was observed to have no effect on the results. Materials were heated to 1173 K (900 °C)
with baseline correction performed using an empty TG plate.
Specific surface areas of the prepared powders C2 and S3 were determined by
nitrogen adsorption using an Autosorb iQ (model ASIQM000000–6) analyzer by
Quantachrome Instruments. Samples were subjected to degassing under vacuum at 200 °C
for 12 h. The mass of the powders for surface area measurement ranged from 150 to 250
mg. Similar specific surface area measurements for other powders were reported
previously [189].
To assess stability of boron, commercial powders C1 and C2 and spheres S2 and
S3 were exposed to humid oxidizing environments at a constant temperature of 343 K (70
°C) using a TAM III isoperibolic heat flow calorimeter by TA Instruments operated with a
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5-mL RH perfusion ampoule. This enabled experiments with samples exposed to either dry
air or air with 80% relative humidity. The relative humidity and the total gas flow rate over
the sample were controlled using TAM Assistant™ software. Prior to measurements, and
in order to insure reproducible starting conditions, powders were dried in vacuum at 80 °C
for 12 hours. The samples were then placed into the calorimeter. Constant flow of nitrogen
was ensured. Each measurement was programmed to start once a relatively stable heat flow
signal was reached. Humid gas was added after 1 h of the initial recording. Both, nitrogen
and hydrated air were charged at a flow rate of 100 ml/h.
For heated filament ignition measurements, dry powders were placed on a nickel–
chromium ribbon with a 0.8×0.1 mm cross-section (Nichrome 80 Flat, WIREOPTIM). The
ribbon was heated electrically using a 12-V battery (Kinetikpower.com). The wire
temperature as function of time was determined using a calibrated pyrometer based on a
PDA30B2 germanium switchable gain detector (Thorlabs) connected via an optic fiber.
Ignition was detected by light emission from the powder, recorded at 500 fps using a
Redlake MotionPro 500 camera. The heating rate in this experiment was 4130 ± 300 K/s.
More details of this experiment were published previously [192].
Boron powder combustion in air was characterized using a constant volume
explosion apparatus consisting of a 9.2-liter, nearly spherical vessel used in previous
studies [125, 193-195]. The powder (2g) was loaded in a ½ inch pipe elbow below an
aerosolizing nozzle. The vessel was initially evacuated to 0.25 atm, and an air blast was
used to disperse the powder through the nozzle into the vessel. Final pressure in the vessel
after the blast was 1 atm. After a 200 ms delay to reduce turbulence, the aerosol was ignited
at the center of the vessel using a custom pyrotechnic igniter. The igniter consisted of 0.85
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g of 4Al·3CuO nanocomposite contained in a 2.5 cm × 0.5 cm (L×D) paper cylinder sealed
with Fluorel® at the ends, and wrapped in a 20 cm long 200 µm diameter tungsten wire.
The internal pressure was measured using a pressure transducer (PX2AN1XX500PSA by
Honeywell) and recorded using a Rigol DS1054Z digital oscilloscope. This experiment
was repeated at least five times for each material.
For combustion experiments using KNO3 as solid oxidizer, blends of KNO3 with
C1 or S3 were loaded as suspensions in hexane into a cavity (0.5 mm wide × 0.07 mm
deep) in an aluminum block. The cavity depth was measured using an optical microscope,
focusing the objective at the top and bottom of the cavity and reading the displacement
from the micrometer moving the lens. Hexane was allowed to dry and excess powder
removed, aiming to keep the powder volume as constant as possible. Powders were ignited
using a 450-nm 20-W laser diode (NEJE®, 5.5 W output) located 9 cm away from the
powder surface. The laser beam projected onto the sample holder produced a 0.73 × 0.5mm oblong spot, covering the sample cavity entirely. Combustion was recorded using a
Photron FASTCAM Nova high-speed video camera (type: 800K-M-8GB) operated at
10,000 and 20,000 fps with shutter speeds of 20 and 3.3 µs respectively. A schematic
diagram of this experiment can be found in appendix D (figure D.1). The powders ignited
following a certain delay after being illuminated. Once ignited, the powders produced an
expanding bright plume consisting of burning ejected particles. In some instances, several
such plumes were observed until the loaded powder eventually burned out. Image analysis
using ImageJ and Matlab was used to threshold the images at saturation level and to track
the leading edge of the plume of ejected particles. The following descriptive parameters
were determined: the ignition delay time as the onset of light emission, the initial velocity
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with which particles were ejected as the speed of the leading edge of the plume over up to
10 frames, the maximum distance particles were ejected, the time to reach this distance,
and the time at which no light emission was detected after the powder had burned out.
8.4 Results
8.4.1 Powder morphology and size distributions
SEM images of different boron powders are shown in figure 8.1. Commercial boron C1
consists of agglomerates of submicron primary particles. Milled, irregularly shaped sample
F1 has a morphology similar to that of the starting powder C1, with fewer large
agglomerates. The morphology for spherical powders S1 and S2 is distinct from that of C1.
All particles in samples S1 and S2 are round with similar particle sizes within each powder.
Some sphere fragments forming finer irregularly shaped particles are noted for sample S1
but not for S2. SEM images of powders C2 and S3 are similar to those of C1 and S2,
respectively, and are shown in appendix D, figure. D.2 SEM images for powder S0
showing that it is spherical, similar to S1-S3, were reported earlier [189].
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Figure 8.1 SEM images of different boron powders: aged commercial boron C1, boron
milled with acetonitrile and Fluorel® F1, and spherical powders with different particle
sizes, S1 and S2

Figure 8.2 shows particle size distributions for different boron powders. Initial
measurements are shown as thin dark bars, measurements after sonication are shown as
wide gray bars. The aged commercial boron C1 has a bi-modal distribution with peaks
around 2 and 30 µm. Fresh commercial boron C2 only shows one peak around 2 µm,
lacking large agglomerates present in the aged sample. For milled, irregularly shaped
powder, sample F1, the peak around 2 µm (as in the starting powder C1) is preserved. Two
more peaks appear for sample F1 in the size ranges around 40 and 250 µm, suggesting
additional agglomeration induced by milling in the presence of Fluorel®. However,
sonication breaks down most agglomerates; even the finer peak is shifted down to about
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1.5 µm, showing that milling destabilized the initial, relatively well-packed agglomerates
in the boron powder. For all spherical samples, S1, S2, and S3, the particle size
distributions are relatively narrow and symmetric with small numbers of fine unattached
particles. The modes of the main size distributions are 13.5, 7.2, and 13.2 µm and the width,
𝑑90 −𝑑10
𝑑50

of the same are 0.88, 1.08 and 1.5 for samples S1, S2, and S3, respectively.

Sonication during the measurement did not lead to noticeable changes in the size
distribution of any of the spherical samples. Size distribution for a coarser powder S0 is
qualitatively similar to those of other spherical powders, and was shown elsewhere[165];
the mode of the distribution is 92 µm. Upon sonication, powder particles of the sample S0
disintegrated, leading to a substantial growth of the fine fraction.
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Figure 8.2 Particle size distributions of different boron powders and effect of sonication
on their stability.

Figure 8.3 shows particle blends of selected boron powders with KNO3 oxidizer.
The blend using commercial powder C2 generally shows more loose boron particles than
the blend with spherical boron S3.
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Figure 8.3 Backscattered electron images of C2+KNO3 and S3+KNO3 powder blends
8.4.2 Oxidation of Boron Powders
TG and differential DTG traces recorded at 5 K/min in the presence of oxygen are shown
in figure 8.4. All irregularly shaped powders are represented by dashed lines of different
thickness and color. Conversely, spherical powders are represented by solid lines with
different thickness and color. Insets show magnified low-temperature portions of the TG
and DTG traces where the onset of oxidation occurs.
Aged commercial powder C1 and both powders prepared using it as a starting
material, irregularly shaped F1 and spherical S1, show a low-temperature mass loss around
100 °C. This mass loss is due to dehydration of boric acid. It is not noted for fresh powder
C2 and spheres S3 prepared using that powder.
At temperatures below ≈ 400 °C, all materials behave similarly and oxidation rates
are negligible. Between 400 °C and 500 °C the commercial powders C1 and C2 start to
oxidize, recognizable as an onset in the DTG. The oxidation rate of the fresh powder C2
increases until it reaches a maximum at about 656 °C. Conversely, the oxidation rate of the
aged powder remains low until the onset of the main oxidation event in the 600 °C – 650
°C range, and it peaks near 736 °C. The final degree of oxidation in the covered temperature
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range and the maximum rate of oxidation are both higher for the fresh C2 powder compared
to its aged counterpart C1.
All milled powders oxidize faster than the commercial boron starting around 400
°C. The oxidation rates rise and reach a region resembling plateau. This is distinct from the
relatively sharp DTG peaks observed for the commercial boron powders. For the milled,
irregularly shaped powder F1, the DTG peak is narrower than for spheres. The oxidation
rates for the milled powders become nearly constant sooner for finer spheres S2 prepared
using aged boron as a starting material, followed by spheres S3 prepared using fresh boron.
The much coarser milled spherical powder containing no Fluorel, S0, begins oxidizing at
about the same temperature as other milled samples. The peak rate of oxidation is
somewhat higher for smaller spheres, S2 and S3, compared to coarser spheres S0 and S1.
For irregularly shaped milled powder F1, the maximum achieved oxidation rate was
slightly lower than any of those observed for spheres.
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Figure 8.4 TG (A) and DTG (B) traces for different boron powders oxidized while being
heated at 5 K/min.

8.4.2 Low-temperature Oxidation of Boron Powders in Air at Controlled Humidity
Normalized heat flow traces measured in air at 80% humidity at 70 °C for different powders
are shown in figure 8.5. The traces are grouped to compare the starting powders with the
respective milled materials. Qualitatively, both starting powders, C1 and C2, show similar
reactions: the reaction proceeds fast in the beginning and the rate of reaction slows down
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with time. However, the heat flow is much higher for the aged C1 powder. Irregularlyshaped milled powder F1 reacts at a lower rate than the starting powder C1. The decay in
the reaction rate also occurs somewhat slower. Both spherical powders, S1 and S3 used in
these experiments exhibit a more complex reaction process showing at least two peaks in
figure 8.5. For spheres S2 prepared using aged boron C1, the first peak is smaller than for
the starting powder and is very similar to that observed for the milled irregularly shaped
powder F1. The second peak, observed clearly at longer times results in a significantly
greater overall oxidation occurring for this material following its exposure to humid air.
For spheres S3 prepared using fresh boron C2, the first peak is nearly the same as for the
starting powder. Once again, the second peak occurring at longer times leads to a greater
powder oxidation.
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Figure 8.5 Normalized heat flow traces for different boron powder oxidizing in air at
80% relative humidity at 70°C.

8.4.4 Heated Filament Ignition
Ignition was recognized as a brightness increase of the powder relative to the heated Ni-Cr
wire. However, particles were not ejected and no standoff flame formed. The finer spheres
S2 prepared from C1 ignited at an average temperature of 625 ± 40 °C. Spheres S3,
prepared using fresh boron C2 and with sizes close to those of S1, ignited at a higher
average temperature of 1070 °C. Commercial boron C1, C2, reference powder F1 and
spheres S0 and S1 (larger spheres prepared using aged boron) did not ignite.
8.4.5 Constant Volume Explosion (CVE)
Results from CVE experiments are shown in figure 8.6. Characteristic pressure traces
shown for commercial boron C2 and spherical boron S2 were normalized by initial pressure
Po. The pressure traces follow the experimental sequence: a low pressure in the evacuated
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vessel is followed by a ramp produced by the air blast introducing the powder in the vessel.
That is followed by a delay after which the igniter is initiated. The pressure rises sharply
due to the combustion of the thermite in the igniter; following slower pressure rise is caused
by combustion of the aerosolized boron.
6
Boron combustion
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Figure 8.6 Characteristic pressure traces recorded in CVE experiments.
Material recovered after the combustion was examined to estimate combustion
completeness. The combustion products were digested in water, assuming boron oxides
dissolve and any residue is unreacted boron. Details of the procedure are given in section
D.1, Appendix D. The results show no significant difference between combustion products
of spherical and irregularly shaped boron particles.
To interpret the CVE results, expected peak pressure were calculated using the
NASA CEA code [196]. Further details are given in Appendix D, section D.2. Table 8.2
shows the results of these calculations, compared to the present experimental results. The
measured pressures are consistently lower than expected based on the equilibrium
calculations. The powders C2 and S3 tested in CVE generate similar pressures with the
powder C2 producing a slightly higher rate of pressure rise.
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Table 8.2 Maximum Pressure and Pressurization Rate from CVE Experiments
Sample ID

Maximum

Maximum rate of

pressure

pressure rise, (dP/dt)max,

Pmax/P0

atm/s

Boron (calculated)

10.13

N/A

C2

5.16 ± 0.37

650 ± 97

S3

4.71 ± 0.65

466 ± 110

8.4.6 Combustion of Boron KNO3 Blends
Boron samples C2 and S3 without an added oxidizer could not be ignited by a 450 nm
laser. However, both powders blended with KNO3 ignited readily after some delay.
Characteristic sequences of high-speed video frames are shown in figure 8.7. Each frame
is labeled with the time elapsed after the laser beam was turned on. The first shown frame
follows ignition closely; subsequent frames were selected to illustrate the shape of the
growing bright plume produced by ejected burning particles. The spherical powders ignited
after a shorter delay for the same laser power. It was further observed that the plume was
growing faster for the spherical powders, although the size of the plume formed was similar
for both types of samples. The total burn time observed in the high-speed videos was longer
for the powder C2. These observations are presented in quantitative form in figure. 8.8.
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Figure 8.7 Snapshots from high-speed videos capturing B-KNO3 combustion
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Figure 8.8 Combustion characteristics for boron/KNO3 blends ignited by a laser beam:
Ignition delay, initial plume velocity, maximum plume length, time to reach the
maximum plume length, and total burn time.

8.5 Discussion
The effect of boron morphology on its reactivity is most readily evaluated based on the
results of thermal analysis. The onset of mass gain observed in the TG curves is a clear
indicator of oxidation, and when it occurs at a lower temperature, it is likely that the ignition
delay will be reduced. Analysis of mass gain observed at greater temperatures becomes
increasingly difficult to interpret. When substantial oxide growth occurs, the morphology
of the powder is altered; particles can sinter, blocking part of the surface initially accessible
to the gaseous oxidizer. The changes in morphology are particularly significant when
substantial amounts of molten B2O3 are produced. Liquid oxide can clog the pores in the
powder loaded in the TG sample holder and prevent its further oxidation. The processes
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associated with powder sintering and redistribution of the molten B2O3 are irrelevant for
reactions involving combustion of aerosolized boron particles and thus interpretation of
TG measurements should focus on low-temperature observations.
In order to locate the onset of oxidation detectable in TG measurements, the data
from figure 8.4A were replotted in figure 8.9, where the effect of the initial, low
temperature mass loss was removed by subtracting a straight baseline fitted to the
temperature range of 150-300 °C. This allows comparison of the initial stages of the
oxidation, where the mass gain rises above the noise level of the measurement. A reference
level of 0.4 % mass gain (a horizontal line in figure 8.9) was chosen somewhat arbitrarily
as a point of comparison. This analysis shows that for all powders oxidation begins at
temperatures below the B2O3 melting point of 450 °C [197], marked as a vertical line in
figure 8.9. For the spherical powders the onset of oxidation occurs as much as 100 K below
B2O3 melting. No marked change in the oxidation rate noted around the B2O3 melting point,
suggesting that when the thickness of B2O3 layer is small, its melting does not appreciably
affect the oxidation. Diffusion of boron and oxygen through the protective layer are,
therefore, the rate-limiting processes for this reaction leading to ignition. The aged
commercial boron C1 shows the highest oxidation onset, consistent with the presence of a
thicker initial surface oxide.
Figure 8.10 shows the oxidation onset temperature vs. the specific surface area for
different boron powders.

Nitrogen absorption measurements showed that spherical

powders had an increased surface area and porosity compared to irregularly shaped boron
powders, whether as received or milled. Respectively, spherical boron powders had a lower
oxidation onset temperature. Thus, an earlier oxidation of the spherical boron powders is
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explained by the increased surface area accessible in such powders for the external gas
oxidizer. Consistently with the earlier oxidation onset, the powder with the greatest
measured surface area, S2, also had the fastest increase in the oxidation rate, as was seen
from DTG curves in figure. 8.4. Conversely, the presence of Fluorel® does not appear
affect the oxidation rate appreciably. Supporting further the noted above correlation of
early oxidation reactions with reduced ignition delays, in the present experiments the
ignition temperatures measured using an electrically heated filament for samples S2 and
S3 spheres correlate with (but not equal to) the temperatures at which an increase in DTG
was observed for these materials figure 8.4. For all other powders, the increase in DTG
occurred at higher temperatures, making it impossible to detect their ignition in the present
heated filament experiments, in which the temperature was limited by melting of the
filament.
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Figure 8.9 Earliest oxidation onset for spherical and irregular boron powders.
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Figure 8.10 Relation between specific surface area and oxidation onset for spherical and
reference boron powders.
It is of further interest to attempt interpreting the present TG oxidation curves using
a previously developed quantitative oxidation model for boron [198]. It is observed here
that the oxidation occurs sooner for spherical powders prepared by milling than for
commercial, irregularly shaped boron. The question to be answered is whether milling and
forming powder particles with spherical morphology changed the reaction mechanism
(affecting the activation energy) or simply changed the surface area at which oxidation
occurs. The previously developed oxidation model accounts for the fact that any TG
measurement represents the sum of oxidation curves for all particles in the sample. The
model deconvolutes the TG measurements by using the known particle size distribution to
reconstruct oxidation curves for particles with specific sizes. Different oxidation kinetics
are tested against TG curves observed for powders with distinct but overlapping particle
size distributions [109, 198, 199]. The kinetics predicting that oxidation of the same size
particles present in different samples occurs at the same rate is assumed to be correct. The
oxidation model in Ref. [198] considers boron particles as roughly spherical agglomerates
that oxidize from the outside inward. The particles are described in terms of their overall
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size, the size of the primary particles, and the thickness of an outer layer participating in
the oxidation as distinct from a core that is effectively shielded from external gaseous
oxidizer. The deconvolution depends on the volume fraction of the particle that oxidizes.
This volume fraction, and therefore the thickness of the outer layer is determined from a
comparison of separate measurements for powders with distinct but overlapping size
distributions. This approach assumes that the temperature-dependent mass mi (T ) for a
particle in size bin i and recovered from one size distribution should match that recovered
from a different size distribution for the same size bin. In this work, materials S1 and S2
were used as samples with different size distributions (see figure 8.2). To process the
experimental data, the assumed thicknesses of the oxidizing outer layer varied and the
mismatch between oxidation curves for different size bins was calculated. A global
minimum was observed for the layer thickness of 1.6 µm. This is shown in figure D.5 in
appendix D.
Following Ref. [198], the growth of the oxide is assumed to occur on the surface of
primary particles. After deconvolution, the mass change of a primary particle, 𝛥𝑚𝑝𝑝 , is
recovered from measurements using the mass 𝑚𝑖 of particles in size bin i, the respective
initial mass 𝑚𝑖,0 , and the mass of the core that does not oxidize, 𝑚𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 :
𝛥𝑚𝑝𝑝 =

𝑚𝑖 − 𝑚𝑖,0
𝑚𝑖,0 − 𝑚𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

(8.1)

The rate of oxide growth on a primary particle can be described by:
𝑑𝑚𝑝𝑝
𝐸
= 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑓(𝑚𝑝𝑝 ) ⋅ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− )
𝑑𝑡
𝑅𝑇

(8.2)

Where k is a rate constant, 𝑓(𝑚𝑝𝑝 ) describes the dependence of the rate on the oxidation
degree, E is the activation energy, and the temperature 𝑇 is a function of the time 𝑡.
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With appropriate values for the activation energy and the mass dependent rate
coefficient [𝑘 ⋅ 𝑓(𝑚𝑝𝑝 )] and with the volume fraction of each particle participating in
oxidation and represented by the 1.6-µm outer layer determined above, the mass of a
particle in size bin i, and, with the measured particle size distribution, the mass of the entire
sample can be calculated. Activation energies and mass-dependent rate coefficients are
available for boron in previously published work [200]. Based on these assumptions,
theoretical oxidation curves for powders S1 and S2 were calculated. For this, following
[200], the particle packing density of primary particles in spherical boron was assumed to
be 85 %. A match between calculation and observed oxidation curves shown in figure 8.11
could be obtained with a slightly reduced activation energy of 125.8 kJ/mol compared with
148 kJ/mol reported in [200]. Considering the approximate nature of the present analysis
and multiple assumptions made to assess the activation energy, it is reasonable to conclude
that the oxidation mechanism is not altered; instead, the accelerated reaction is due to the
increased surface available to the external oxidizer.
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Figure 8.11 Observed (dotted) and calculated (bold) TG oxidation curves for boron
powders S1 and S2.
The lack of detectable improvement in combustion of spherical boron powders in
CVE experiments vs. commercial boron is initially surprising. However, the processes
occurring in CVE are complex and depend, in significant part, on the initial formation of
the powder aerosol during the blast of gas introducing the powder in the reaction vessel. A
number of effects can occur making it difficult to interpret the measured pressure trace.
Spherical powders, which flow better than irregularly shaped commercial boron, can be
more readily deposited onto the walls of the chamber instead of staying in aerosol. Also,
commercial boron has a much broader particle size distribution, so that ultra-fine particles
can remain in aerosol longer than larger spherical particles, which do not include a similar
fraction of fines (figures 8.1, 8.2). Thus, a more readily occurring ignition for spherical
powder could be offset by the lower concentration of the particles in aerosol, leading
summarily to a similar pressure traces as measured for commercial powder. The presence
of aerosolized fine particles can also explain a slightly greater rate of pressure rise observed
for the commercial powder.
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In the laser-ignited combustion experiment using B·KNO3 blends, aerosol
formation was no longer a process affecting the powder initiation. In agreement with
thermo-analytical and ignition experiments, the S3-B·KNO3 sample showed a shorter and
more reproducible ignition delay compared to the blend prepared from (fresh) commercial
boron, C2-B·KNO3. In both samples burning particles were observed to travel nearly
identical distances, although the spherical S3 reached that distance in about 2/3 of the time
of the commercial boron C2. Combined with the higher particle ejection velocities for the
spherical powder S3, this suggests higher particle burn rates for the spherical particles
prepared in this work. This would be consistent with the overall shorter burnout times
observed for S3 as well. One possible explanation can be traced back to the greater specific
surface area accessible to the gaseous oxidizer in sample S3 compared to C2. It is likely
that KNO3 decomposes upon heating, generating gaseous oxygen and the sample S3 with
a greater surface capable of reacting with that oxygen ignites more vigorously. Possible
additional explanations include more uniform mixing between the spherical boron particles
and the oxidizer because of the absence of large agglomerates unavoidable in any
commercial boron, and in powder C2, in particular. It is also possible that the milling
process forming spherical particles disrupted surface B2O3 present on unmilled powders,
leading in turn to a diminished ignition barrier for the milled spherical particles.
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8.6 Conclusion
Milling in mixed solvents substantially improves particle morphology and boron reactivity.
The prepared powders have uniform spherical shapes with a narrow size distribution which
makes material handling easier. Curing of Fluorel® improves mechanical stability and
powders retain their structure. Particles with spherical morphology oxidize faster in
thermogravimetric experiments than commercial boron, are able to be ignited on a heated
filament, and tentatively have higher burn rates than commercial boron. The present
measurements show that the onset of boron oxidation is not affected by melting of the
surface B2O3 film; instead, it is rate-limited by diffusion of reacting species through the
growing oxide layer. The improvements in reactivity of the prepared spherical boron
powders are attributed to the increased specific surface area available in such powder to
react with external gaseous oxidizer.
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CHAPTER 9
FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

Upon introducing PCAs comprising mixed fluids, which is a new approach in the field of
mechanochemically prepared energetic and reactive materials, particle features and
behaviors can be tuned based on their applications. Thereby, for most of our work in the
future, we would like to explore further the mixed PCA systems consisting of two
immiscible liquids. However, challenges related to aging and particle handling still remain
important and need to be addressed. Hence, our future work aims towards further
improvement of the materials upon resolving the existing problems.
We explored different parameters associated with mixed PCA conditions which
have not been explored before. For instance, the number of milling balls and their size
determine the dimensions of the emulsions, eventually affecting particle size. Several other
parameters such as amount of solid, PCA volume, type of milling media, BPR, have been
investigated followed by analysis of their effect on ignition and combustion of the produced
materials. Introducing mixture of PCAs during mechanical milling is likely to add new
dimensions in the synthesis of reactive materials. We assume that this approach can be
applied to diverse reactive material systems having different chemistries apart from the
ones explored in our study thus far. It will be interesting to apply this method in the
mechanical milling of metal fluorides, for example. It is likely that mixture of PCAs will
also affect the behavior of different metal-based alloys such as Al-Mg, B-Mg, Ti-Mg, BZr, B-Ti, Zr-C, Si-C, and so on.
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For future work, a dedicated experiment exploring ballistic interaction of
suspended particles and droplets in emulsion can be designed. For example, a microfluidic,
counter flow configuration accelerating a power-laden jet into an emulsion might be
considered. While not suitable for practical preparation of filled spherical particulates, such
an experiment might be helpful in elucidating the processes involved in such an interaction
and effects of such parameters as impact energy, dimensions of particles and droplets, and
surface energy of the liquid/liquid and liquid/solid interactions occurring in the system.
Designing such an experiment in the future is deemed to be both interesting and useful.
There is lack of mechanistic understanding of the interfacial kinetics of the reactive
materials triggering ignition and combustion. This work made an effort to perform kinetic
analysis of boron oxidation and find the correlation between particle morphology and
oxidation of the powders prepared using mixed PCAs. The kinetic modeling approach for
boron powders attempted in this work laid the initial groundwork for understanding such
kinetics.
In related work, it will be important to understand and quantify the processes
leading to aging in the prepared composite materials. It is widely accepted that
nanocomposites, owing to their large surface area, are highly reactive compared to their
micron size counterparts. However, this also makes them prone to aging upon exposure to
air. One possible way to prevent aging of reactive nanocomposite is to use a binder
covering fresh reactive surface [110]. This dissertation work touched upon the use of
energetic binder to provide mechanical integrity to the powders. However, there is a broad
scope for future aging studies involving different binders added to PCAs. For example, the
fine particles formed by ACN-assisted milling can be treated with a nitrocellulose-based
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binder. Such binders have been reported to be effective in protecting mesoparticles, which
are micron-sized aggregated reactive nanoparticulates, generally improving their
combustion [26]. Also, the particles can be coated by energetically favorable
organometallic compounds or aerosolized using a non-reactive and/or agglomeration
prohibiting liquid (may be ACN itself) rather than being used dry.
Certainly, the choice of PCA does not need to be confined to hexane and acetonitrile
only. Different immiscible binary systems can be generated based on their chemistry and
interaction with the material to be synthesized. Liquids like benzonitrile, xylene, pyridine,
cyclohexane and several other polar and nonpolar hydrocarbons can be considered in this
regard. The work certainly has the potential to be extended in industries other than
energetics.

Spherical

particulates

are

highly

desired

in

industries

involving

pharmaceuticals, catalysts, additive manufacturing, cosmetics, food processing and paint
additives. The mixed PCA approach can be introduced to those industries as well and need
not be confined to inorganic materials only. Based on our findings, we can affirm that
mixtures of different process control agents can be used as an effective tool for the
tunability of particle morphology, shape, and size, which eventually affects material
handling and reactivity. And the work can be extended to design a new interesting
generation of engineered powders.
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APPENDIX A
STEM-EELS ANALYSIS OF Al-CuO NANOTHERMITES PRODUCING
COPPER NANODOTS AT 650K

Characterization on Al-CuO nanothermite samples quenched at 650K are presented
below

Figure A.1 The Cu-L2,3 edge spectra acquired across a dot observed in sample ApC- after
quenching at 650K.

Figure A.2 SEM images of A-C- and Ap-C- as prepared (samples prepared for
microprobe analysis).
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Figure A.3 Cross-sectional STEM-HAADF image of ApCp heated to 650 K.
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APPENDIX B
DENSELY FILLED SPHERICAL POWDER PREPARED BY MECHANICAL
MILLING
Further characterization of the prepared spherical powders are presented beloq

(b
)

(a)

Figure B.1 Electron images of starting materials (top) and resulting microspheres
(bottom) of (a) Sucrose, (b) Titanium.
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Figure B.2 Selected particle size distributions of materials before milling (vertical bars),
and after sphere formation (solid lines). Sizes of sfheres formed after different milling
times are shown. Initial size distributions were determined by light scattering in a Malvern
Mastersizer apparatus, where particles were suspended in ethylene glycol. Particle sizes
of spheres were determined from low-magnification optical microscope images by image
processing using ImageJ software.
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Figure B.3 Specific surface areas (BET method) of iron oxide and boron spheres and
their respective starting materials.
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Figure B.4 Optical microscope images of hollow and fragile PR emulsion droplets formed
after ultrasonication of 5 µm aluminum particles in a hexane-acetonitrile mixture.
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APPENDIX C
SPHERICAL BORON MORPHOLOGY AND SIZE DISTRIBUTION

Additional characterizations on prepared spherical boron are presented below.
Sample 4
RV-275 0.5% viton

Volume density (%)

before flowability measurments
after flowability measurements

10

Sample 5
RV-275 1% viton
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Figure C.1 Particle size distribution of sample 4 and 5 before and after flowability
measurements.

Figure C.2 SEM image of sample 29 collected after passing through 635 mesh (20um)
sieve.
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Figure C.3 SEM image of commercial boron (SB-95).
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Figure. C.4. Particle size distribution with and without sonication for sample 12 and 34.
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APPENDIX D
EFFECT OF SPHERICAL MORPHOLOGY ON BORON COMBUSTION

Combustion diagnostic set-up and additional characterizations are presented below.

High Speed
Camera

Ejected,
burning
particles

Laser
Powder

Aluminum
support

Figure D.1: Schematic diagram of the custom flame diagnostic laser set-up

(a)
C2

(b)
S3

Figure D.2: SEM images of a) Commercial boron C2 and b) spheres S3
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D.1 Combustion Product Analysis
The condensed CVE products were collected and analyzed to quantify the portion of boron
that remained unreacted for commercial powder C2 and S3 spheres prepared using that
powder. A sample of 300 mg of each combustion product was stirred continuously in 250
mL of water for 8 h to dissolve B2O3. The solubility of B2O3 is reported to be 2.77 g per
100 mL at room temperature. The product was washed with water to remove B2O3. The
dried products were weighed and the amount of unreacted boron was calculated assuming
that all material dissolved in water was B2O3. In addition, the NASA CEA Chemical
Equilibrium with Applications (CEA) code was run to calculate the maximum pressure
expected in present experiments, accounting for both boron and the Al·CuO thermite
present in the igniter reacting with air inside the vessel. No substantial differences between
characteristics measured with irregularly shaped and spherical boron powders were
observed. The mass of boron was varied in the NASA CEA code. A boron mass vs Pmax
plot was generated as follows in Figure 6. Once compared with the experimental results,
the commercial boron C2 appeared to have a combustion efficiency of 46% while S4
spheres showed 43% combustion efficiency.
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D.2 Reaction Onset Determination
Reaction onset was determined by fitting a baseline for each TG trace as shown in Fig. S5.
This baseline was subtracted from the experimentally obtained TG traces and subtracted
traces were investigated. Anything below 4% of the maximum signal was considered to be
noise.
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